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complete your BMW.

Imprint
Copyright by Wunderlich GmbH. Reproduction, printing or use of any material from this catalogue is not permitted unless authorised by the Wunderlich GmbH. Photos: Till Kohlmey, Michael Engel-
ke, Gerhard Rudolf „Buenos Dias“, Felix von Canstein „Pro-Photo“, Erich Wunderlich, Oliver Lohner. Furthermore, we would also like to thank all people who have given us permission to use their 
pictures.

Start here. All the essential information: www.wunderlich.de/update

Find an Official Wunderlich Dealer in your country

Download up-to-date and new catalogue sections, corrections and brand 
new parts that are not included in the printed catalogues!

www.wunderlich.de/manuals: Download fitting instructions in 
English/Italian/German/Spanish/French

International Internet Presence

The Wunderlich website has been recently upgraded 
and modernised. For our export customers the inter-
national section offers a lot of useful information. 

Enter the international website through   
www.wunderlich.de/update and from there it is easy 
to navigate to all the various information and download 
sections:

The Content:

•  Catalogues: Download all the current international catalogue 
sections, as well as new sections of bike models bikes not 
included in our printed catalogues. Includes all the model 
sections, accessories for all bikes, touring reports and special 
promotions. Available are English, Italian, Spanish and French 
catalogue sections.

•  Instructions / manuals: Download fitting instructions in Eng-
lish and colour. The list is constantly upgraded.

•  Press releases and news: All the latest press releases and 
product news from Wunderlich. 

•  Wunderlich Bikes: Download PDF’s of Wunderlich bikes, con-
versions and show bike specials.

•  Dealers: Find an official Wunderlich dealer in your country. 
Our dealers will provide you with parts and information, and 
will help you with inquiries and customer service in your lan-
guage.

•  New parts: Download information about new parts that are 
not included in the printed catalogues.

The international internet pages are updated on a daily 
basis. New content is added, more catalogue sections 
are translated into languages, newly developed parts 
are published and presented before they are included 
in the printed catalogues, and more instructions in 
English and other languages are added.

www.wunderlich.de/update



Editorial

Dear fellow motorcyclists,

an exciting anniversary is approaching. It is now 

twenty-five years since we developed the first 

products and ideas at Wunderlich. You, our cus-

tomers, have thus been personalising your mo-

torbikes with us since 1985. Through our com-

mitment and enthusiasm we have been, and still 

are, the pioneers in the accessories market for 

the blue and white brand. 

We are often imitated, which makes us proud. A 

product is only good if others want to share in its success. But we are the 

original. That also applies to our team members, who are often courted 

by our competitors. But our expert staff, the basis of our success, remain 

loyal to the team.  Included here are our very first members of staff, such 

as our Head of Operations, Peter Hoppe, Ingrid Ulrich and Peter Decker. 

Alexander de la Motte, our second Managing Director, has also been with 

us for over 15 years. We are proud of the very low turnover of our staff, 

of our large number of trainees and the high proportion of these who are 

taken on permanently.

There is another important anniversary to celebrate this year - 30 years of 

the GS. Hardly any motorcycle has changed the biking world as much as 

this fantastic enduro bike. Our “OffRoad” catalogue, which you are now 

holding in your hands, offers an enormous variety of high-quality, practical 

and attractive accessories. With these parts your own GS can be per-

fected and personalised as well. 

We have been living motorbikes for 25 years. My team and I will be de-

lighted if you, our customer, will also live it together with us in the future.

  

Erich Wunderlich

Important comment: The parts sold by us are road legal and approved 
for use in Germany/Europe. Please make sure that they are road legal in 
your country - your Wunderlich dealer will be happy to provide you with 
information.

One last additional note to conclude: We are very pleased that many 
female bikers use our products. We would like to ask these “bikeresses” 
not to take offence if some texts in this catalogue use the male form, for 
instance “his” instead of “his/hers”. This is only done in order to simplify 
the texts, considering that many products in our line-up are a direct result 
of input received from our female staff members and test riders.
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25 years of Wunderlich
25 years of practical products for the perfect, person-
alised motorbike

We would like to thank all of our cus-
tomers and business partners. In 2010 
we are celebrating our 25th anniversa-
ry. For a quarter of a century, the name 
of Wunderlich has been inseparable 
from Yamaha and BMW motorbikes.

The story of Wunderlich GmbH began 
in the garage of Erich Wunderlich’s 
parents.

In an 8-page “catalogue”, prepared on 
a typewriter, the first products were 
presented, such as the innovative di-
rect lubrication system for the over-
head camshaft.

Two years later, the garage was too 
small and we moved to a warehouse at 
the Ahrweiler train station. Our product 
range included everything from parts  
for optimising the chassis to tuning 
parts. In 1988, our current Head of Op-
erations, Peter Hoppe, was employed 
as our first member of staff.

The path we had taken had long since 
proved to be the right one and a further 
move into an idyllic old vineyard with 
over 1000 m² of warehouse space was 
already necessary in 1989. With the 
purchase of an R 100 GS, the course 
had already been set in the direction 
of BMW and in 1991 we made our 
first, very successful appearance at 
a trade fair at the IFMA in Cologne. A 

year later our catalogue had a distribu-
tion of 5,000 with 67 pages, on which 
over 200 products could be found. Just 
four years later, 20,000 copies of the 
catalogue were printed and Wunder-
lich began to concentrate exclusively 
on BMW.

We made progress step by step. Our 
staff numbers increased continuously, 
a further move, into our own building in 
Bodendorf, took place, and even that 
would not be our final address. Since 
2004, we are located in Sinzig, where 
now, in 3 buildings, we have space for 
all of our departments, from adminis-
tration, through development, to the 
warehouse.

“25 years” trips off the tongue, but the 
youngest members of our staff today 
were not even born then, and a brief 
look back shows that it really is a long 
time.

1985 At the age of 17 Boris Becker 
becomes the first German to win the 
Wimbledon Grand-Slam tournament.
Setting up of the company in Erich 
Wunderlich’s parents’ house in Ahr-
weiler. The first catalogue appears: 
8 pages long, produced on the type-
writer of Alberto Wunderlich, Erich’s 
father. Focus of the catalogue: as a 
fan of powerful torque, it has to be the 

legendary Yamaha single cylinder XT 
and SR 500.

1986 The Soviet Union fires its com-
mand module for the “Mir” space sta-
tion into orbit.
Development of a direct lubrication 
system for the overhead camshaft of 
the single cylinder engine. The first 
production run exceeds the budget 
several times over. The first advertise-
ment is placed with the “Tourenfahrer” 
motorcycle magazine - with an over-
whelming response.

1987 The USA begins work on GPS 
(Global Positioning System).

There is no longer enough space in the 
parental home and the first move takes 
place. An office with a warehouse is 
rented cheaply at the Ahrweiler train 
station. The product range stretches 
from chassis improvements to com-
plex tuning parts.

1988 George Bush is elected president 
of the United States.
Development, customer service and 
sales can no longer be carried out by a 
single person. The first member of staff 
is appointed. It is Peter Hoppe, Head 
of Operations today and one of the key 
pillars of the company

1989 The Berlin Wall falls.
The old warehouse is bursting at the 
seams. The company moves to an idyl-
lic old vineyard in Ahrweiler with over 
1000 m² of warehouse space. The first 
BMW appears in the company fleet. It 
is an R 100 GS.

1990 The Leaning Tower of Pisa is 
closed for safety reasons.
The youngest of our current Wunder-
lich employees is born. The move away 
from Yamaha is at the horizon.

1991 “Ötzi”, a mummified body over 
5000 years old, is found in the glaciers 
in the border region between the North 
and South Tyrol.
First appearance at a trade fair at the 
IFMA in Cologne. Wunderlich presents 
the first converted R 100 GS with dou-
ble headlights, double rear lights and 
many other refinements.

1992 The XXVth Summer Olympic 
Games take place in Barcelona.
The first separate BMW accesso-
ries catalogue appears. It features 67 
pages, with more than 200 parts. 5000 
copies are printed.

1993  Boris Yeltsin wins the first demo-
cratic elections in Russia.
The R 1100 RS is launched. A mile-
stone in the history of BMW models 
and confirmation for the company, that 
it has backed the right brand.

1994 Sony brings the first Playstation 
on to the market in Japan.
This is the year of the new R 1100 GS, 
which also finally brings the company 
to focus 100% on the BMW brand.

1995 Jacques Chirac is elected presi-
dent of France.
The success of BMW ensures continu-
ous growth at Wunderlich. On average, 
more than 50 packages of parts are 
shipped from the company every day.

1996 In Atlanta in the USA, the XXVIth 
Summer Olympic Games take place.
Development of the first ERGO seats 
and ERGO touring screens.

1997 In Britain, the Labour Party under 
Tony Blair wins the general election.
The number of employees has now in-
creased to twelve. Five of them are re-
sponsible for customer support alone, 
on site and on the phone.

1998 France beat Brazil 3:0 in Paris to 
win the World Cup.
A new catalogue appears now annual-
ly,  and every year the number of prod-
ucts grows. Our own developments 
play an increasingly important part in 
this. First appearance at INTERMOT 
exhibition in Munich.

1999 Johannes Rau is elected as Fed-
eral President of Germany.
A shortage of warehouse space, 
cramped offices and too little customer 
parking force the company to move 
again, this time to Bad Bodendorf.

2000 Michael Schuhmacher becomes 
Formula 1 World Champion with Ferrari 
for the first time.
Wunderlich is one of the few and first 
companies in the motorcycle sec-
tor to be awarded the DIN/ISO 9001 
certificate and is therefore allowed to 
apply for TÜV certificates. Wunderlich 
has its first 65 m² exhibition stand at 
the INTERMOT exhibition. It is a great 

success: importers from every country 
are literally fighting over the sales rights 
of the BMW range, which is now exten-
sive.

2001 The Czech Republic become ice 
hockey world champions in the final 
against Finland.
Wunderlich GmbH is probably the first 
company in the motorbike sector to be 
certified in accordance with the new 
DIN/EN/ISO 9001:2000 directive (KBA 
compliant).

2002  Introduction of the Euro.
The first office units are erected on the 
site in Bad Bodendorf. Space is once 
again at its limit. In order to concen-
trate fully on developing/testing BMW 
products, the Yamaha division is closed 
down.

2003 Concorde flies from New York to 
Paris for the last time.
There are now four large sea containers 
on the site. The “summer of the cen-
tury” ensures a good motorbike sea-
son, but the temperatures in the office 
unit reach over 40° C at times. The first 
plans for a new building on the Sinzig 
industrial park are formed.

2004 Greece win the European Foot-
ball Championship under Otto Reh-

hagel.
In January 2004 our home moves to 
Kranzweiherweg. Wunderlich cel-
ebrates its first “open house day” and 
over 1000 customers join in.

2005 Angela Merkel is elected as Fed-
eral Chancellor in Germany.
Wunderlich celebrates its 20-year an-
niversary and looks forward to the next 
20 years!

2006 The football World Cup takes 
place in Germany.
A 3D printer for rapid prototyping, a 3D 
laser scanner and a new CNC milling 
machine are acquired.

2007 Germany beat Poland to become 
handball world champions.
The “Classic” catalogue, now the 19th 
edition of the Wunderlich catalogue, 
appears. Nine new members of staff 
are appointed (Development, Market-
ing, Sales, Purchasing, Shipping, Ac-
counts).

2008 Barack Obama is elected presi-
dent of the USA.
A new high-bay warehouse with a ca-
pacity of 524 pallet racks, covering a 
floor space of approx. 600 m² is built.

2009 The aircraft captain Chesley B. 
Sullenberger avoids a disaster by com-
pleting an emergency landing on the 
Hudson River in New York City.
The OnRoad catalogue, which runs 
to approx. 700 pages, appears, with a 
print run of 40,000 copies.

2010 Wunderlich turns 25 and sends 
congratulations to Tianna Madison, Lily 
Allen, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lewis Hamil-
ton, Michael Phelbs and everyone else 
who came into the world in 1985. 
As a special present, the readers of the 
renown “Motorrad” motorcycle maga-
zine placed us in first place in the vote 
for “Best Brand Customizing”. 

1
3

2

The main building with administration, shop and the shipping 
centre (1), the first construction stage of the high-shelf ware-
house (2) and the research and development department (3). 
On the right, part of our test track and some of the additional 
storage units (white garages) containing the performance test 
station, the archive, etc. can be seen.

Erich Wunderlich (left) and Peter Hoppe (right) in 1994 in front of the company premises 
at that time in Ahrweiler.

The first custom-built company building in Bad Bodendorf in 1999
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An unusual success story began exactly 

30 years ago. The story of the most suc-

cessful enduro bikes of all time.

Hardly any other motorbike manufacturer 

has such a long history in off-road racing as 

BMW. The Bavarians started their off-road 

tours very early on, in May 1923, for exam-

ple, with a prototype of the R32 on the “tour 

through the mountains of Bavaria”. Whether 

it was in the Six Days or the German Off-

road Championship, BMW was always one 

of the leading participants. The victory in 

the German Off-road Championship in 1979 

was a milestone. It gave the motorbike divi-

sion at BMW enough impetus to be able to 

launch the R80 G/S a year later, which was 

a sensation at the time. A two-cylinder 

enduro bike with a Cardan (shaft drive) and 

single sided swingarm, but suitable for trav-

elling like a tourer. Despite its considerable 

weight of fully 190 kilos, the G/S was for 

many people a genuine all-rounder, fast on 

tarmac and suitable for all tracks in the 

world. In 1981 and 1983 Hubert Auriol won 

the Paris-Dakar Rally on it, GS rider Gaston 

Rahier was almost equally successful.

Up to 1987, the G/S Twin Valve 800 was 

almost unchanged in its design, then it was 

suddenly replaced by three models. Its 

direct successor was the R 80 GS, now 

without the forward slash(/), but with a 

Paralever instead. This prevented the noto-

rious load change reaction caused by the 

shaft drive. Even more successful was the 

second successor, the R 100 GS. Only one 

year after its launch, it had become the top 

selling motorbike in Germany. The R 100 

GS, which was full of character, also 

Report: Three decades of the GS
appeared in 1989 as a “Paris Dakar” (PD) 

special edition. A 35 litre tank, fairings fixed 

to the frame, a larger engine cover and 

some additional modifications allowed its 

owners to dream of riding through Africa. 

Quite a few GS bikes actually found their 

way there, it was a particular favourite of 

long-distance travellers. BMW only made 

the unpopular R 65 GS, which had 27 less 

HP, for a short time.

With these three models, the very success-

ful range of twin-valve boxer engines came 

to an end. They ceased between 1994 and 

1996 and it seemed that their success 

could not be surpassed. But that was far 

from the truth - with the first four-valve GS, 

the R 1100 GS, launched by BMW in 1994, 

the next successful coup was guaranteed. 

Now equipped with the unbeatable Telelev-

er front-end suspension and a powerful 

1085cc 80 HP boxer engine, the 1100 left 

the showroom over 43,000 times over the 

following six years. This was a huge suc-

cess, despite, or perhaps because of, its 

unusual design and impressive size. Almost 

immediately, there was a R 850 GS, identi-

cal apart from the engine. Although it was 

reported that it had a smoother engine, its 

sales remained marginal.

Used to the size of the now powerful boxer 

GS, hardly anyone was worried in autumn 

1999 by the appearance of the successor to 

the 1100, the R 1150 GS. On the contrary, it 

was a winner and led the registration statis-

tics in Germany from 2001 to 2003. Its 

asymmetrical double headlights and the 

striking, broader “beak” provided plenty to 

discuss over a beer in the pub. On country 

roads, Alpine mountain passes and count-

less dirt tracks around the world, it was the 

undisputed number one, along with the 

Adventure model, and could only be finally 

unseated by one machine, the BMW R 1200 

GS.

In 2004 in South Africa, the curtain rose on 

a new, completely re-designed GS. Not only 

the appearance changed completely, the 

specifications ensured lighter weight and 

more power. The R 1200 GS had hardly 

appeared on the market before it too 

became a top seller. A large group of faithful 

fans continued to opt for the R 1150 GS, 

however, albeit in the long-distance Adven-

ture model. This was discontinued in 2006, 

when the R 1200 GS Adventure was 

launched, a powerful bike, the ultimate driv-

ing machine for the world globe-trotter.

Now, the R 1200 GS is in the thirtieth year 

of its existence and, with a slight face-lift, it 

is available again in new models. With the 

brand new DOHC engine, the power plant 

now delivers 120 Nm at 6,000 r.p.m. with an 

output of 110 HP. Figures of which, when 

the R 80 G/S, the first large BMW enduro 

bike, was launched thirty years ago, no one 

would even have dreamt. 

And when this fantastic giant enduro bike, 

which offers so many all-round qualities, is 

then modified with the individual accesso-

ries from the Wunderlich range to meet the 

very specific needs of its owner, it really 

does justice to its title - the king of the big 

enduro bikes.

The twin-valve GS, on which the Belgian Gaston 
Rahier won the Paris-Dakar Rally in 1985. Today 
the bike is kept at the “Deutsches Zweirad- und 
NSU-Museum”. (German motorcycle and NSU 
Museum).  
Photo: Joachim Köhlerr

The very first (original) GS - the R 80 G/S. At that time, “G/S” stood for “Gelände/Sport” (“Off-road/
Sport”). Photo: Gastair

1994: Erich Wunderlich and the brand new R 1100 GS during the first test runs in Spain

1987: Erich Wunderlich with his R 100 GS, on his 
travels through the Alps.

Our R 1100 GS from 1994: Despite many tempt-
ing offers, we have held on to our 1100 and it still 
gives us a lot of pleasure!

In 1999, the first evolutionary stage in the 
4V-boxer emerges with the R 1150 GS!

F 800 GS: Finally another affordable off-road GS 
for long-distance travel

F 650 GS (Single): The “small” GS is a winner 
with its light weight and low seat height

The 2004 R 1200 GS

The 2010 R 1200 GS as a special Wunderlich 
“Neckam” model
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A

Auxiliary lights + accessories 42-43 177-179 372-374 452-455, 493 248-251

Air filter + accessories 68 174 369 529 271

Air intake carbon 368

Air pressure gauge 24-25

Air pumps + compressor 27

Aluminium covers 166 329,354,355,357

Aluminium rear shock adjuster 165 350 412,516-518 212

B 

Badge + pins 100

Cases + top cases + carriers 190-199 382-391 544, 560-573 284, 287-295

Bags + backpacks 101-107 541

Bar end weights 162 344 414

Batteries + accessories 175-176 370-371 532-533

Brake + clutch reservour covers 326, 347 507-508 265

Brake line protector 462, 505

Brake caliper / reservoir / master cylinder protectors 153, 158 332, 349 460, 512 231,26

Brake discs + pads 30-33

Brake fluid 58

Brake lever (adjustable) 145 306 413, 512 208

Brake lever lock 79

Brake lever enlarger 148 314 426 219

Bulbs/lamps 39-41

C - D

Camshaft sprocket cover 353

Camshafts 367 527

Carbon parts 158 340 500-506

Cardan shaft (final drive) cover 354 457, 506, 518

Cleaning and polishing products 53-58

Centre stand + accessories 149 316, 336 470 221, 236

Chain kits + chain guard + accessories 66 167, 180-183 236, 275-276

Chassis 21 inch wheel conversion 478-479

Clothing 86-88

Clutch 70-71 274

Clutch lever (adjustable) 145 306 413, 512 208

Cockpit fairings + cockpit- + instrument covers 343, 346 508-509 261

Covers (bike cover) 53

Cup, stainless steel 90

Cylinder protector + valve cover protector 319-321 429-430, 436

Diagnostic equipment + synchronizer 78-79

Double headlight conversion 375

E - F 

Electronics + chargers 44-52

Engine protector plate 468, 469 237

Engine protection bars + accessories + crash pads 151 320-321
430-433, 435, 541, 

554-555
223

Exhaust system + accessories 105 171-172 359-363 459, 521-522 227, 267-269

Fairings + screens 141-144 300-305, 328, 346 400-410, 489-493 205-207, 259-260

First aid + emergency kit 92

Foot + leg protectors 328-329 441-445 224

Footrests + footrest lowering kits 148 310-313, 337, 355 418-424 216-217

Fork springs + fork oil 15, 21

Fork tube covers + fork protectors 346 474, 514 247

Frame protector 446

Gear lever + and lever enlarger 19 314 425-426 218-219

Generator covers carbon + aluminium 166 347 502

H - I 

Hand protectors + accessories 152 323-325 437-440 225-227

Handlebar bag 190 381 540 280

Handlebar conversion kits + handlebar 109 147 309 417, 485 207, 211

Handlebar muffs 93

Handlebar risers 146 308-309 415-416 210

Head light grill 154 330 456-457 230

Header pipe protector 470 235

Hearing protection 97

Heated handle bars 93

Heel guard 505

Helmet camera 135

Horn guard 333 458, 537 234, 280

Hub covers 519

Indicators + accessories 180 376-377 456-496 276

Injection cover 326, 348 461

Intake duct 368 528

Inner mudguard 339 465 238

Instrument + display surrounds 343 508, 509 261

K - L 

Key chain + key holder 85 161 344

Lambda (oxygen) sensor cover 463
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Lighter 89

Lifting handle 315 427 212

Literature + road maps 82-83, 112-113

Luggage loops + accessories 106 549-553

Luggage racks + accessories 472, 552 285-286

M

Magnetic oil drain plug 67

Magnetic oil filter cap 69

Magnetic board 90

Manoeuvring aids + lifters 11-13

Maps + literature 82-83, 112-113

MediaBag 130

Mirror + mirror extensions 35-38 418 210

Mudguard + inner mudguard 339-340 465, 503-504 238

Mudguards + extensions + enlargements 156 340-341 463-464 239

MultiPod + accessories 124-129

N 

Navigation + accessories 117-135

Number plate holder 167 355 495

O - P 

Oil cooler grill 331 447

Oil filter tool 68

Oil plug + oil plug conversion kit "Dry-Safe" 162 327, 350-351 434 228

Oil temperature gauge 163 228

Oils, filters and accessories 59, 62-67, 69

Paint protection 159 337, 338 475 241, 243, 262-264

Paralever torque arm 485

Petrol - fuel coupling + accessories 77

R

Radiator (cooler) cover 331 447 229

RapidBike 72

Rear bags 188-189 542-548 281-285

Rear cover 495

Rear lights + accessories 176 374 497-499

Rear wheel cover 340 468, 504

Rectifier cover 235

Reflector film 109

S 

Screw and bolt sets + thread locking 82, 84, 108, 110 164-165 352, 356-357 448-449, 497

Seals, gaskets + accessories 76-77 368

Seats + accessories 94 139-140 299-300 395-398 203

Seat heating + seat cushion 95-96

Service kits 69

Side cover 348 494, 502

Side stand extension 157 341 471 240

Snow chains 26

Spark plugs + accessories 74-76, 111

Starter motor + covers 78

Steel braided brake lines 34

Steering head bearings 111

Steering head bolt cover + thermometer 161 345 513-514

Steering stop + accessories 333 459

Suspension + lowering kits 14-20 468-487 254-255

Supermoto conversion kit 257

T

Tank bags + accessories 98-99 185-186 379-381 535-537 279-280

Tank cover + tank side panels carbon 500-501

Tank pads + filler neck pads 153-154, 164 337, 347 472-473 242, 262

Telelever covers 352, 357 517, 518

Throttle Rocker 94 144 307 414 209

Throttle sensor cover 332, 349 461

Tools 
10, 27, 58-61,  66, 

80-82, 112

Top yoke + yoke conversions 477, 484 253

Tuning 72 173 364-368 524-528 270

Tyre repair kit + accessories 25

Tyre valve caps  + angle valves 23

V

Valve adjusting bolts 367

Valve cap 321 435

Visor anti-glare strips + cleaner 84

W 

Wheel rim stickers 28

Wrist watch 91

Windshield adjustment 411

Y

Yoke + conversion kit 477, 484 253

Yoke protection pads 158 336 471 240-241
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R 1200 GS + Adventure/HP2
Ergonomics & Comfort

Ergonomics & Comfort

Wunderlich 
“AktivKomfort” ERGO Seats

The new generation of ERGO Seats: Well-thought-
through at every step of the design, with many innova-
tive solutions. The original seat suffers from an unfavour-
able form which places undue strain on the tailbone, and 
the angle of the seat leads many riders to adopt a bad 
pelvic position. To counter this we use a foam core with 
completely new contours and a unique fabric, devel-
oped with great care and at no little expense.

The facts:

•   Distinctly shaped (concaved) seating area.
•   Relief of pressure on the tail bone and optimised weight distri-

bution across the whole seat.
•   Progressive double-layer construction with soft upper layer and 

rigid core for even distribution of forces.
•   Non-slip, anti-perspiration material combined with “Alcantara” 

suede seams.
•   Strong “RoburC” seat pan of our own construction.
•   Protected document compartment underneath rider seat.
•   Classy recessed “cut” seams.
•   Seams glued and heat-sealed on modern PFAFF hot-air weld-

ing machines for 100% impermeability.
•   Made in Germany.

Adjustable height for the rider!

In order for you to achieve the perfect sitting position, 
we also offer a “low” seat height alongside the “regu-
lar” series version. The low version ensures the rider is 
positioned securely and gives you the feeling you are 
actually sitting in rather than on the machine.

Relaxation for the passenger!

An ergonomic form accurately adjusted to suit the seat-
ing position. As a passenger, this means that you too 
can enjoy long-lasting comfort while touring. We have 
also managed to substantially improve the support 
(particular during braking), resulting in significantly more 
relaxed and enjoyable touring. The progressive foam 
core and the relief of tailbone strains put an end to any 
complaints.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Rider seat LOW “AktivKomfort” ERGO

Low seat Part No.: 8161199

Rider seat REGULAR “AktivKomfort” ERGO

Original height Part No.: 8161198

Passenger seat REGULAR “AktivKomfort” ERGO

Original height Part No.: 8161164

Perfect relief of tailbone pressure and secure positioning for the passenger, 
even in a forwards direction, and even better back support for the rider.

Die Welt - “How to maintain your posture”
The largest selection available to BMW riders comes from specialist 

Wunderlich. He develops high, low, hard and soft seats, lower foot-

rests and variable handle bar risers.

TOURENFAHRER
“...one of the most sensible of Wunderlich ideas …the Ergo Seats, 

which have tighter padding than the original and less slippery cov-

ers. The pronounced shape provides better support, especially at 

the back...”

ADAC Motorwelt
“Exemplary custom solutions from Erich Wunderlich. In Sinzig on the 
Rhein, BMW riders can test ride several seats and choose a suitable 
one. The difference of the seat foams are not just in height but also 
in their shape...”

Mega-Test:  Our ERGO Seats have been proving their worth 
on the world’s roads for more than ten years. Just a taste of 
our test rides and journeys:

• 16.000 km across Siberia
• 18.000 km through Asia
• 14.000 km on the way to Trullala
• 8.500 km towards Syria
• 9.421 km on the XEurope Tour

Summary of rider opinion: Long distance travelling is only possible 
when using ERGO-seats. The original failed already when just touring.

Protected document compartment 
(rider) and high-strength mounts.

Pronounced groove 
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Wunderlich “AktivKomfort” RALLY

A seat with unique benefits that has proven its worth 
at the Agadir Rally, at Erzberg and a large number of 
extreme tours. It makes rapid shifting of weight possible,  
and on longer stretches it has the advantage that the 
rider can simply stretch himself now and again, and can 
alter the seating position without extreme contortions.

It features all the advantages of our ERGO seats:

•   Rapid and straightforward shifting of weight.
•   Distinctly shaped (concaved) seating area.
•   Relief of pressure on the tail bone and optimised weight distri-

bution across the whole seat.
•   Progressive double-layer construction with soft upper layer and 

rigid core for even distribution of forces. Seat retains effective 
cushioning even after long-term use.

•   Non-slip, anti-perspiration material combined with “Alcantara” 
suede seams.

•   Strong “RoburC” seat pan of our own construction.
•   Protected document compartment.
•   Classy recessed “cut” seams.
•   Seams glued and welded for complete impermeability.
•   Redesigned seat pan closely follows the shape of the frame to 

achieve maximum cushioning thickness.
•   Uncompromising durability for long distance use.
•   Seat height for R 1200 GS approx. 845 mm.
•   Made in Germany.

Visually, a brand new line is created that makes the 
Adventure/GS even more dynamic and gives it a flaw-
less appearance.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8161155

Wunderlich Test Ride Service
Most of our international dealers offer the Wunderlich Test Ride 

Service. This means you can fit and ride with one of our screens 

or seats on your bike, before deciding which one you like best. 

Ask your local Wunderlich dealer for details.

ERGO Seats combine positive 
improvements in comfort with sig-
nificant safety gains. Because physi-
cal tension or pain are both stress 
factors that can lead to premature 
tiredness and dips in concentra-
tion. This can have a massive impact 
on the fun of riding and rider safety 
Motorcycle manufacturers design their 
vehicles with a standardised, universal 
rider in mind. This is an unsatisfactory 

compromise, because the posture that 
most riders are forced to adopt can 
lead to the well-known problems indi-
cated above.

Western and Central Europeans seem 
to be too big and thus too heavy for 
the “standard” motorcycle seat. An 
additional problem is that the cost-
ly techniques that we use are often 
not practicable in mass manufacture. 

We have developed the ERGO Seats 
exclusively with riders from our part of 
the world in mind, which has enabled 
us to achieve an optimum combina-
tion of riding posture and comfort. The 
long-term robustness of the progres-
sive foam core maintains all the posi-
tive characteristics of the ERGO Seats 
even when they are used in extreme 
endurance conditions.

“AktivKomfort” Seats

Optimal seating comfort and complete freedom of movement
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R 1200 GS + Adventure/HP2
Ergonomics & Comfort

Wunderlich Seat Guide

Many GS owners think twice before taking the rider 
seat off, because they know what’s coming next. We’ve 
all heard the poor souls’ spine-chilling wail born out of 
sheer frustration while trying to re-fit the seat again and 
again. The dreadful seat locking mechanism drove us, 
too, to the brink of clinical insanity - we simply had to 
do something about it! Luckily for all GS riders “Doc-
tor” Wunderlich came up with the effective cure: Simply 
attach the metal guides to the bike and the seat slides 
into position and locks almost on its own!

Models up to 2007 have often already lost the insuffi-
ciently secured original small plastic guide, which made 
attaching the seat even worse. For these cases we have 
included a strong replacement guide that’s bolted to 
the main body and closes the gap. Once the sliders are 
fitted they stay permanently attached to the bike and 
make sure that taking the seat off and refitting it is an 
easy and stress-free task.

Note: Suitable for all Wunderlich ERGO and original 
BMW seats, but not for original BMW “LOW” (820 
mm) seat.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8161191

Included is an additional bolt-on 
metal guide for pre 2007 models 
that have lost/broken the original 
piece.

A Brief Guide to Screens
In principle we differentiate between 
the three main production processes:

Injection moulding

High pressure presses plastic into a 
mould consisting of two or three parts. 
Optical purity tends to be down to 
luck, and the material characteristics 
(scratch resistance, stability, etc.) are 
at the lower end of the quality scale.

The advantages are the high level of 
automation and thus the potential for 
mass production and very low cost of 
manufacture. Many original screens 
are manufactured in this way. This can 
be recognised by the sharp weld line 
on the edge of the disc.

Thermoforming (deep drawing)

We use this process for small screens 
and complex, coloured plastic prod-
ucts (e.g. inner fenders, carpeting, side 
caps, etc. Here, a prefabricated sheet 
material is heated up and pulled over 
a mould with a powerful vacuum. The 
resulting impression (what becomes 
the screen) is then cut out of the 
blank. A very good method for produc-
ing comparatively small screens, as 

the sheet material has clearly defined 
characteristics which make the screen 
scratch resistant, stable and optically 
pure (depending on the screen shape). 
Unfortunately, large screens can only 
be produced with this procedure 
with substantial compromises, and a 
screen width of over 3-4 mm poses a 
problem. Once a critical size, width or 
shape is reached, the high production 
temperatures can cause blistering in 
the material and optical distortions 
may occur.

Therefore, there are only a few com-
panies that are able to produce high-
quality screens using this thermoform-
ing process.

The automation options are more 
restricted than in die-casting. Milling 
out the final mould requires a huge 
mechanical and programming effort, 
and afterwards the edges need to be 
polished in a laborious process. Add-
ing a round edge is often not possible, 
which makes a separate edge protec-
tor necessary for safety reasons.

Pneumatic pressure

The screen contour is cut out of the 
prefabricated sheet material before the 
shaping takes place. It is then care-
fully heated up and gently pressed 
onto a mould with padded pneumatic 
stamps. This procedure has virtually no 
drawbacks but many advantages: the 
positive material characteristics remain 
almost fully intact and very complex 
designs are possible. The optical purity 
is hard to beat and the stability is 
unparalleled. As the radii at the edge 
are already milled before production 
they just need to be re-polished.

The level of automation is low, a large 
degree of manual work is required. 
Additional stamps etc. need to be set 
up in elaborate processes. Experts in 
production need to have sound train-
ing and long-term professional experi-
ence. For our requirements, this is ulti-
mately the best manufacturing process 
with regard to value for money. The 
benefits for the rider are huge, and the 
price is much lower when compared to 
many original screens.
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R 1200 GS + Adventure/HP2
Ergonomics & Comfort

Wunderlich “Xtreme” ERGO Screen

With its aerodynamic qualities, this screen with a 
height of 465 mm (18.3”) is exactly midway between 
the original (height 365 mm (14.4”)/GS) and our ERGO 
Screen (height 515 mm /20.3”) and has been especially 
designed for riders who want maximum wind protection 
with minimal dimensions. It offers the Adventure rider 
better vision for the same screen height (in comparison 
with the original). It is particularly useful for off-road 
riding, which is why we produce the screens from an 
extremely robust plastic using an innovative pressing 
procedure. A practically indestructible, slender screen 
with outstanding aerodynamic properties.

The facts:

•   Significantly improved wind-protection, even at the lowest posi-
tion and at high speeds.

•   Distinctly quieter.
•   Minimised turbulence.
•   Elimination of vibration in the helmet area.
•   Is mounted and adjusted like the original.
•   Incline adjustment more effective thanks to altered basic set-

tings.
•   Can be adjusted to suit almost all riders.
•   Reduces “dancing” of rain water droplets on the visor (vacuum 

turbulence).
•   Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant Lexan plastic.
•   6 mm (~1/4”) material strength.
•   5 year warranty.
•   ABE approved.

On our Siberian expedition (over 11,500 kilometres), this 
screen proved its value outstandingly and we could not 
have covered such a large amount of kilometres without 
it. The properties are even further improved with a low-
mounted seat and/or smaller body sizes.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Transparent Part No.: 8110411

Smoke-grey Part No.: 8110419

Transparent

Smoke-grey

Motorradfahrer recommendation
“...the upper body is fully isolated from the wind, no turbulence at all, even at high speeds. 

Noise: Acceptable at the lowest level; noise level sinks as the screen incline increases. Han-

dling: absolutely stable at high speeds despite large surface area. Vision: Good vision, slight 

distortions only in the side “ears”. Edge of screen at eye-level in highest setting. Summary: 

Opulent wind and weather protection accompanies moderate background noise; if you are 

prepared to reach for the chamois leather more often, you can enjoy comfortable vision even 

at high speeds.”

Tourenfahrer 2/2007
“The Xtreme screen from Wunderlich is large, stable and fits straight away. Wind 

protection is at a similar height to the Secdem screen, although turbulence is 

significantly lower, as is the suction effect when the screen is raised. Distor-

tions at the edge of the screen are also lesser. Summary: Stable screen, clean 

machining, even at the edges, good fit and with the best wind and weather 

protection.”

Wunderlich ERGO Screen “Marathon”

Maximal wind protection and comfort for the GS and 
even better and also more stable protection for the 
Adventure. A screen that is protracted towards the rider 
and offers maximum protection for all body sizes thanks 
to the double adjustability.

The facts:

•   Maximum protection for head, upper body and arms.
•   515 mm/20.3” high compared to original 365 mm/14.4” (GS) 

and 460 mm/18.1” (Adventure). Widened considerably at the 
bottom (transition to the protectors).

•   6 mm (~1/4”) thick screen material. Special manufacturing 
process allows screen to be used without heavy and annoying 
strengthening brackets.

•   The Wunderlich “ScreenSave Vario” included for additional 
adjustment range.

•   Quick and easy adjustment
•   Incline adjustment much more effective in comparison with the 

original.
•   Can be adjusted to suit almost all riders and riding habits.
•   Integrated flow channel: depending on the chosen height, the 

gap changes and a calming counter-flow of air reduces turbu-
lence.

•   Reduces “dancing” of rain water droplets on the visor (vacuum 
turbulence).

•   The GS design has been consistently adopted in every line. The 
screen integrates perfectly into the overall layout, highlights the 
lines and makes the GS an imposing sight.

•   Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant Lexan plastic.
•   Available in transparent or smoke-grey.
•   5 year guarantee.
•   ABE approval.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Ergo Screen (transparent)

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8110410

From 2008 Part No.: 8110416

Ergo Screen (smoke grey)

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8110417

From 2008 Part No.: 8110418

Incline adjustment Ergo Screen (smoke-grey)

No additional brackets needed. 
Optically pure

Extreme tests

Wunderlich Test Ride Service
Most of our international dealers offer the Wunderlich Test Ride 

Service. This means you can fit and ride with one of our screens 

or seats on your bike, before deciding which one you like best. Ask 

your local Wunderlich dealer for details.

Tourenfahrer 1/2006
“... the large Ergo Screen windscreen and the Clear-Protect foot 

and leg protectors provide optimum protection against the wind and 

weather for the GS.”

Smoke-grey
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Wunderlich ERGO-GS-Vario

Maximum wind protection with a windshield that can 
be individually adjusted using quick-release fasteners - 
sports, touring, summer and off-road windshield in one 
– for a sensational stress-free, individually-adjustable 
riding pleasure.

The facts:

•   Maximum protection for head, upper body and arms.
•   Widened considerably at the bottom (transition to the protec-

tors) to provide optimum protection for hands and arms.
•   At the top, the wide screen protects the head and upper body 

almost without any turbulence
•   Continuous height adjustment  (height: 465 mm [18.3’’] to 525 

mm [20.6’’]) thanks to a two-part screen construction.
•   Quick and easy adjustment 

(release lever and push up or down).
•   Adjustable to suit nearly all riders and riding styles.
•   Integrated flow channel: depending on the chosen height, the 

gap changes and a calming counter-flow of air reduces turbu-
lence.

•   If required, the screen is simply adjusted down and the field of 
vision is immediately widened, and the wind can blow against 
the rider without obstruction.

•   Reduces “dancing” of rain water droplets on the visor (vacuum 
turbulence).

•   The design, based on our ERGO Touring Screen for the R 1200 
GS, closes the gaps to the headlights and looks harmonious 
and imposing.

•   Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant Lexan plastic.
•   Easy and quick to fit.
•   5 year warranty.
•   The unique method of production permits the use of very com-

plex forms to provide perfect protection from wind.
•   TÜV approved.

The lower parts of the windshield are tinted in “shadow” 
(with a dynamic colour transition), whereby the protrud-
ing controls are integrated into the design. The main 
screen remains transparent.

R 1200 GS (all models) Part No.: 8110427

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) Part No.: 8110428

Coloured in “shadow” in the lower area

Rapid fastening and clamping 
system: Simply release...

... and adjust.

Height adjustable between 465 and 525 mm.

Wunderlich 
ProgressSystem Touring Screen System

The progressive solution that fulfils all requirements in 
a radical way.

For touring and holidays, the complete screen even 
outdoes the comfort of the Adventure screen by a long 
way. For day trips on home territory, simply remove the 
upper screen in a few steps and you have a stylish tour-
ing sport screen that evenly takes pressure off the entire 
upper body despite the minimal size of the design.

Turbulence is practically nil.

The facts:

•   Touring and short touring sport screen in one.
•   Short touring screen: unimpaired vision of front wheel as 

required with cooling wind – without turbulence.
•   Extends sideways to a large extent to provide relief for the 

arms.
• Extremely resistant to being bent by the wind.
•   The GS design has been consistently adopted in every line. The 

screen integrates perfectly into the overall layout, highlights the 
lines and makes the GS an imposing sight.

•   Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant Lexan plastic.
•   The very stable double-layer design enables a light material 

thickness of 4 mm (1/8”) to be selected.
•   Includes vibration de-coupling.
•   5 year warranty.
•  ABE approved.

The facts:

•   Maximum pressure-relief in all dimensions.
•   512 mm/20.2” high compared to original 365 mm/14.4” (GS) 

and 460 mm/18.1” (Adventure). Also, it’s much wider at the 
base at transition to the hand protectors.

•   The gap between the two screens allows a stream of air to 
reduce negative pressure and turbulence.

•   “Clean” shape without lines and distortion as seen on the 
Adventure screen for instance..

The large screen has been manufactured from clear, 
optically pure Lexan for the best possible vision and is 
practically indestructible.

R 1200 GS (all models)

Includes strong metal support bracket similar to Adven-
ture. Rubber mounted.

 Part No.: 8110139

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models)

Finally no more irritating fold in the field of vision. An 
optically pure screen for the Adventure that can now 
also be quickly altered for high outdoor temperatures.

The optimal back-stream, the improved dimensions and 
the harmonic transitions eliminate turbulence and pre-
vent the built-up of negative pressure.

The original support bracket is retained. Rubber mount-
ed.

 Part No.: 8110134

Complete with touring screen

Touring sport screen for R 1200 GS

Stable aluminium support bracket 
for R 1200 GS. Adventure models 
have this is already as standard..

Touring sport screen for Adventure

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Vario Sport Screen

Excellent touring screen with a built in, height-adjusta-
ble spoiler and effective aerodynamics. The individual 
adjustment allows any rider to find his own personal 
setting for the best possible wind protection, regardless 
of his/her own size. A screen to satisfy sport and touring 
riders (moderate riding speed) and that can guarantee 
stress-free, individually-adjustable riding pleasure

The facts:

•   Individually adjustable additional spoiler.
•   Can be adjusted to suit almost all riders and riding habits. Ait 

flow changes depending on adjustment and position of the 
spoiler. Possible turbulence is levelled by a soothing counter-
stream.

•   Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant plastic.
•   Made in Germany.
•   ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

 Part No.: 8110412

Wunderlich Touring Sport Screen

A short pleasure of a special kind: Pressure is taken off 
the entire upper body, despite minimal design size, and 
pressure on the helmet is astonishingly low up to the 
middle speeds.

Anyone who has yet to find a suitable aftermarket screen 
has a guarantee for very low turbulence with the Touring 
Sport Screen, without having to sacrifice wind pressure 
relief.

The screen also provides an unrestricted view in a for-
wards direction and of the front wheel and allows cool-
ing air to reach the rider in the summer.

Very robust, optically pure and petrol-resistant plastic.

ABE approved and 5 year warranty.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8110142

Wunderlich  
“Vario-ERGO+” Screen Deflector

The main problem with any original screen is that the 
upper edge cannot be adjusted to cater to individual 
needs, and to eliminate buffeting and turbulence.

We took the principle of screen add-ons, and signifi-
cantly improved upon it.

Recommendation: If you are happy with the height, 
width and other proportions of the original windshield 
but are bothered by turbulence, we recommend using 
this spoiler.

The facts:

•   Easy to adjust
•   Fast attachment and removal from screen.
•   Strong and secure attachment method.
•   Lightweight precision CNC-machined adjustment mechanism.
•   Anodised Dural aluminium
•   Shatter-proof Lexan deflector screen.
•   ABE approved.

All models (with original screen)

 Part No.: 8110025

 Lightweight precision machined 
adjustment mechanism

Easy, continuous adjustment of 
angle and height

The history of windshield add-ons
Since this type of windshield add-on started to appear on the mar-

ket, it has been adopted by many of companies. We started road 

experiments with windshield add-ons more than ten years ago. 

Unfortunately, these didn’t meet local (German) requirements in 

respect of effectiveness, stability at speed and

Handling. We’ve again turned our attention to the issue, increased 

stability to a level far in excess of the required standard, and built 

a new dimension of adjustability into the system in the form of 

height adjustment. Not only this, but we’ve also developed an 

aerodynamically optimised and optically dynamic windscreen that 

significantly reduces wind-related rider stress.

Why TÜV?

It is well known that there are motorcycle riders who always feel 

guilty whenever a police car goes by. This is not necessarily to do 

with the speed they ride at. Often it is simply because of the acces-

sories installed on the bike. Not everything that can be retrofitted to 

a motorcycle must be approved or blessed by the TÜV in the first 

place. But when we are talking about parts that increase engine 

performance, for example, that affect the acoustics or the exhaust 

behaviour, or that alter the contours of the vehicle, things look rather 

different. In these cases, it is not only a sensible precaution, but also 

an urgent requirement, to verify the parts and their interaction with 

the motorcycle. 

We at Wunderlich go to great lengths to have all of the accessories 

that we offer tested by the TÜV for their operating safety on the 

road. This is not always the case in the industry. However, we see it 

as our duty and our responsibility to our customers only to offer safe 

accessories. This is a matter of course for us and we know that our 

customers appreciate our efforts in this area.

Even for the “worst-case scenario”, it makes sense to invest in per-

sonal safety and to make sure that you only purchase TÜV-verified 

attachments and accessories. Just ask us – we are happy to give 

advice concerning approval and TÜV for our products – for your 

own safety.
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Wunderlich HP - “MarathonScreen”

This screen transforms the HP2 into the best “Enduro” 
bike with long distance road credentials. For most riders 
the best off-road routes are not just at your doorstep, 
so getting there on those long road trips requires good 
wind protection. This is especially important with such a 
slim bike as the HP2. Despite the height of the screen 
the front wheel is still visible, and the HP2 does not lose 
any off-road capabilities. The protection and wind noise 
reduction are noticeable up to very high speeds. The 
quality of the screen and the superb workmanship make 
this screen worthy of the HP2!

The facts:

•  Very good protection and very effective wind noise reduction.
•  Suitable for touring or off-road.
•  Turbulence free up to high speeds.
•  6 mm (~¼”) thick material with smooth rounded edges.
•  Robust, fuel resistant and optically clean Lexan material.
•  Sold complete with fitting kit.
•  Easy and fast attachment to bike.
•  ABE approved.

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8110130

Wunderlich  
Screen & Front Support Bracket

The area around the headlight on the HP is too basic. We 
have developed a screen that offers effective relief for 
the upper body and also supports the instrument carrier.

The facts:

•  Protection and support for instruments and lamp.
•  Easier to read instruments both at high speed and off-road.
•  Intricate bracket also supports instruments.
•  Ideal size for start number attachment.
•  Good protection for rider despite its small size.
•   Fully adjustable: Not only angle but also distance to instru-

ments can be changed. This allows most devices (Roadbook, 
Tripmaster, GPS) to be placed behind it.

•   Special multi-purpose device bracket included, 3 slotted holes 
allow fitting of many devices safely behind screen.

•  Easy and fast adjustment.
•  Silver coloured ABS plastic with a paint-like, clear coated sur-

face.
•   5 year warranty.
•   Made in Germany.

The “Vario” lamp mask is the result of extensive devel-
opment work and a large number of long-distance trail 
tests in Spain and France, and it has proven its worth in 
many rallies (Baja Katar, Agadir Rally, German Enduro 
Cup in Kempenich).

R 1200 GS HP2

Silver Part No.: 8162310

Angle and distance adjustable Attachment for GPS (satnav) ...

... or Roadbook etc. ...

Pictures show red painted screen of one of our competition bikes.

Most of our international dealers offer the Wunderlich Test Ride 

Service. This means you can fit and ride with one of our screens 

or seats on your bike, before deciding which one you like best. 

Ask your local Wunderlich dealer for details.

Most of our international dealers offer the Wunderlich Test Ride 

Service. This means you can fit and ride with one of our screens 

or seats on your bike, before deciding which one you like best. 

Ask your local Wunderlich dealer for details.
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2nd attempt 
after a quarter century
What better place could there be for testing winter 
equipment than a ski resort? From Stilfser Joch, the 
Wunderlich test team followed the tip of an enthu-
siastic Alp fan and travelled to the 3173m-high 
Livriohütte alpine hut.

A long time ago there was once a man who stood 
before the giant mountain with his Enduro. The 
ground was slippery: covered with snow, and 
underneath the snow there was a layer of ice. He 
wanted to get up to the top somehow. He had been 

trying for so long that he used up all his strength. 
Then he had to accept he would never conquer the 
mountain under the conditions he had to deal with. 
We took up this man’s idea in October 2009. We 
wanted to try it with an F 800 GS and an R 1200 GS.

Near the ski-lift valley station at Stilfser Joch that 
leads up to the region’s glacial skiing area we met 
a sprightly 78-year-old winter sport enthusiast who 
gave us a bit of inspiration. He told us that the 
conditions at the glacier were fantastic for skiing.

We were confident and performed our warm-up up 
the stairs to the lift.

Well prepared, we simply wanted to take the short-
est path through a gigantic scree field. No sooner 
said than done... Making progress was not easy: 
we had to make our around massive boulders, we 
touched against the bulky boulders with the motor 
guard plates again and again, and the Boxer’s cylin-
der also got in the way. Conditions finally improved, 
the loose rocks started getting smaller. On the other 
hand, a few meters later the climb of the slope 
increased so much that after repeated run-ups, and 
despite the fact that we assisted each other, we 
were forced to give up.

We had to look for another path. We drove from the 
car park towards Paso delle Platigliole, squinting 
with our eyes because the sun was shining brightly. 
After a few hairpin bends, we drove past the Rifugio 
Copagnoni at a height of 2850 m and then took the 
path to the Thönihütte, proceeding forwards in an 
extremely cautious Enduro manner. We lowered the 
air pressure on both machines to 1.5 bar to achieve 
the ultimate traction. In first gear, barely exceeding 
idle speed, both BMWs scrambled up the gravel 
paths confidently. We reached the Thönihütte in 
half an hour. Somewhere near here, a long time 
ago, was the place where that man had given up 
on his attempt.

We pulled two plastic bags out of our bags that 
contained snow chains, which were intended to 
help us to avoid having to suffer the same fate. The 
chains, which are specifically recommended for the 

Conti TXC 80. We had never travelled with chains 
on our motorcycles before and had absolutely no 
idea what we would be able to achieve. We slowly 
rolled our way over the last scree passage and into 
the entrance of the glacier. We felt secure on the 
ice; the only noticeable change was the different 
noise that the tyres made. The first cautious braking 
manoeuvres we absolutely secure and accelerat-
ing was no problem at all either. We simply moved 
forwards.

With the equipment that we had, the steep slope 
from the Thönihütte to the little Livriohütte at 3175m 
should be no problem.

We moved constantly uphill in second gear and 
after approx. 2/3 of the way, the slope became 
noticeably steeper: first gear was necessary to coax 
the reserves out of the engine. Balancing carefully, 
I had to use my body weight to shift the centre of 
gravity to where the bike needed it, to ensure a 
reliable propulsion when the front wheel was not 
climbing.

I covered the climb from the Thönihütte to the little 
Livriohütte with great concentration. The view was 
enormous, a perfectly clear day with wonderful 
views into the distance. I could make out the Vin-
schgau, incredibly small down below. Now I only 
had one problem. My partner with the camera was 
still at the bottom of the climb.

I had to slowly struggle back down the icy slope to 
the Thönihütte, pick him up and then make my way 
back up, only this time with two people.

The descent was just a straightforward as the 

climb. I carefully went back down, not too far back 
on the seat and with enough weight on the front 
wheel to brake securely. I picked up the cameraman 
and then had to go back up. Initially, everything was 
OK, but when I went down a gear I made a small 
error and the load did not have enough speed to 
continue. I had to start up again, but unfortunately 
this achieved nothing. While securing his camera, 
my pillion rider pulled me off the rack, holding on to 
me with one hand on my left upper arm. The BMW 
had luckily secured itself in the ice with its spiked 
footrests. It is indescribably difficult to lift a motor-
cycle and turn it towards the riding direction while 
being closer to lying than standing on a steep slope 
and without being able to find a firm hold yourself. It 
was even harder when we started laughing uncon-
trollably as we kept falling on our rear ends, one 
after the after. Only the BMW was fixed fast in the 
ice, like the proverbial stick-in-the-mud. What felt 
like hours later, we had managed to set the machine 
facing the valley to start a new run-up. All of our 
other attempts to drive up with a pillion rider failed.

Our cameraman therefore had to walk quite a way 
through the ice before he could enjoy the splendid 
views up there. There are remarkable crevasses on 
the level plain at the height of the Livriohütte, along 
with a few miserable and hidden little ice water 
lakes, which I was able to test with both legs up to 
my thighs. It was time for the descent.

With two people on the bike, the journey back down 
the icy slope was incredibly cautious. “Just don’t 
start going too fast” was the order of the day.

We had done it. We had driven up a glacier and 

had been at an altitude of 3000m. As a result of the 

sensitivity of important components of our ecosys-

tem, we treated the environment with respect and 

neither spilled petrol nor left rubbish behind. And 

we had done it as a team. We would strongly advise 

people to avoid undertaking such a tour on their 

own. We had ideal weather and travelled at the best 

time of year. Conditions were significantly worse a 

few weeks earlier as there was snow in front of the 

glacier, and winter had found its way into the Alps 

just one week after our departure.

The man who had inspired me to make this journey 

and who had tried to conquer the glacier with a XT 

500 himself almost 25 years beforehand was Erich 

Wunderlich. Today, he develops accessories for 

BMWs, whose quality has more than impressed us.

A leap back in time: The brave men from Sinzig (left) on their single-cylinders had to give up in the icy desert. The fun only starts with snow chains and a 
hell of a lot of steam (right). Incidentally: the TKC 80 was completely impressive even in those days.
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Wunderlich Tobinator Screen Adjuster

With the Tobinator, you can get the maximum possible 
adjustment from the original or Wunderlich windscreens. 
The screen can be adjusted in an incredible variety of 
positions, exactly matching the requirements of the 
rider. The inclination of the original screen can therefore 
vary from 20° and 65°! The gap underneath the screen 
is proportionally increased. Unlike other systems that 
retain the original screen (e.g. attachment spoilers), the 
forces that affect the screen are not increased and no 
cracks on the screw joints occur. The conversion kit 
comprises two high-quality machined base brackets 
and a robust screen mount that simply replaces the 
original screen mount. With complete bolt set.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

2007 Part No.: 8110385

2008 Part No.: 8110388

Wunderlich ScreenSave Vario

A strong and robust replacement for the original plastic 
centre screen mounts. With these machined aluminium 
brackets the screen is now connected strongly to the metal 
bracket, which also reduces the side to side movement of 
the screen. Additionally, a 20 mm (~13/16“) slot has been 
added, allowing the gap between the screen and instru-
ments to be adjusted. This helps the rider to find the best 
setting for the air flow from the inside of the screen to 
equalize the negative pressure and reduce turbulence and 
buffeting. It also increases the overall adjustment range of 
the screen. Both sides are connected with a threaded rod, 
allowing them to be adjusted so that no side clearance to 
the metal bracket is present. The adjustment of a slight 
side pressure on the metal bracket makes sure that the 
screen cannot move sideways any more and the rattling 
and vibrating is reduced. The overall stability of the screen 
is greatly enhanced compared to the loosely fitting original 
plastic brackets. 

Made of precision machined aluminium alloy. Sold as a 
complete set, and fits the original and aftermarket screens.

Note: This part is already included when buying our ERGO 
Screen “Marathon”

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8110409

From 2008 Part No.: 8110415

Wunderlich Windshield “Flowjet”

You like to feel the wind on your face, but without irritat-
ing turbulence, and value a visually-appealing closing up 
of the gap between headlights and instruments? Then 
our “Flowjet” windscreen is the right choice for you!

We have developed a trend-setting design that gives 
your BMW an independent and aggressive appearance 
in just a few steps and ensures “honest” wind condi-
tions. Its proportions represent the optimal synthesis of 
perfect design and astonishingly high basic protection. 
The windscreen incline is adjustable and evenly reduces 
the wind pressure on the rider.

Manufactured from unbreakable silver or black ABS 
plastic. The “Flowjet” windshield is supplied with an 
adjustable aluminium mounting kit incl. set of screws. 
Straightforward installation. TÜV approved.

New! Other than the silver, black and carbon-look basic 
versions now we have painted versions available in your 
vehicle colour. Windscreens are structurally identical for 
all GS models.

Colours for the R 1200 GS + Adventure 
(all models)

Silver (dyed) Part No.: 8162300

Black (dyed) Part No.: 8162301

Carbon look Part No.: 8162302

Colours for the R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Ocean blue Part No.: 8162100

Cliff red Part No.: 8162101

Desert yellow Part No.: 8162102

Granite grey Part No.: 8162103

Night black Part No.: 8162104

Colours for the R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2007)

Alpine white Part No.: 8162105

White aluminium Part No.: 8162106

Colours for the R 1200 GS (2008-2009)

Dark slate matt Part No.: 8162107

Titanium silver Part No.: 8162108

Namibia orange Part No.: 8162109

Transit blue Part No.: 8162110

Colours for the R 1200 GS Adventure (2008-2009)

Magma red Part No.: 8162111

Magnesium metallic matt Part No.: 8162112

R 1200 GS silver

R 1200 GS carbon look Adjustable

Dark graphite Sun yellow Transit blue

Cliff red Namibia orange Titanium silver

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and struc-

ture to the real carbon components from our range.
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Wunderlich“VarioLever”

A revolution in ergonomics, usability, safety and exclu-
sivity: We have developed brake and clutch levers with 
adjustable lever length and reach that can be optimally 
adjusted to match your individual needs. Simply loosen 
the fixing screw and the lever length can be changed to 
suit your personal requirements.

For the GS models with the very effective Integral ABS 
brake it would be ideal to have better feel with less 
applied force,  i.e. reduced lever length.

The “VarioLever” makes it possible to brake using only 
two or three fingers without pinching the other fingers. 
An enormous relief for street and off-road applications. 
This also applies to the clutch lever. Of course, when the 
lever is completely extended (roughly corresponding to 
the length of the series lever) it is possible to brake with 
all four fingers again.

For off-road riding, the shortened lever is now protected 
from being ripped off – even in the case of falls. This 
could reduce high repair work costs and therefore res-
cues many a holiday or off-road trip.

Another innovation is the easy adjustability of the lever 
reach, which can easily be applied whilst riding – impor-
tant to compensate for brake fade (e.g. at high load, fast 
mountain bends). In addition, the reach can be changed 
to bring the lever closer to the handlebar, making it 
easier to reach.

This is made possible by a large pivot mechanism 
that can easily be operated even when wearing thick 
gloves. The extraordinarily intricate construction is also 
extremely robust: Even when the lever is fully extended, 
forces of more than 60 kg/132 lb can be transmitted 
without difficulty at the outer tip. The modular construc-
tion opens up a whole range of colour combination 
options. We’ve selected what we consider the most 
attractive colour combinations. Made from strong alu-
minium (AL 7075 T6), the preferred type for aerospace 
applications. Anodised surface finish.

New! Now with ABE approval.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Brake lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160200

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160205

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160210

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160215

Black/silver Part No.: 8161485

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160290

Clutch lever

Silver/blue Part No.: 8160220

Silver/titanium Part No.: 8160225

Titanium/silver Part No.: 8160230

Titanium/blue Part No.: 8160235

Black/silver Part No.: 8161490

Black (silver adjuster) Part No.: 8160295

Perfect control and 
grip

Easy to adjust while 
riding

Unique Design

Titanium/silver

Silver/blue Silver/titanium

Titanium/silver

Black/silver

Titanium/blue

Black

Stepless length adjustment

Wunderlich  
Extendable Shock Adjuster “Pully”

Finally, you no longer have to break your fingers when 
adjusting the setting of the original shock. The adjuster 
can be pulled out by 25 mm (~1’’), making it much easier 
to operate. Now you can get hold of it and turn it with 
your whole hand – the result is optimum force transmis-
sion.

In addition to its functionality, the GS benefits from 
another unique and valuable component that can’t be 
found on any other motorcycle.

The adjuster is precision machined of aluminium, the 
internal ball and spring mechanism ensures the adjuster 
is easy to pull/push into position.

Perfectionist lovers of white and blue can add another 
favourite to their collection with the blue anodised ver-
sion.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Silver Part No.: 8200036

Titanium Part No.: 8200038

Gold Part No.: 8200042

Blue Part No.: 8200043

Wunderlich Aluminium Hand Wheel 

High-quality, elegant and a much better grip to adjust 
the pre-load of the original rear shock. Adjustment is 
easier and the soft curves make it more comfortable. 

No comparison to the standard plastic part. Made of 
CNC machined aluminium (Without pull-out mecha-
nism.)

Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Silver Part No.: 8200034

Blue Part No.: 8200033

Extendable by 25 mm
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Wunderlich Cruise Control

The inexpensive and practical alternative to electronic 
speed regulation. Relaxed long distance tours are now pos-
sible and don’t involve pain in the wrist. The user friendly 
adjustment mechanism (simply rotate the adjustment wheel 
forwards) makes a continuous and individual locking of the 
gas handle possible. The adjuster can be set so that the 
twist grip either slowly rolls back or remains at a fixed posi-
tion. The speed can be precisely set for long riding stints. 
When not in use the CruiseControl is not noticed and the 
throttle returns to normal function. The entire adjustment 
mechanism is housed in the right handlebar end weight. 
By turning the adjustment wheel the CruiseControl applies 
pressure onto the twist grip. Teflon-mounted adjustment 
mechanism. Simple conversion.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Black coated steel body “CruiseControl” with blue 
anodised aluminium adjustment wheel. Replaces the 
right side bar end weight (the left side end weight stays 
original). 

Black  Part No.: 8166145

Alu Light Weight Kit, consists of a silver anodised light 
weight aluminium body “CruiseControl” with a blue 
adjustment wheel, as well as matching silver aluminium 
left side bar end weight.

Silver aluminium set Part No.: 8166185

Wunderlich Bar Weight Bolt Set

The cherry on the cake – give your handlebar an optical 
highlight with blue screws on the bar end weights. Ano-
dised blue. Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure* (all models)

 Part No.: 8166151

*  For Adventure, can only be used in combination with Wunder-
lich bar end weights (8166150).

Wunderlich “Pro-Sports” Bar End Weights

Anyone wanting to save weight and also improve the 
appearance of their GS will find it hard to resist our 
aluminium bar end weights. Silver anodised. Made in 
Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Set (right + left) Part No.: 8166150

Our recommendation
“Cruise control fixes the throttle position precisely and is thus 

the ideal partner for long-distance riders. The alternative for 

touring and sports riders is the “Throttle rocker”.

Wunderlich Handlebar Riser

A barely-visible adjustment with a resounding effect:

•   Height increase of 20 mm, 25 mm, 35 mm or 40 mm (depend-
ing on model).

•  Improved handling.
•  More direct riding feel.
•  Relaxed, upright riding posture.
•  Now it is possible to stand up when riding off-road riding with-

out tiring and with better control.
•   Also available for vehicles with BMW navigation systems.
•  No modification to the vehicle necessary.
•  Individually milled from strong Dural aluminium (not cast!).
•   Black (up to 2007) or silver (from 2008) anodised.
•  Complete with bolt set.
•   ABE approved/TÜV approval.
•   Made in Germany.
•   5 year warranty.

In every respect a huge gain in rider comfort and 
improved handling feel. The GS feels even lighter and 
more agile. Simple to fit in seconds and without the need 
for any other modifications. The increased height allows 
more adjustment of the handlebar tilt to further improve 
the sitting position. We recommend the 20 mm or 25 
mm extension for riders of up to 1.75 metres tall, and 
the 35 mm or 40 mm extension for riders taller than that.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

WITHOUT BMW Navigation System 

25 mm (ABE approved) Part No.: 8500101

35 mm (ABE approved) Part No.: 8500102

WITH BMW Navigation System or handle bar 
switches

25 mm (ABE approved) Part No.: 8500106

35 mm (ABE approved) Part No.: 8500107

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

For the new 1200 GS + Adventure models the risers are 
attached in between the top yoke (upper clamp) and 
the original handle bar clamps. The risers are anodised 
silver and have some design features so they are nicely 
matched to their surroundings. 

As before, turning the original clamps by 180° is still 
possible. TÜV approved.

Complete set inclusive mounting kit. Anodised silver.

20 mm (TÜV approved) Part No.: 8500266

40 mm (TÜV approved) Part No.: 8500307

Up to 2007

Also available for mounting with 
BMW satnav.

40 mm 20 mm

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich Vario-Riser

Treat yourself to a relaxed and individually adjustable 
seating position! With the new Vario-riser, your GS’s 
handlebar is moved within reach. The ingenious yet 
incredibly simple construction has the handlebar bolted 
to the upper sliders. This allows for three different han-
dlebar settings: In the first position, the handlebar is 
raised by 30 mm (~1.2”). The middle position moves the 
handlebar an additional 16 mm (~0.62) towards the rider, 
and the third achieves no less than 32 mm(~1.26”)! As 
the handlebar tilt angle can be changed as well a large 
range of adjustment is possible. Please pay attention 
to the “longer brake line for handlebar extension” com-
ment.

The facts:

•   Improved handling.
•   More relaxed seating position.
•  Standing up when off-road riding.
•   30 mm higher than the original.
•   Select between 32 mm or 16 mm closer to the rider.
•   Individual milled components from high-strength aluminium.
•  Complete with bolt set.
•   TÜV approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8500140

From 2008 Part No.: 8500250

Longer brake line for Vario-Riser

The original brake line is too short for models made in 
the years 2007/2008 when the Vario-Riser is in the most 
rear position. For safety reasons (to prevent stretching of 
the lines) we recommend ordering longer lines together 
with the Vario Risers. The brake lines are top quality 
steel braided hoses.

Up to 2007 Part No.: 1998030

From 2008 Part No.: 1998036

Wunderlich Quick Release Clamp Bolts

An ergonomic star! When you cover long off-road 
stretches in a standing position you have to cope with 
the difficulties in reaching the hand levers and handlebar 
switches (you have to bend your hands sharply upwards 
to operate them). Since it is difficult to correctly operate 
the levers in such a way, there is also a considerable 
safety risk.

If you rotate the handlebar forwards, the levers and 
switches also rotate into the optimal position. Now 
they can also be reached when you are standing (just 
adjusting each lever etc. separately would be too com-
plicated).

Our quick release clamp bolts with integrated ratchet 
mechanism make it possible to adjust the handlebar 
quickly (without any tools) in just two movements. The 
levers are easy to reach at all times and riding standing 
up is great fun. It is possible to switch between road and 
off-road position in just a few seconds.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Without handlebar extension Part No.: 8160111*

For 25 mm handlebar extension Part No.: 8160109*

For 35 mm handlebar extension Part No.: 8160110*

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Without handlebar extension Part No.: 8160211*

For 20 mm handlebar extension Part No.: 8160212*

For 40 mm handlebar extension Part No.: 8160213*

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8160112*

*  Cannot be used with original satnav mounted using the original 
handlebar bolts.
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Wunderlich Lower Rider Footrest Kit

Finally – a footrest that provides a relaxed knee angle 
without moving the feet further outwards. This has been 
made possible by designing a completely new new 
footrest. The footrest is precision machined from high-
strength aluminium and can withstand the highest loads. 
The original rubber insert can be used for optimal com-
fort. The cornering clearance is not affected despite the 
effective lowering of 25 mm. Optimal reach for the gear-
shift and brake lever make riding a guaranteed pleasure.

TÜV approved, sold as a complete set for the left and 
right side. Optional off-road enlarger available sepa-
rately.

The facts:

•  25 mm (1’’) lower than the original footrests.
•   Pleasant riding on long tours thanks to relaxed knee angle.
•   High-quality machining and maximum resilience.
•   Can be used with or without original rubber insert.
•   TÜV approved.
•  Optional enlarger available.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (04-05) Part No.: 8500210

R 1200 GS + Adventure (2006) Part No.: 8500211

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 07) Part No.: 8500268

Wunderlich ERGO Mirror Offset

Vehicle rear-view mirrors only really make sense if you 
can see something in them. If you’re wearing a thick 
jacket you can see everything - except the traffic behind 
you.

We have sorted this problem out and can put your mirror 
in the right position.

Over decades lot of solutions to this problem have been 
developed. What we do is to offset the mirror so that it is 
simultaneously further out and further forward, a simple, 
very effective but still nice looking solution!

The precision machined extension pieces are nicely inte-
grated into the design of the bike and allow much better 
visibility to the rear and increased safety for the rider.

The facts:

•  CNC machined high quality aluminium alloy.
•  Anodised black or silver.
•  Accurately fitted mirror offset to the front and side.
•  Quick and easy installation.
•  Supplied in a set of two.
•  Suitable for original or aftermarket mirrors.

R 1200 GS + Adventure* (all models)/HP2

Set (silver) Part No.: 8160446

Set (black) Part No.: 8160447

*  For R 1200 GS Adventure with original additional headlights, 
only limited effect on the left side.

Wunderlich Footrest Enlarger “Kralle Plus”

Compatible only with our lower rider footrests. Increases 
the support surface for the boot and has all-round tooth-
ing that provide optimal grip in every situation. Straight-
forward and secure installation. TÜV approved.

sold as a complete set for left and right side.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500296

Wunderlich 
Lower Footrests “ERGO-Comfort”

Relief for the knees, joints and feet. The trousers no 
longer fold in the hollow of the knee, pressure is taken 
off the joints and the feet can find a comfortable position 
on the broad supporting surface. This can be made even 
more pleasant with the optional rubber inserts. This set 
enables the feet to migrate up to 25 mm lower down, 
creating a relaxed and comfortable sitting position.

Finished from high-strength lightweight aluminium, the 
footrest stands up to all possible strains. As the rests 
do not slip outwards, the freedom to incline is retained 
despite the effective lowering of 25 mm. Having the 
clutch and brake levers within easy reach makes riding 
a real pleasure.

TÜV approved, complete set for left and right.

The facts:

•  25 mm (1’’) lower than the original footrests.
•  Wide, comfortable and secure foot support.
•  Ergonomic and relaxed knee angle.
•  Soft, vibration-reduction rubber rest (optional)
•  Touring pleasure without fatigue.
•  Easier to ride standing up when off-road riding.
•  Complete set with installation kit.
•  5 year warranty.
•  TÜV approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

2004 - 2005 models Part No.: 8160088

From 2006 Part No.: 8160881

Rubber rests

Set Part No.: 1900520

Wide rubber inserts can be deliv-
ered as an extra option

“AktivKomfort” ERGO Seats
The new generation of motorcycle seats: thoughtfully designed 

with a number of innovative solutions. You can find this product 

on page 395.

Aluminium mirror “NakedBike”
Mirror milled from solid aluminium that provides more than just 

a sophisticated individualisation. You can find this product on 

page 36.
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MFW Vario Footrest System

Adjustable comfort footrest systems that can be com-
bined with various footrests and a variety of variable 
plates. With radius options of 23, 30 or 50 mm, in line 
with the range of variable plates, the footrest can be 
attached near the mounting point.

Especially positive here is the new, round footrest that 
offers 100% contact to the foot support surface in all 
positions (the original only offers good contact in a 
small number of positions).

Please note: Due to the nature of this conversion type 
the footrests are moved further out than standard. 
Depending on the chosen configuration/footrest posi-
tion this may cause vastly reduced cornering clear-
ances. Please ride accordingly!

A complete set of footrests consists of the relevant 
adapter pair, the vario-plate pair and the desired footrest 
pair.

ABE approved - For R 1200 GS from 2010 in prepara-
tion.

Variable footrest adapter (for mounting on vehicle)

R 1200 GS (up to 2009)

Rider (pair) Part No.: 8700127

Passenger (pair) Part No.: 8700137

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

Rider (pair) Part No.: 8700134

Passenger (pair) Part No.: 8700137

Vario adapter (to adjust height of footrests)

23 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700131

30 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700132

50 mm (pair) Part No.: 8700133

Footrest “MasterGrip”

Black (pair) Part No.: 8700135

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700136

Footrest “Sport”

Black (pair) Part No.: 8700128

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700129

Footrest Comfort

Vibration absorbing foot support for perfect position-
ing. Anodised base body with black rubber rests.

Silver (pair) Part No.: 8700151

Complete footrest assembly with “Comfort” footrests

Vario adapterComplete 360 degree adjustment 
range

MasterGrip (black) MasterGrip (silver)

Sport (silver)

Vario plates

Wunderlich  
Passenger Footrest Relocation

For many passengers, even short journeys can be 
torture: The legs have to bend too far and the trousers 
fold in the hollow of the knee. These adapters lower 
the rear footrests by 60 mm (~2.4”), creating a sitting 
position that is relaxed and comfortable, even over long 
distances. Milled from aluminium and anodised silver. 
Delivery includes all necessary fastening parts. Nothing 
needs to be changed on the original holder, no functions 
are affected and the BMW system cases fit without any 
limitations. TÜV approved.

The facts:

•  Significantly more relaxed sitting position.
•  Noticeably reduced knee angle.
•  Original footrests are retained.
•  CNC precision machined of high quality aluminium and ano-

dised silver .
•   Minimised weight.
•   TÜV approved.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160053
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With the GS on a test ride
Every product that is handed over 
to Wunderlich’s customers has 
been subject to an intensive test 
phase. This particularly applies to 
the accessories for the large Endu-
ros, R 1200 GS and R 1200 GS 
Adventure.

Whenever Dirk Thelen, four times 
Enduro champion, goes on the 
hunt for trophies with the power-
ful two-cylinder in Enduro races in 
North Africa, it is a safe bet that his 
BMW has been modified with vari-
ous parts from the BMW accessory 
specialist, Wunderlich. These parts 
are often prototypes that have only 
just been developed and that are in 
the middle of the trial phase.

The path from the idea to the 
finished product is a long one. A 
large section of this path involves 
testing, testing and testing again. 
A current example that is typical 
for the entire GS Enduro accessory 

range is the VARIO Paralever strut. 
With this adjustable strut, the rider 
can choose between new dimen-
sions of handling or an excellent 
directional stability in a few steps. 
Recommending that the original 
strut is replaced with an accessory 

requires a lot of responsibility. The 
GS specialists can take this on at 
any time with a clear conscience.

The first prototype has barely 
been individually milled and fin-
ished with silver anodised sup-
ports when it needs to prove what 

it is capable of. Enduro ace, Mr 
Thelen, dragged his GS and its 
VARIO struts through the south of 
Spain for a good week. The modi-
fied chassis was spared no tor-
ture under the tough conditions on 
the stony pistes across Europe’s 
only desert, the Desierto de Tab-

ernas, or on single tracks over the 
mountain ranges of Sierra Nevada. 
Directly after this, the paralever 
strut has to prove its worth on a 
good 6000 kilometres of tarmac.

When the travel guide author 
and motorcycle journalist, Hans 
Michael Engelke, sets out on a 
report, he does travel at a much 

slower speed, but for the motor-
cycle the trip means intense hard 
work. Mostly travelling as a pair 
and laden down with copious lug-
gage, a large amount of kilometres 
are clocked up on journeys to 
the south of Morocco or to the 
northernmost tip of Europe. For 

the Wunderlich GS with all of its 
accessories and test parts, this 
means having to prove its reliability 
and long-distance qualities.

Approval for production is only 
given when all of these trials and 
test drives has been completed 
to the utmost satisfaction of the 
GS specialists from Sinzig and the 

complicated hurdles of the TÜV 
assessment have been mastered. 
For Wunderlich customers, this 
means, sticking with the exam-
ple of the VARIO paralever strut 
example, chassis optimisation at 
the highest possible level. And this 
is thanks to an accessory that not 

only guarantees an optimal chas-
sis setting but also provides total 
safety and reliability – put simply, 
“Made by Wunderlich”. 
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“PivotPegz” Footrests

An absolute breakthrough, with improved control and 
ergonomic adaptation to foot movements. Thanks to 
their swivel joints, these footrests accompany forward 
and backward foot movements up to an angle of 20 
degrees. It’s much easier to change gear and brake as 
the foot no longer has to “rock” over the edge of the 
footrest. This has the additional advantages of protect-
ing the boot from wear and improving the grip in every 
situation. Not only this, but the stress on the rider is kept 
to a minimum, as the sole of the boot almost always 
rests squarely on the footrests - unlike normal footrests, 
where the foot is often angled over the edge. This is very 
tiring in off-road situations and can also be expensive 
because the boots rub against the edges of conven-
tional footrests and can quickly wear out.

The facts:

•   More comfort:
  Rest is positioned approx. 10 mm lower and rotates ergonomi-

cally along with the ankle.
•   Pain-free riding pleasure and better control:
  The forces of the motorcycle are also transferred at the same 

point across the full surface of the soles of the boots. .
•  Less fatigue: 

The continuous impacts are dissipated better through the edg-
es of the foot rests. The soles of the boots no longer tip over 
the edges of the foot rests. 

•  Better hold in the bends:  
When riding through bends, the pressure is absorbed by the full 
width of the rests, not just the edges.

•  More feel: 
The PivotPegz creates a real connection between rider and 
machine. As a result, the rider becomes less tired and his feel 
for the motorcycle becomes more precise.

No matter whether its off-road, on tours or on the road 
- the PivotPegz clearly give better handling and comfort! 

Complete set with all mounting parts.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160080

HP2

 Part No.: 8160081

Pivoting
For better vehicle contact and ergo-
nomic riding without fatigue.

More pressure

Protects your boots
No more need to angle your boots 
over toothed footrest edges, pro-
tecting your boots and preventing 
pressure pain.

Tourenfahrer 2/2007
“Anyone who is interested in maximal position security for off-road 

riding should be able to find exactly what they are looking for in the 

innovative ‘PivotPegz’ footrests. These high-quality and very broad 

rests made from fine stainless steel are pivoted with a 

spring joint and therefore follow the movement of the foot up to an 

angle of 20 degrees. The benefit of this: the boot is always posi-

tioned on the rests with the largest possible support area, contact 

with the GS is optimised and wear on the boot is minimised.”

Wunderlich 
Adjustable Folding Gear Shift Lever

This gear shift lever has folding spring-loaded tip and 
is also adjustable for length (3 cm adjustment range). It 
therefore guarantees optimal gear changing comfort. As 
the original lever can only be operated with a shoe size 
of 47 (UK size 12), the adjustable length enables optimal 
adjustment to suit a wide variety of shoe sizes, which is 
also a safety bonus. Missed gears caused by an incor-
rect foot position are a thing of the past. 

The folding mechanism also prevents the gearshift lever 
from becoming bent in accidents or during off-road rid-
ing.  A crash or simple fall can even damage the trans-
mission shaft, which means an expensive repair, if that’s 
even possible locally. 

The precision cut serration of the clamp ensure a tight fit 
on the shaft, even in cases where the shaft tip is slightly 
worn.

A must for R 1200 GS and Adventure owners that 
improves gear changing comfort and prevents costly 
repairs.

Aluminium construction machined from a single piece 
of aluminium. Weight-optimised (e.g. drilled gear lever 
knob) with hard anodising surface finish. 5 year war-
ranty. Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500105

3 cm continuous adjustment:
1.5 cm longer to 1.5 shorter than 
the original lever

Can be completely folded up

Tourenfahrer 2/2007
“Foldable gearshift that does not bend during the first fall and is 

also adjustable in length, making it optimally adjustable to suit 

any shoe size.”
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spring joint and therefore follow the movement of the foot up to an spring joint and therefore follow the movement of the foot up to an 

angle of 20 degrees. The benefit of this: the boot is always posiangle of 20 degrees. The benefit of this: the boot is always posi-

tioned on the rests with the largest possible support area, contact tioned on the rests with the largest possible support area, contact 

with the GS is optimised and wear on the boot is minimised.”with the GS is optimised and wear on the boot is minimised.”

spring joint and therefore follow the movement of the foot up to an spring joint and therefore follow the movement of the foot up to an 

Complete set with all mounting parts.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

HP2

pressure pain.

1.5 cm longer to 1.5 shorter than 
Can be completely folded up
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Wunderlich Gear Lever Enlargement

Many people find that the gear shift lever tip is too short 
and too thin. This enlargement is simply pushed over the 
original lever tip and is firmly held in place. The length, 
the girth and the improved grip make changing gears a 
pleasure. The lever is also given a sporty look. Lathed, 
milled and anodised from aluminium.

Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Off-road version Part No.: 8160431

Touring version Part No.: 8160432

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8160169

Wunderlich Brake Lever Extension

In its original form, even on the new GS, the lever tip is 
unfortunately rather small, which all too often presents a 
safety risk. The extension means that it is almost impos-
sible for the foot to slip off or to miss the lever altogether. 
With this, the GS is also enriched by the addition of 
another highlight. You’ll learn to appreciate this inno-
vation once you’ve tried it out. Elaborately milled and 
anodised. Straightforward installation.

The top plate is bolted securely with two bolts (all sup-
plied) to the counter part, which has threads cut in an 
angle to ensure exact fitting.

Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 8160335

Wunderlich Lifting Handle

Lifting a GS onto the centre stand is no easy task, as 
the leverage ratio is hardly perfect. This folding handle 
makes lifting the bike onto the centre stand much easier, 
especially when the bike is fully loaded.

he facts:

•  Fast deployment
•  Optimum leverage ratio.
•  Easy to lift bike onto centre stand.
•  Non-slip, grooved grip.
•  Fast folding mechanism.
•  Precision machined of high quality material.
•  Anodised aluminium.
•  Lightweight construction.
•  The mounting point on the rear footrest bracket can be chosen 

depending on rider height.
•  5 year warranty.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Silver Part No.: 8160453

Black Part No.: 8160454

R 1200 GS + Adventure Off-road version

R 1200 GS HP2R 1200 GS + Adventure  
Touring version

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich Cylinder Head Protector

The life insurance for the extremely damage-prone 
Boxer valve covers! We prefer to avoid damage in the 
first place, therefore we developed the best possible 
protection for the cover and the sensitive bolt threads 
in the cylinder. 

The facts:

•   Protection from impacts, falls and slides
•   No more grinding of holes in cover.
•  Protects the cylinder head cover from moving and destroying 

the cylinder bolt threads (cover attachment to head is “float-
ing”, without protection it could move at impact).

•   Protection for the front attachment bolt.
•   Optimal spreading of the load via positive-engaged rubber 

bumpers between protector and valve cover (3M bumpers).
•   No bolts etc. at the front impact area.
•   More than 4 mm (5/32”) thick replaceable slide pad.
•   Three major double strength attachment points at the key 

mounting points.
•  Hard anodised aircraft-spec aluminium alloy.
•   Spark plugs, etc. can still be easily reached.
•   Made in Germany.

This is a sound investment as the original plastic protec-
tor can disintegrate even if the bike tips over harmlessly, 
or can simply fold away if the bike slides.

Complete set with installation kit.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)/HP2

Protectors (left + right) Part No.: 8161533

Replacement slide pad (right) Part No.: 8161533-x1

Replacement slide pad (left) Part No.: 8161533-x2

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2010)

Protectors (left + right) Part No.: 8161537

Replacement slide pad (right) Part No.: 8161537-x1

Replacement slide pad (left) Part No.: 8161537-x2

Complete set Additional supports (black)

Multi-part set

Fall at 200 km/h!
Our protectors have passed their “baptism of fire” during the 1000 km at Hockenheim: 
The valve protector remained tight after a fall from approx. 200 km/h! All experts agreed 
that without protection the entire valve gear, the head and possibly even the cylinder, 
would have sustained serious damage. The predetermined weak points incorporated into 
the design also worked flawlessly: Just before stopping the slide, the Boxer also hit the 
kerb. The protector finally tore off as planned to limit the total load on cylinders and head 
and to avoid additional damages due to an overly robust protector.

We do not leave anything to chance: 
Thorough road/off-road/track testing

Valve cover & cylinder head protector for R 1200 GS (from 2010)
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Replacement slide pad (right)

Replacement slide pad (left)

Fall at 200 km/h!
Our protectors have passed their “baptism of fire” during the 1000 km at Hockenheim: 
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Wunderlich Engine Protection Bars GS

A particularly well designed engine protection bar reli-
ably protecting the cylinders and the entire machine 
from damages. Considering the meanwhile over 100,000 
kilometres of experience with this construction, we can 
rightfully claim to carry the probably technically most 
mature GS engine protection bar series.

Altogether six mounting points absorb all impact forces 
securely, causing the engine protection bar to only 
absorb kinetic energy without damaging other compo-
nents.

The leverage forces are distributed across all six mount-
ing points in the case of a crash. The central mount 
provides uniform distribution and functions as a pivotal 
point in case of a fall.

The integrated valve cover protection bar is particularly 
important as it has protected us already for times from 
total engine damages.

Off-road capability is increased because now you can 
safely negotiate deep track grooves or worn-down 
curves.

The engine protection bars form a homogenous coher-
ent unit together with cylinders and headers.

The facts:

•  Uniform distribution of forces.
•   Strong mounting points.
•   Additional protection for the valve covers  (original protectors 

can be removed).
•  All maintenance work (oil change, valve adjustment etc.) is pos-

sible without removing the crash bars.
•  Elaborately bent round tubes.
•   Does not compromise ground and cornering clearance. 
•   Plastic-coated steel tubing.
•   Detailed and easy to understand instructions.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Silver Part No.: 8160034

Black Part No.: 8160018

R 1200 GS HP2

Black Part No.: 8160603

Tourenfahrer (Best know touring magazine in Germany)

“Combined with the tank protector bars, which are mounted to 

the upper sub frame, it offers an unbeatable all-round protec-

tion.”

120 km/h (75 mph) crash
Other than the visible “road rash” no serious damage to the GS. Up till now 
the only bars that prevented grinding the cylinder head cover.

R 1200 GS

R 1200 GS HP2

R 1200 GS (from 2010) R 1200 GS HP2

Hepco & Becker 
Tank Protector “Adventure Style”

A perfect upgrade for the R 1200 GS in the Adventure 
style. These bars perfectly protect and stabilise the tank 
and the front area (in our opinion even much better than 
the original one of the Adventure). Relatively easy to 
fit, you can soon enjoy the unbeatable advantages of 
the R 1200 GS with the appealing Adventure appear-
ance! The optional MicroFlooter lights can be ordered 
separately. Made of top quality seamless steel tubing. 
Powder-coated.

Note: This tank protection bar was developed for our 
own engine protection bars, but will fit the original BWW 
one as well. We cannot however guarantee fitting issues 
that stem from the manufacturing tolerances of the 
original part.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Silver Part No.: 8160035

Black Part No.: 8160019

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

Silver Part No.: 8160071

Black Part No.: 8160072

Micro Flooter for “Adventure Style”

Properly adjusted, these auxiliary lights will greatly com-
plement the low beam and provide for an even more 
impressive appearance. Kit consists of two MicroFlooter 
lamps, laser cut and lightweight brackets together with 
electrical mounting kit, bulbs, etc.

Set for left and right Part No.: 8600605

From 2008

MicroFlooter Up to 2007
Set for left and right

431

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Part No.: 8160034

Part No.: 8160018

R 1200 GS HP2

Part No.: 8160603
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Canister holder (right with mounted Hünsdorf canister)

Provides additional impact protec-
tion and strengthens the engine 
protection bar

Strong assembly with maximum space utilisation

Wunderlich 
Protection Bar Carrier R 1200 GS

The award-winning idea of our customer, Johann Unger, 
which we have put into practice.

A sturdy tubular rail mounted with little effort to the 
engine protection bar (original, Hepco & Becker or our 
engine protection bar) now offers ample extra space for 
additional luggage.

It creates valuable additional space for spare canisters, 
tools, bags, etc. The low position above the cylinders 
keeps the centre of gravity low and does not effect the 
handling.

We have designed the bars to appear like an extension 
of the engine protection bar thus protecting the valve 
cover, handle bar and side covers even better in the 
event of the bike “toppling over”. They also reinforce the 
engine protection bar.

To top it off, we have developed user friendly additional 
brackets for boxes or bags and a canister holder to 
mount onto the rail. We recommend our reinforcement 
brace for permanent load of over 5 kg.

Of course, aluminium boxes, bags, other canister hold-
ers, etc. can also be mounted directly onto the built in 
bracket of the carrier. 

R 1200 GS (all models)*

Engine support bar carrier

Engine support bar carrier left Part No.: 1724902

Engine support bar carrier right Part No.: 1724903

Reinforcement brace

We recommend this brace for permanent loads over 5 
kg. The carrier will then withstand any extreme challenge 
even with this type of load. Only suitable for Wunderlich  
engine protection bars (part no.: 8160018 and 8160034),  
the original or the Hepco & Becker engine protection bar. 
Including mounting kit.

Left Part No.: 1724904

Right Part No.: 1724905

*  Can only be used in connection with Wunderlich engine protec-
tion bars (8160018 or 8160034), the original BMW engine pro-
tection bars and Hepco & Becker engine protection bars.

Note: The images on both pages show prototypes, the final pro-
duction part may look different

Rear attachment on frame Adjustable mounting in front

Universal holder for boxes, bags, etc. (optional)

Optional reinforcement brace for 
permanent loads over 5 kg

Universal holder for boxes, bags, 
etc. (optional)

Optional holder for boxes, spare canister or bags (must be ordered sepa-
rately)

Accessories for Protection Bar Carrier

All components have been carefully matched to our 
engine protection bar carriers, however, they can be 
used with existing carriers, cases, etc. as well.

Universal holder for PELI™ case, bags, etc.

Accommodates aluminium boxes, bags or the PeliCase. 
Absorbs impacts, allows optimal strapping (multiple 
strapping slots) while guiding and holding them ideally 
also toward the tank. Of course, aluminium boxes, bags, 
other canister holders, etc. can also be mounted directly 
onto the built in bracket of the carrier. 

Dimensions:  22 cm x 10 cm (base plate);   
22 cm x 7 cm (rear wall).

 Part No.: 1724906

PELI™ Case

The worldwide known PELI™ Cases are made from 
impact-resistant, extremely tough plastic material, water 
and airtight, and superbly suitable wherever sensitive 
goods must be protected against particular stress. The 
box is manufactured completely from corrosion-proof 
materials and is temperature resistant from +99 °C to 
-23 °C. Lock it securely with a padlock.

Water-proof according to IP 67 norm, weighs only 0.9 
kg. We recommend our universal holder for secure 
mounting (see above). 

Dimensions: 23.5 cm x 19.7 cm x 11.4 cm. 
PELI™ Case including Wunderlich strap.

 Part No.: 1724907

Canister holder

Sturdy holder for the 2 litre “Hünsdorf” canisters. The 
canister can be double-strapped for off-road use. 
Holder including Wunderlich strap.

 Part No.: 1724908

Hünsdorf canisters

A burst-proof plastic canister with integrated emergency 
ventilation and filler nozzle. The ideal emergency com-
panion for those tricky eventualities.

As one of the first suppliers of this part, we started sell-
ing these canisters already 20 years ago. Hardly any 
product has such a proven track record.

Easily strapped to luggage or bike with the built in loop. 
Resistant to all fuels. Includes filling nozzle.

2 litres Part No.: 1624547

Note: The images on both pages show prototypes, the final pro-
duction part may look different

For trips, touring … ... and proven in tough off-road 
terrain.

PELI™ Case including Wunderlich 
straps

History of the engine protection bar carriers
Turn to page 556 to learn about the whole history of the engine 

protection bar carrier’s development and the earlier “REISEMO-

TORRAD” magazine readers’ choice (German language only)
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Wunderlich 
Locking Oil Filler Plug

The unobtrusive integrated safety filler plug – simple, 
practical and appealing.

A completely revised safety concept with a stunning 
design.

The facts:

•   Opens only with a special key.
•   Visible exterior part with defined resistance, can be freely rotat-

ed and aligned. Only the key connects the fixed, bolted down 
interior part with the rotatable exterior part.

•   The internal part is a one-piece unit, which ensures that oil can-
not leak through the inside parts of the plug, nor small metal 
parts fall into the engine in case of a failure. .

•   Anodised visible exterior part.
•   Key can be attached to key ring.
•  Sold complete with a special shaped key (to be attached to key 

ring), a new “O”-ring as well as a Boxer emblem. An original 
BMW emblem can be fitted (not included with delivery, order 
directly from your dealer; original BMW spare part number: 
71609056263) .

•   5 year warranty.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Silver anodised Part No.: 8500110

Blue anodised Part No.: 8500111

Carbon design (silver) Part No.: 8500109

Wunderlich Safety Filler Plug

Easy handling and effective anti-theft measure. Unob-
trusive single-piece design, without any moving parts. 
The plug is almost impossible to open without our sup-
plied special key, unlike many other similar versions that 
can easily be opened with standard tools.

The facts:

•   Opens only with a special key.
•   Virtually indestructible single-piece construction.
•   Absolutely leakproof.
•   High quality finish. Silver anodised.
•   Key can be attached to key ring.
•   Supplied including key ring.
•   5 year warranty.
•   Made in Germany.

The small size of the key means it can be added to the 
bikes’ key ring, and does not require accessing the tool 
box whenever topping up the oil.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Silver anodised Part No.: 8500126

Aluminium Valve Cover “Durahead”

A cover milled from a solid piece of dural aluminium that 
requires no additional cover. The cap possesses such an 
enormous amount of structural stability that a slide pad 
could be integrated directly into it. The exclusive choice 
of material and the machining make any conceivable 
finish possible. Can simply replace the original cover.

The facts:

•  Milled from single billet piece.
•  Far greater material strength than the standard cover.
•  Improved motor cooling through additional cooling ribs.
•  Replaceable slide pads.
•  Original gasket and bolts are still used.
•  Ground clearance not impaired.
•  Exclusive looks.
•  Can be supplied with hard-anodised surface finish or polished.
•  Made in Germany.
•  Life-long warranty against breakage.

Alongside the usefulness of this cover, it also impresses 
with its exclusive looks. As the material cost makes up 
about 50% of the total value, this must be considered 
as a bargain.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)/HP2

Aluminium (polished) left Part No.: 8160775

Aluminium (polished) right Part No.: 8160776

Blue anodised left Part No.: 8160773

Blue anodised right Part No.: 8160774

Black anodised left Part No.: 8160771

Black anodised right Part No.: 8160772

Replacement slide pad

Per item Part No.: 8160777

Final Drive Crash Protector

These crash protectors, already proven in racing, keep 
the tarmac at a safe distance and prevent major dam-
ages to the expensive final drive housing.

The facts:

•   Effective protection.
•   Highly resistant special plastic.
•   User-friendly and quick installation.
•   Complete with mounting kit

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

 Part No.: 8160655

Blue anodised

Black anodised Blue anodised with locking 
Wunderlich filler plug (optional)

Carbon final drive protection
This lightweight carbon guard protects the rear drive securely 

and provides a dynamic finish for the drive unit. This product 

can be found on page 457.
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Wunderlich Hand Guard Extension Set

The original protectors get a completely new, classy 
look combined with unequalled wind and weather pro-
tection. Hands and arms are perfectly protected and 
don’t get cold so quickly. The aerodynamically sculpted 
extension directs the airflow into controlled channels, 
largely bypassing the hands. An astonishing side-effect: 
reduced turbulence means that the fingers don’t get 
cold so quickly from below.

The facts:

•   Excellent wind and weather protection.
•   Integrated brake and clutch reservoir guard (from 2008).
•   Cooling down of the fingers (including the thumbs!), hands and 

forearms is prevented.
•   Reduced turbulences behind the guards.
•   Relief and more uniform flow toward the upper arms.
•   Dynamic Design (by Nicolas Petit) – exclusively for the  

R 1200 GS.

From solid-colour ABS plastic. Simply bolted to the 
hand guards. Delivery as complete set (left and right), 
including mounting screws and installation instructions.

For original hand guards

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

ABS plastic silver Part No.: 8110375

ABS plastic black Part No.: 8110377

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

ABS plastic silver Part No.: 8110376

ABS plastic black Part No.: 8110378

With integrated hydraulic reservoir guard (from 2008)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Wunderlich Valve Cover Protector

The original protection bars of the R 1200 GS and 
Adventure do not prevent the cylinder head valve cover 
from grinding on the road. All our crash experience 
shows that the original bars prevent damage from sim-
ple falls (sidestand) or from hits directly from the front, 
but slides always cause the cover to be damaged in 
spite of the protection bar.

Based on our own protection bar standard, we devel-
oped this urgently needed add-on protector as a supple-
ment for the original bars, which can be easily retrofitted.

The crash forces distribution is improved and the valve 
cover is reliably protected at the same time. The cross 
bar additionally protects the spark plugs and HT coils 
located under the cylinders.

The facts:

•   Protects the valve cover under all circumstances.
•   Additional protection for lower HT coils and spark plugs.
•   Extremely sturdy.
•   No ground clearance restriction.
•   No modifications required to the bike.
•   Is bolted to existing mounting points.
•   Easy to install.
•   Complete with bolt kit.
•   5 year warranty.
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009) with original 
protection bar

 Part No.: 8166220

“CarbonProtect”

The perfect all round carbon protector for the highly 
sensitive valve covers.

Not only do they look good, they also offer complete 
protection for the valve covers. We found that the valve 
cover can get ground over the whole surface during a fall 
because the Boxer machines like to fall over the cover 
onto the handle bar. We were actually surprised how 
quickly a cover grinds all the way through.

The covers are mounted with the included adapter bolts 
(replacing two each of the original valve cover bolts). 
The protector can be simply removed (without needing 
to dismantle the valve cover.

Very easy attachment. Superb finish with a tough clear 
protecting layer. Complete set for left and right including 
bolts. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)/HP2

Set (left + right) Part No.: 8160972

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)
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Hand Guard Extension CARBON

If light and exclusive, then all the way. Increased exten-
sions in all dimensions (compared to the optional origi-
nal extensions) offering significantly enhanced protec-
tion against wetness and cold.

Unsurpassed protection also against stones and 
impacts. Made from high-strength carbon fibre hybrid 
material, unparalleled in regard to stability and weight. 
Coated with a glossy hard-plastic protective layer (fur-
ther emphasising the 3D structure).

Delivery as complete set (left and right), including 
mounting screws.

For original hand guards of 
R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

 Part No.: 8160912

Carbon Hand Guards

Guard enlarged in all dimensions, offering significantly 
enhanced protection against wetness and cold.

Unsurpassed protection also against gravel and impacts: 
During off-road testing the protectors survived numer-
ous falls, and even at 120 km/h on the road without any 
problems. Made from high-strength carbon fibre hybrid 
material, unparalleled in regard to stability and weight. 
Coated with a glossy hard-plastic protective layer (fur-
ther emphasising the 3D structure).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

 Part No.: 8160969

Wunderlich Hand Guards CP-MEGA

The original hand guards provide only inadequate 
protection. The guards for the models from 2008 even 
border on the ridiculous. Especially hands and thumbs 
cool down from below.

We have counteracted this with an unobtrusive effective 
overall protection keeping all adversities away from the 
hands and providing a perceivable relief to the forearms.

Incidentally, bikers can now greet fellow riders without 
having to remove the hand from the handle bar

The facts:

•   Maximum protection against cold, wetness or dirt.
•  Made of highly durable, scratch- and fracture-proof acrylic 

material.
•   Light, unobtrusive mounting kit.
•   User-friendly and quick installation.
•  Usable with and without grip heating.
•  Usable with all handlebar end weights and CruiseControl.

Sold as a complete set of left and right side protectors 
complete with mounting kit.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Clear (set) Part No.: 8600346

“Smoked” (set) Part No.: 8600347

Convenient overall protection … ... and full mobility.
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Barkbusters Hand Protectors

All round protection against weather and impact. The 
massive aluminium bars and the strong attachment 
brackets protect the rider’s hands reliably from hits and 
falls. The aerodynamically shaped plastic protector pods 
(black with both colour versions) effectively divert wind 
and wetness away from the hands.

You need one hand protector set and one fitting kit 
matching your model.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Hand protector set including aluminium bar set

Set (silver) Part No.: 8160996

Set (black) Part No.: 8160997

Fitting kit

R 1200 GS (up to 2007) Part No.: 8160998

R 1200 GS Adventure (2007) Part No.: 8160999

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008) Part No.: 8160993

Wunderlich Foot Protectors

Massive amounts of water can enter the rider’s boots 
even by riding through a puddle. As our tests have 
shown, the foot protector effectively channels the water 
splashed backwards by the front wheel away from the 
feet.

To minimise the size without restricting the cornering 
clearance and off-road mobility, the protectors were 
designed with consistently optimised flow characteris-
tics. Wind and even large amounts of water are diverted 
as quickly as possible.

The protector can bend and flex in all directions during 
falls, ground contact, etc., and springs back into its old 
position, thereby protecting the mounting points from 
damage.

Made from sturdy solid-colour ABS plastic, the protec-
tor is easily mounted at the specified mounting points 
below the cylinders. Contact with hot engine parts is 
ruled out. Thanks to the sophisticated design, the pro-
tectors blend perfectly with the overall style of the GS.

Notes: 

1)  The foot protectors can be fitted with Wunderlich or original 
BMW engine protection bars. 

2)  The protectors were designed to be used with original BMW or 
the Wunderlich Sport Exhaust Header (part no. 8600243, see 
further on for details). It may fit with other aftermarket headers, 
but excessive exhaust heat may damage the protectors.

Delivered as set (left + right), including mounting kit. 
User-friendly and quick installation.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)*

Silver Part No.: 8600316

Black Part No.: 8600317

Carbon-look Part No.: 8500285

*  For R 1200 GS + Adventure from 2010 in preparation. 
For more information go to: www.wunderlich.de

Black Carbon Look

Effective water channeling even under extreme conditions

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and struc-

ture to the real carbon components from our range.

Wunderlich Aluminium Rear Caliper Cover

Anyone who has removed the unsteady original rear 
splash guard can now cover up the remaining attach-
ment points with this stylishly aluminium cover and 
improve the appearance of the brake caliper.

Tip: If you have removed the original splash guard we 
recommend fitting our “Back ExtendaFender” for addi-
tional protection.

Precision machined and anodised aluminium.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

For rear brake caliper Part No.: 8600502
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Delivered as set (left + right), including mounting kit. 
User-friendly and quick installation.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)*

Part No.: 8600316

Part No.: 8600317

Carbon-look Part No.: 8500285

For R 1200 GS + Adventure from 2010 in preparation.
For more information go to: www.wunderlich.de
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rubber stamp at the respective location.

The location of the checkpoints was an-
nounced only one the eve of the event. The 
participants had to decide for an optimal 
route of which they believed that the highest 
score could be obtained there. To be able to 
reach all of them was questionable.

Again, Helmut Dähne was the winner. His 
cousin, Fritz Scherb, didn’t want to ride 
up anymore to the Penser Joch pass. He 
thought the remaining time was not long 
enough. Dähne was the only one who made 
it with his R69S and stopped at all check-
points.

The third rally was then the last one under 
Klaus Becker’s leadership. He was over-
worked and didn’t want to join again. How-
ever, Dähne and the other 22 riders enjoyed 
the rally too much and they decided not to 
let it fall by the wayside. Helmut Dähne han-
dled the organisation from now on, starting 
for the first time in 1969. 

The name – Dolomites Rally – has remained 
until this day, even though it no longer takes 
place. It simply is tradition.

In 1987, Dähne wanted to give up after the 
21st rally and announced the last one. Rid-
ers gathered sporadically from now on, just 
for fun, no more competition. But something 
was missing. And then, one day, it started 
again. The scope was modest at first, every 
two years, and at many different places.

Meanwhile, the rally has developed its es-
tablished profile as the ACM Metzeler Dolo-
mites Rally, but it is no longer just a sports 
event. It has become a family undertak-
ing, friendships are maintained. In spite of 
healthy competition, riders ride together, 
not competing with each other. Participants 
from all over Germany and the neighbour-
ing countries last met in 2009 for the 34th 
rally. Just as in the early days, the focus is 
to touch on as many of the checkpoints as 
possible within two days, in a fascinating re-
gion. Of course, riders meetings with slide 
shows, map resources and the Roadbook 
are a great help. The riders often put togeth-
er their own routes, depending on the de-
grees of difficulty and based on every ones 
personal estimation. There is something for 
everyone’s preference, weather off-road or 
street biker.

Have you become curious? Would like to 
ride along? Information and contact:

Helmut Dähne 
Pirelli Deutschland GmbH 
Gneisenaustraße 15 
80992 München 
Tel. 089/14908478.

The Dolomites Rally
It is an institution already for decades. 

Sometimes up, sometimes down, but al-

ways very challenging. But there is always 

much fun as well during the Dolomites Rally.

In 1966, Klaus Becker organised a motor-

cycle tour from Munich to Terlan in the Et-

sch valley for his friends. The idea for this 

joint excursion originated with his fellow 

club member and former BMW company 

rider, Karl Ibscher. Just on the side, the two 

of them were always seriously engaging in 

sports competitions with each other. 

The trip went south through fantastic scen-

eries. Different checkpoints had to be ac-

cessed along the route and this was re-

warded by a score. The only sticking point: 

the friends always stayed together, chose 

the same route and thus always received 

the same score. To still be able to crown a 
winner, they simply added a special stage at 
the end. The winner would be the one who 
first reached the alpine farmer, Lagar, riding 
through a ravine. 

The only problem was, the access road to 
the alpine farm was actually not a road at all. 
It was something like an improved mule tri-
al, and not more than that. Enduro? Wrong! 
The bikes back then were straight street 
bikes, not high-wheeled, no massive-bar 
tyres. Some of the participants never even 
reached the farm. But there was some one 
way ahead who negotiated the mountain; 
this person was going to shape the rally in 
the years ahead as no other: Helmut Dähne.

One year later in early October the second 
tour started. They were again named af-
ter Becker’s motorcycle shop “Dillenberg 
& Co.” – DICO Rallye. The starting point 
was Picolein in Val Badia, right in the mid-
dle of the Dolomite Alps. The second rally 
was already more regulated. The riding time 
was limited to nine hours. Various check-
points, spread all over the place, could be 
accessed. Different scores were awarded. 
To make sure a rider had actually stopped 
at the checkpoint, a control map - carried 
by everyone - had to be confirmed with the 

Regardless whether road or off-road bikes: 
There is just the right route and challenge for each expectation.

GS country!
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Wunderlich 
Foot + Shin Protector “Clear-Protect”

These protectors combine two advantages: Pleasantly 
dry feet and lower legs in rainy conditions and protection 
from the heat of the engine (cylinder and header pipes) 
in the summer. The sometimes very unpleasant heat, 
especially in hot weather, is now finally kept back. This 
greatly increases the fun with your GS.

The greater “well-being factor” during heat and rain also 
increases passive riding safety.

“Clear-Protect” – made from 6.5 mm thick break and 
scratch resistant acrylic plastic. Although the effect is 
powerful, the protectors blend nicely and unobtrusively 
with the R 1200 GS design.

TÜV-certified with all fitting parts. Easy to install. Can be 
used with and without engine protection bars.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)*

 Part No.: 8600318

*  For R 1200 GS + Adventure from 2010 in preparation. For more 
information go to www.wunderlich.de

Wunderlich 
Leg and Foot Protector “Clear Protect”

The “Clear Protect” neatly closes the gap between the 
fairing and the cylinders. This effectively reduces turbu-
lences generated below the fairing (a major low point of 
all GS). The body does not cool down as quickly and the 
tours become much more relaxed.

When used together with the “ERGO” touring screens, 
the result is surprisingly good and offers the best pro-
tection tested by us. The GS and Adventure take on 
the wind protection properties of a “Super Tourer” but 
without the bulky appearance of such. The specially 
designed flowing shape protects the whole lower body 
of the rider all the way down to the feet from wind and 
weather. The diverted heat from the cylinders makes it 
particularly pleasant when riding in the summer.

This makes even long tours quite pleasurable. Made of 
high-strength, scratch and break-resistant 6.5 mm thick  
acrylic plastic. With TÜV certificate and all required fit-
ting parts. Easy to install. Can be used with or without 
protection bars.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Transparent Part No.: 8110143

“Smoked” Part No.: 8110144

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2007)

Transparent Part No.: 8110135

“Smoked” Part No.: 8110136

Tourenfahrer 1/2006 (best known touring magazine in 

Germany) 

“... The large Ergo Screen as well as the Clear Protect foot 

and leg protectors provide the best possible wind and weather 

protection on the GS.”
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Part No.: 8110144

Part No.: 8110135

Part No.: 8110136
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Wunderlich Frame Protector “Spider”

No more damage. Constant chafing on the frame with 
your boots (especially motocross boots) will damage 
the paint, reduce the value of the bike and even reduce 
the wall thickness of the frame tube. Together with Dirk 
Thelen we designed a light and strong plastic protector 
that follows the frame tube like a second skin providing 
a perfect protection.

The facts:

•   Boots can no longer be caught on the protector or frame.
•   Frame protected from damage from Enduro boots
•   Protects swing arm pivot from dirt.
•   Prevents losing the pivot cap
•   Precise fit. No chafing and rattling noises.
•   Easy to fit.
•   Weight: Only 80 g per side.

A must for any serious GS Rider; the frame protectors 
have proven their value many times in rallies, competi-
tions and everyday use. Thermoformed from sturdy ABS 
plastic. 2 versions are available: A silver thermoformed 
ABS plastic in silver colour with a paint-like surface fin-
ish or the professional edition made of a black coloured, 
very abrasive-resistant fibre reinforced hybrid plastic 
material. You no longer have to watch your every move 
because the frame is now safe from you or rather your 
boots!

We have deliberately chosen a solution from sturdy plas-
tic. Harder materials will damage the frame and the paint 
more in the long run than they would protect it.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2006)

Silver Part No.: 8166200

Black Part No.: 8166205

R 1200 GS + Adventure (2007-2009)

Silver Part No.: 8166206

Black Part No.: 8166207

R 1200 GS HP2

Silver Part No.: 8160305

Black Part No.: 8160322

Wunderlich Oil Cooler Grills

The oil cooler is positioned in exactly the place required 
by air flow, although a consequence of this is that dirt 
converges on it from all angles. Stone chips, dead flies 
and other detritus accumulate in its fine ribbing. Clean-
ing it is very difficult and requires a lot of manual work. 
The fine-mesh stainless steel cooler protection grill 
provides effective protection for the cooler and ensures 
optimal long-term cooling air flow. It’s also an optical 
highlight: the black cooler surfaces disappear and the 
cooler aperture itself is emphasized to impressive effect. 

The facts:

•  Best protection and best appearance.
•  Keeps all destructive particles away from the cooler.
•  Strong stainless steel mesh bonded to an anodised aluminium 

or thermoformed ABS plastic frame (depending on bike model).
•   Anti-vibration mounting points.
•  Strong high pressure bonding between mesh and frame.
•   Easy to fit.
•   Complete with fitting material required.
•   5 year warranty.

Tip: Flies etc. that have collected can be easily removed 
with a wet cloth. Lay the cloth on the mesh for approx. 
30 minutes, so the dirt soaks up the moisture and can 
then be removed easily. Easy to fit. Detailed instructions 
are included.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8501152

From 2008 Part No.: 8501160

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8501153

R 1200 GS+Adventure from 2008

R 1200 GS+Adventure up to 2007

Unlike cheaply produced grids 
with large openings, whose only 
purpose is to enhance appear-
ance, this guard keeps away the 
small, light stones etc. that have 
a particularly detrimental effect on 
the cooler.

Tourenfahrer 2/2007 (best known touring magazine in Germany)

“More flexible and not as damaging to the boots (Note: as compared to 

a competitor’s product), the Wunderlich “Spider” frame protectors are 

also easily and quickly attached with cable ties. These protectors, made 

of thermoformed plastic, even cover the left and right swing arm pivots.” 

R 1200 GS + Adventure

R 1200 GS + AdventureR 1200 GS HP2

Unprotected frame on an HP2

R 1200 GS HP2
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Unprotected frame on an HP2

Part No.: 8501153
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Wunderlich Tamper Proof Bolt Set

The tank side covers of the GS almost invite mischief. 
Unfortunately, ignorant thieves would probably rip the 
inner quick-release mount as well. We have invented 
a tamper proof set which simply replaces the original 
fasteners and can now only be opened with the special 
key supplied. Our fasteners have a very flat triangular 
shaped recess, which will be hard to crack by anyone. 
In case someone tries to open them with pliers we have 
added a special aluminium washer that rotates instead 
and makes it even harder to tamper with; it even adds 
a touch that enhances the design. They fit just as the 
original in the existing recesses and can be replaced in 
a minute. Absolute corrosion resistant and high-strength 
fasteners with aluminium washers anodised in silver or 
blue. The set consists of a full set for both sides includ-
ing the special key.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

With silver bezels Part No.: 1985050

With blue bezels Part No.: 1985051

Wunderlich  
Secure Mounting of the Tank Side Covers

The original front mounts of the tank side covers (acces-
sible from inside near the Telelever) easily come off, 
especially at higher speeds, and can cause significant 
damage: The side cover often breaks at the rear mount-
ing points, the aluminium covers behind it (knee recess) 
can bend and the sudden surprise represents a signifi-
cant safety risk.

We already had to perform several complete repairs on 
our own bikes.

To prevent this from ever happening again, we have 
developed a bolt set holding the tank covers securely 
in place.

We replace the weak original front plastic screw with 
strong Panex quick release fastener and steel counter 
piece.

Easy to replace, sold as a set for left and right side.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

 Part No.: 1985052

Wunderlich Emblem Safety Brackets

The original BMW emblems can easily be stolen, togeth-
er with the bracket – almost inviting souvenir hunters. 
We attach the emblems with a bolted bracket, which is 
not quite as easy to overcome. Easy to mount. Com-
plete set for left and right. Made in Germany.

Note: Only for original BMW covers

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

 Part No.: 8100150
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A proven partnership binds the mul-
tiple German Enduro champion and 
winner of the Enduro Rally cup, Dirk 
Thelen, with Wunderlich’s BMW spe-
cialists.

Someone who most cherishes the 
memory of the Christmas celebration 
where he received his first trials motor 
cycle simply has motorsports in his 
blood. With Dirk Thelen, you may think 
petrol is running in his veins instead of 
blood. At any rate, the Christmas gift in 
1978 was a good investment because 
only two years later Dirk joined his first 
national championship, the youth trials 
in Ulmen. It only took another three 
years until he had moved up to an 
impressive sixth place in the youth trial 
championship.

Hardly 18 years old and the rider’s 
license in his pocket, Dirk switched to 
Enduro sport, and now there were no 
more bounds. Already in the first year 
he moved up to vice champion in the 
Enduro cup of the next generation rid-
ers. His accumulated more titles over 

the years: German vice champion in 
the class up to 400 cc, third place in 
the Enduro world championship up to 
250 cc, several times German cham-
pion in the 250 class and then overall 
winner in the Enduro Rally Cup several 
times.

It was not by chance that Dirk Thelen 
and Erich Wunderlich met in the course 
of time. Shared enthusiasm about off-
road biking, back then primarily on 
Yamaha, created strong bonds. This 
led to the first joint events. The first 
official SuperMoto race on the Nur-

Dirk Thelen - The Enduro Guru

burgring in Germany in 1991 is unfor-
gettable. Dirk told Erich Wunderlich 
about it and he he was immediately 
enthusiastic; before you knew it, The-
len joined the race on a tuned XT500. 
In the midst of the professional com-
petition with lightweight motocross 
bikes, Dirk Thelen managed to com-
plete all runs on his actually some-
what out of place XT, and even made 
it, unbelievably, to the finals.   
Thus the casual acquaintance turned 
into a productive partnership.

It becomes quite clear that Thelen’s 
off-road tours for the Wunderlich enter-
prise are more than just fun when you 
meet the Enduro rider in Sinzig again. 
Usually he then picks up a specially 
tuned and equipped Wunderlich BMW. 
This is the machine he then takes 
to competitions or tough test runs. 
Sometimes you find the rider from Bad 
Münstereifel spending a week in Anda-
lusia to maltreat the material in the 
desert dust and gravel or he tackles 
African terrain with the massive knob-
bly tyres, where the durability of the 

Wunderlich components must stand 
the test of time. Who would be better 
suited than the professional expert, 
Thelen, to subsequently provide the 
developers and technicians in Sinzig 
with valuable hints and experiences 

on the Wunderlich parts. This informa-
tion then contributes to the ongoing 
engineering developments and finally 
to production, adding a major element 
to the reliability and functionality of the 
Wunderlich products.

Dirk Thelen before the Start of the “Rally Qatar” on a  
R 1200 GS HP2

Sensational participation in the “Gotland Grand National”

1991: Dirk Thelen at the first German SuperMoto race (Nurburgring) and the Middle Rhine off-road tour on the Wunderlich XT 500

Erzberg” on R 1200 GS WR1

“Le Touquet” on R 1200 GS WR2“Mittelrheinischen Geländefahrt 2009” on Wunderlich-F 800 GS
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Wunderlich “MicroFlooter” for Crash Bars

Now can also be directly mounted on all crash bars and 
is perfectly adjustable thanks to the 3D mounting kit.

The facts:

•  Can be fitted to virtually any round bar of 22 to 25.4 mm diam-
eter**.

•  Can be adjusted in all directions (3D mounting kit).
•  Light weight construction with integrated deflectors to avoid 

light pollution
•  High quality clamps made of machined aluminium with an ano-

dised surface finish.
•  Sold as a set of two, including bulbs, wiring, electrics, brackets 

and fitting kit.
•  5 years warranty for metal parts.

For all engine protection bars sold by Wunderlich and for 
all bars with 22 - 25.5 mm diameter**

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Complete Set (left and right side) Part No.: 8500189

Replacement bulb H3 55W Part No.: 2099807

*  The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

** 22 - 25.4 mm is about 7/8 - 1” diameter.

Wunderlich 
Auxiliary “Micro-Flooter” Lamp Set

See and be seen thanks to cleverly placed and effective 
extra lighting: when perfectly adjusted, the additional 
lights provide an extra boost to the low beam without  
blinding oncoming traffic, as well as giving the bike an 
impressive look. So that you don’t “disappear” in road 
traffic, we strongly recommend that you use the extra 
lights in the day as well.

The facts:

•  Very good additional lighting.
•  Soft light transition.
•  Optimum illumination of the roadside (similar to cornering 

lamp).
•  Smallest road legal and approved lamp (Germany/Europe*).
•  Many tests have concluded that this lamp is one of the best 

available on the market.
•   Including H3 bulbs with 55 watts each.
•  “E” approved for use as fog lamps*
•  Sold as a set of two, including bulbs, wiring, electrics, brackets 

and complete fitting kit.
•   5 year warranty.

The set includes Wunderlich designed laser cut, light 
weight anodised aluminium brackets with integrated 
deflectors to avoid light pollution. Complete set for right 
and left with installation kit.

* The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. 
Please check the law regarding additional lights in 
your country.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

MicroFlooter set Part No.: 8600465

H3 55W Spare Bulb Part No.: 2099807

R 1200 GS HP2

MicroFlooter set Part No.: 8600485

H3 55W Spare Bulb Part No.: 2099807

Additional Lights

Safety 
In many countries it is now legal for cars to drive with head 
lamps on during the day, so a motorcycle with its headlights 
on does not necessarily attract the attention of other drivers. 
Therefore we switch the auxiliary lights on, especially in heavy 
traffic, cities etc., to increase our visibility and safety. This 
measure has quite often protected us from dangerous situa-
tions, and we never had any problems. 

Our life insurance 
The outstanding illumination even makes riding at night a 
pleasure and our extra headlights have caused us to be 
noticed in time more than once. Particularly in countries where 
motorcycles are not so widespread, we were noticed much 
earlier (especially by children).

Tourenfahrer 2/2007
The “MicroFlooter” is fitted underneath the indicators with a perfectly fitting alu-
minium frame. The whole of the wiring is practically pre-assembled and only has 
to be laid, which, in view of the instruction manual that is easy to understand, 
should not be difficult even for an amateur. You can see the results straight 
away: the small MicroFlooters, which are operated by a separate switch on the 
handlebar, illuminate the road much more efficiently, especially in front, which is 

particularly agreeable when riding round bends in the dark.” 

What is the legal situation?
Every country has different laws and regulations regarding the use of auxiliary 
lights, their positioning and when they can be used. In Germany the lamps sold 
by Wunderlich are road legal (“E” approved), but please check the law regarding 
additional lights in your country.

Test!
We test all lamps with the use of a light meter, our testing rig and with help 
of photographs. Many lights have good light properties, but cannot be fitted 
because they are too large or are still in evaluation. 

For all round tubing (here on original protector bar) with a diameter from 20 
mm to 25 mm

Optional mounting in front ... ... beside…

... or above/below the protector bar An Adventure original tank protec-
tor bar

Test!
We test all lamps with the use of a light meter and the help of 

photographs. The outstanding qualities of the MicroFlooters 

became quite apparent. Our testing procedure is also a stern 

test for the Odyssey batteries, the only one surviving such a 

marathon.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

R 1200 GS HP2

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Complete Set (left and right side)

Replacement bulb H3 55W

The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.
22 - 25.4 mm is about 7/8 - 1” diameter.
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Wunderlich Zyklop Auxiliary Light

This light (the smallest approved light*) with free form 
reflector is hardly visible when switched off. When 
switched on, this lamp turns together with the forks 
making for markedly improved road illumination: The 
light beam is uniform and complements the original light 
in an impressive manner. The GS receives a soft light 
transition and superb edge illumination with a supple-
mental cornering light. Laser cut anodised mounting kit, 
complete lamp unit (plastic coated), including H3 bulb, 
wiring kit, switch and easy to follow installation guide. 
With E-approval (no registration necessary).

Note: 2 versions are available, depending on if the 
Wunderlich “Brake Line Protector” is already fitted to the 
bike or not (part nos. 8200049 or 8200056, see details in 
this catalogue section). 

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Complete with “Brake Line Protector”

 Part No.: 8200057

“Brake Line Protector” already fitted

 Part No.: 8200063

H3 55W Spare Bulb

 Part No.: 2099807

* The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Wunderlich LED Park Light “P-Marker”

The penetratingly bright LED position lights make the 
bike look bigger and the visibility to other road users is 
greatly enhanced, which means that motorcycles are 
spotted considerably earlier. This is a major contribution 
to safety because, ever since daytime or low beam lights 
have been allowed during the day for cars, attention to 
motorcycle riders has diminished. The “P-Marker” lights 
are attached to the Microflooter bracket in just a few 
steps and provide light in place of the original parking 
light.

Can only be used in conjunction with our “MicroFlooter” 
auxiliary lights.

Fits all MicroFlooters

Single lamp Part No.: 8600516*

Complete Set Part No.: 8600511*

*  The lamps are road legal (“E” approved) in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Wunderlich Additional Light “MicroDE”
Powered by Hella

These Hella auxiliary lights, packaged in our brack-
ets, give the GS and Adventure a bullish appearance 
almost turning the night into day. Furthermore, bikers 
become much more visible; a drastic improvement of 
passive safety. The beautiful and especially sensible 
alternative to the additional lights of the Adventure and 
optimal complement for the GS. Aluminium “cages”, 
produced with an innovative manufacturing method, 
provide secure mounting and maximum protection. By 
fitting them to the indicator fixtures and in addition to the 
front end of the frame, the lights are optimally protected 
from damages in case of a fall; they provide an ideal light 
angle toward the front.

The Hella Premium Edition lights offer a choice between 
the highly efficient XENON riding lights or ellipsoid fog 
lights. All lights are E-approved*.

XENON High Beam Lamp

Xenon light deliver an incredible light output. Available 
for the left side for best lighting performance. Ideal in 
combination with the additional Fog Beam. Complete 
with bracket, all fitting parts and installation guide.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Left side Part No.: 8600595

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Left side Part No.: 8600695

“Fog Beam” Auxiliary Fog Light

Can either be mounted on the bike as a pair or in combi-
nation with the Xenon high beam lamp (in this case order 
only the right side!). Complete with bracket, all fitting 
parts and installation guide.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Left side Part No.: 8600596

Right side Part No.: 8600597

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Left side Part No.: 8600696

Right side Part No.: 8600697

* The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 
check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Tourenfahrer 10/2007 (best known touring magazine in Ger-

many)

“The GS offers the best prerequisites for the installation of additional 

lights. While the H7 fog light with broad and horizontal roadway 

illumination minimizes the risk of blinding,

the Xenon riding lamp provides a superb range. Brightness and light 

distribution is also top notch, especially because the great standard 

light sets are switched on as well.”
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Wunderlich “Clear” Headlight Protector

A stone that flies up and/or short off-road stretches 
often mean that the original headlights are finished. 
Rigidly mounted headlight grills or the original protecting 
screen can only be used legally off-road tracks, and the 
headlight glass behind is difficult to clean. Our headlight 
protector protects the headlight in all circumstances and 
can simply be folded forwards when riding on the road 
or for cleaning purposes.

A perfect protector that also protects against any small 
projectiles. The folding mechanism is particularly useful, 
as rain drops can cause unpleasant reflections and you 
run the risk of dazzling yourself. With the folding mecha-
nism, the screen can be positioned just as you want it 
and in an emergency it can simply be folded away.

The facts:

•  Optically pure indestructible Lexan protector.
•  Adjustable position of protector allows finding of best position, 

reduces reflection.
•  Easy cleaning of the headlight and the inside of the protector.
•  Permitted for road use in folded position.
•  Can be quickly put in place for off-road use.
•  Easy to fit.
•  Scratch-resistant protector with robust, coated brackets.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8110141

Scratch-proof Lexan screen and 
sturdy brackets (can be folded 
away, when needed)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Hepco & Becker Lamp Grill

A rock flying up and/or short off-road passages often 
mean the expensive destruction for the original head 
lamp. The customary rigid head lamp grills or the original 
protector screen may only be used in off-road terrain 
and the head lamp glass behind it is difficult to clean. 
Our fold-away head lamp protector (up to 2007 models) 
protects the head lamp in all cases and can be simply 
folded down when riding on the road or for cleaning. For 
design reasons, the grill is rigidly mounted from 2008.

The facts:

•   Great protection for the head lamp.
•  No reflections or risk of glare to rider.
•  Easy to clean headlamp and grill.
•   Permitted for road traffic when folded down (up to 2007).
•   Can be quickly folded for off-road riding (up to 2007).
•   Easy to fit.
•  Robust, black coated metal construction.

In the case of violent impacts a soft silent block cush-
ions the screen against the headlamp housing (up to 
2007).

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8166215

2008 - 2009 Part No.: 8166212*

* Not foldable, therefore only for sports application!

Fold-away, if desired (only up to 
2007)

Wunderlich Carbon Final Drive Protection

When side cases (panniers) are not attached the unpro-
tected rear drive housing will get damaged in the worst 
case.

This happened during test rides and photo shoots in the 
Tabernas desert (Spain).

The damages were significant in spite of the low speed.

This absolutely lightweight carbon guard protects the 
rear drive securely and provides a dynamic finish of the 
drive unit.

Extremely light and sturdy carbon fibre hybrid material, 
completely covered with a glossy protective hard plastic 
coat, which penetrates the material and provides opti-
mal protection. Easy to fit (self-adhesive)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

 Part No.: 8160905

Consequences of a light slide

Wunderlich  
Indicators / Front Area Reinforcement

Already during the initial test rides we noticed that the 
front area does not stand up to the hard knocks of rough 
off-road routines, and the indicators are extremely at 
risk to being torn off. We have therefore developed 
reinforcement from 4 mm thick aluminium that absorbs 
even hard impacts. At the same time, the indicators are 
moved back toward the rear and thus removed from the 
risk area during falls.

Note: This bracket set is already included with the Micro 
Flooter Set, part number 8600485. 

The facts:

•   Greater stability of the entire front area.
•   Indicators can be repositioned.
•  Reduced twisting and flexing.
•   5 year warranty.

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8162311

Result of a fall at low speed in sand
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Wunderlich Horn Guard

A small component with a calming effect. Prevents acci-
dental sounding of the horn when turning the handlebar 
to the left. It doesn’t matter what kind of tank bag you‘re 
using – when sharply turning the handlebar to the left 
you frequently end up sounding the horn, much to the 
consternation of bystanders. 

We’ve finally put a stop to this. Quick and easy to fit, 
without making it harder to reach the horn button during 
the ride.

The facts:

•  Prevents accidental sounding of the horn
•  Sturdy construction.
•  Easy to fit.
•  Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1250203

Wunderlich Brake Light Switch Protector

This part is designed to protect the extremely sensitive 
(front-mounted) brake light switch from working loose 
and falling off. If this happens, then of course, unbe-
known to the rider, the brake light will no longer work 
when the front brake is applied. The original brake light 
holder is only secured with a bit of glue and a small 
screw. We surround the switch in a very light aluminium 
part and give it a secure mounting.

Anodised aluminium bracket and fitting kit. Easy to fit, 
simply screw it under the right handle bar control unit. 

Models from 08/2006 no longer need this practical part. 
BMW has detected this weak point and replaced the 
brake light switch by an hydraulic pressure switch.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)/HP2 with 
mechanical brake light switch

 Part No.: 8500063

Tip:
Up to a certain software update the Integral ABS worked only 

with a correct functioning brake light. If the brake light failed, 

so did the servo function. If this is the case with your bike, we 

recommend an urgent visit to your dealer to update the software.

Wunderlich Steering Stop

Unfortunately, the original steering stops are simply not 
strong enough. They can be damaged by harmless falls 
or a strong knock. If this happens, the top yoke (upper 
clamp) can be damaged, and the fork tubes and Tel-
elever are vulnerable as well. Additionally, on the 1150 
models the brake lines could be squashed causing 
brake failure. All this can lead to expensive repairs and a 
great deal of aggravation.

All the listed original parts are not available usually at 
bargain discount prices, so the investment in damage 
prevention is always worthwhile.

We have opted for a new approach with the R 1200 GS, 
here‘s how it works: the protector brackets bolt onto the 
lower fork bridge pinch bolts, the top bumpers contact 
the Telelever just before the original steering stop would 
make contact. This softens the blow, and, as the rubber 
bumper compresses, it progressively becomes a solid 
stop for the forks. Turning the handlebar fully is signifi-
cantly more pleasant as the hard original restriction is no 
longer present.

Sold as a complete set of left and right hand side com-
plete with all fittings.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Silver anodised Part No.: 8500108

Blue anodised Part No.: 8500104

Test!
These stops have proven their worth many times over for us: Falls during 
off-road adventures, Rally Agadir, in Siberia, Iran, Morocco and recently at 
a fall at 120 km/h (75 mph) there was no damage to frame and Telelever, 
thanks to the steering stops.

Wunderlich Exhaust Flap Cover

Protect the exposed sound valve mechanism on the 
manifold/silencer junction of the R 1200 GS and Adven-
ture from the 2010 model. Damage from stones and 
accidental boot damage can no longer occur.

Anodised aluminium. Including installation kit.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2010)

 Part No.: 8608888 

Wunderlich PowerGun II
The PowerGun II was developed in close cooperation with 

Laser, the specialist for BMW sports exhaust systems. As offi-

cial supplier of the Boxercup and the PowerCup – Laser has 

demonstrated true sound engineering to the professional audi-

ence. This product can be found on page 521.

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich  
Brake + Clutch Reservoir Protectors

Both the front hydraulic reservoirs are mounted in a 
fairly exposed position, and even a minor fall can cause 
expensive damage and maybe a premature end of a 
holiday trip…

After three of our own damaged reservoirs we designed 
these protectors, which are supported directly by the 
handle bar bolts and fastened, in addition, on the mirror 
mount. Common sense suggested the use of thick alu-
minium, able to transfer the impact to the sophisticated 
brackets without becoming destroyed themselves.

Highly recommended also with original/accessory hand 
protectors. Complete with mounting kit.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)/HP2

Brake reservoir protector Part No.: 8500057

Clutch reservoir protector Part No.: 8500056

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Brake reservoir protector Part No.: 8500067

Clutch reservoir protector Part No.: 8500066

Result of a simple fall in the sand

Wunderlich  
Brake Reservoir Protector (rear)

The reservoir is only held in place by a metal clip; it can 
easily be knocked out from the fixture by accident or 
being knocked against. This protector prevents it from 
being accidentally kicked or falling out and also protects 
the reservoir from unwanted removal (unscrewing the lid 
is made much more difficult).

User-friendly and quick installation. Aluminium, silver 
anodised.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500061

Wunderlich EVO-R Throttle Cover

The throttle sensor on the left is not exactly attractive. It 
is also at risk because it protrudes so far that even with 
light impacts (e.g. from your boot) it can be seriously 
damaged. With this robust and light aluminium cover, 
the unattractive sensor is out of view, the intake pipe is 
integrated into one unit and both the sensitive throttle 
sensor and the connections are well protected. Silver 
anodised aluminium.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8500152

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8500130

Wunderlich Injection Cover

The inlet assembly including duct, injector, connections 
and throttle sensor are always in danger of being torn 
off. Also, there have been several cases of someone 
finding it funny to remove the small black vacuum plugs 
on our long term testing bikes. Water penetrates into 
the electrical connectors, caused by repeated contact 
with boots, trousers etc. We visually extend the cylinder 
unit and the unattractive looking injection system is not 
visible anymore, creating a new, dynamic unit. A uniform 
design that has not been seen before.

•  Protection for sensitive components (injectors, fuel line connec-
tions, inlet duct, throttle sensor etc.)

•  Prevents accidental (or “hostile”) unplugging or disconnecting 
of plugs and connectors)

•  Protection against wear for the complete injection and intake 
pipe unit.

•  Reduced risk of injury.
•  Shape of part makes it rigid and almost indestructible.
•  ABS plastic.
•  Robust attachment system (anodised aluminium).
•  Easy to install.
•  Complete with installation kit.
•  5 year warranty.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

Black Part No.: 8500304

Silver Part No.: 8500308

Can be custom-painted

R 1200 GS + Adventure

R 1200 GS HP2

Our own solutions
We would have loved to include an 
existing product in our assortment. 
However, all available protectors 
exhibited absolute inadequately 
dimensioned fixtures, which would 
have probably caused even more 
damage in the event of a fall

Aluminium Reservoir Lid
Top CNC art at an exposed location. An optical delight and 

technically an extremely sturdy development of the ugly original 

plastic lid. This product can be found on page 507.
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Wunderlich Brake Line Protector (front)

The brake line connection on the lower yoke is posi-
tioned at a very exposed location. Stones thrown up 
(happened to us in 2 separate cases) can quickly cause 
damage to the connection and/or the line.

Our brake line protector withstands all foreign objects 
absolutely reliably and represents a dynamic optical 
transition to the telelever.

Made of 2 mm (~5/64”) thick silver anodised aluminium. 
Complete with mounting kit. Easy to fit.

Note: Two versions are available, depending on if a 
Wunderlich “Steering Stop” is fitted to the bike or not. 
The Wunderlich “Steering Stop” (part no. 8500108 or 
8500104, see details a few pages back) has purpose 
made attachment points for the Brake Line Protector. 

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

No “Steering Stop” fitted

 Part No.: 8200049

Steering Stop” already fitted

 Part No.: 8200056

Wunderlich Brake Switch Protector

The original plastic cover merely snaps into place above 
the rear brake lever will probably disappear during your 
first off-road excursion. With us it even jammed the 
brake lever.

We replaced it by a bolted aluminium cover, even 
improving the appearance of the GS. It can no longer 
snap out or get hooked and the switch is much better 
protected. Lightweight cover milled from solid material. 
With mounting kit.

R 1200 GS (up to 2005)

 Part No.: 8500103

R 1200 GS (from 2006) + Adventure (all years)

 Part No.: 8166210

Up to 2005 From 2006

Wunderlich Oxygen Sensor Guard

A bent sensor or torn off sensor cable happen quite 
often. A damage that not only leads to problems with 
the fuel management. The oxygen sensor is also quite 
expensive and cannot be repaired. The cover developed 
by us provides effective protection and permanently 
maintains the function of the sensitive sensor.

The facts:

•   Effective protection from branches and stones.
•   Reduces dirt accumulation.
•   Easy and simple attachment, with and without Wunderlich pro-

tector bars*

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Right side Part No.: 8500256

Left side Part No.: 8500297

* Does not fit with original protector bar.

Wunderlich 
Mudguard Enlarger “Beak-Extenda”

In wet conditions the front wheel throws up water and 
the wind carries it straight to the rider (BMW has noticed 
this too and the Adventure is equipped with an enlarger 
as standard equipment). Cleaning the visor is annoying 
and cumbersome.

This enlargement adds value to the GS and remedies this 
shortcoming: Simply push the enlarger onto the original 
beak and secure it with the two original screws (at the 
side of the original mudguard). On the underside there is 
a plastic clip that provides a secure attachment. Made 
of thermoformed, lightweight and nearly indestructible 
ABS plastic. Available in solid-colour silver (colour of the 
frame) with an extremely durable clear plastic coating, or 
matt satin black or coated with a special “Carbon-Look” 
layer. Can be mounted directly without modification to 
the motorcycle. Including Boxer emblem. An original 
BMW emblem can be fitted instead. Order directly from 
your BMW dealer part number 51142308800.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Matt satin black Part No.: 8160977

Silver Part No.: 8160974

Carbon-Look Part No.: 8500287

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

Matt satin black Part No.: 8160206

Silver Part No.: 8160207

Carbon-Look Part No.: 8160208

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

black Carbon-Look

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and struc-

ture to the real carbon components from our range.
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Wunderlich “Extenda Fender”

You often hear complaints about dirt-encrusted header 
pipes and engine housings, stone chip damage and 
amounts of water being whipped up. This extension 
of the original mudguard, made of thermoformed ABS 
material, puts an end to such problems. The extension 
is bolted to the mudguard fairly out of sight, so that the 
attachment bolts are not really noticed. Sold complete 
with mounting bolts for a vibration-free and solid fit. 

Black ABS plastic.

For the original mudguard.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8110101

Wunderlich “Back Extenda Fender”

Mud, rain and dirt fly up onto the passenger, the luggage 
and even the rider’s back. With this height-adjustable 
extension the manufacturer’s “loophole” is closed. 

The extension can be adjusted continuously to suit your 
wishes (and the size of your number plate). The new 
design of the extension reaches further back than before 
and thus manages to catch even more of the wet stuff 
that is thrown up by the wheel.

Comes complete with a machined recess for an “F” 
emblem (can be replaced by an original BMW emblem 
part number 51142308800 – not included, ask your 
dealer).

Thermoformed, lightweight and practically indestructible 
ABS plastic

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8110102

Effective diversion of water and dirt

Wunderlich Inner Fender

BMW wanted to emphasize the lightness of the GS 
with the airy sub frame. Drawback: Nothing protects 
the legs of rider and especially passenger from dirt and 
wetness. The water splashes unhindered over the boots 
and thighs. The result is a soaking wet and soiled rider 
and passenger.

Furthermore, dirt and water penetrate deep into any 
part of the rear sub frame and especially the rear shock 
absorber unit, battery and final drive. This is damaging 
for the inside components and metal parts exposed to 
a constant torrent without any protection. Oxidation and 
corrosion damage are predetermined, not to speak of 
the very difficult cleaning of the rear of the bike with its 
many corners and angles.

This easily attached inner fender puts an end to all sorts 
of half baked solutions and protects the complete rear 
of the bike in a very impressive manner.

As an additional benefit the mudguard also visually 
closes the gap between the air box and rear wheel. This 
makes the GS design complete. The inner fender is 
made of ABS plastic and is quickly attached (through 
strong cable ties), absolutely secure and without any 
bolts.

The effectiveness of this solution is shown impressively 
on the pictures. The bike without inner fender shows 
massive soiling reaching far beyond the edge of the 
seat. Even the cases and exhaust are clearly protected 
from the muck. The shock absorber unit clearly shows 
the sustained protection of all the inner parts.

Made from ABS plastic, the inner fender is easily and 
quickly fitted.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8160545

From 2008 (without ESA) Part No.: 8160548

From 2008 (with ESA) Part No.: 8160549

From 2009 (with/without ESA) Part No.: 8200150

Evidence
Two identical bikes with the same standard equipment. Both R 1200 GS 
ridden together on the same route on a rainy day. On the left the bike with-
out inner fender: just like all GSs, the internal components, luggage cases, 
exhaust area and even both seats, were covered by a thick layer of dirt. 
Quite the opposite was the result with the bike at the right, equipped with 
our inner fender: Footrests, seats and cases show only regular levels of dirt 
and the clean rear shock absorber proves how effective the inside is pro-
tected. Even the passenger did not get soaked thighs and boots filled with 
water.
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and the clean rear shock absorber proves how effective the inside is pro
tected. Even the passenger did not get soaked thighs and boots filled with 
water.water.
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Baltic Sea Tour with the R 1200 GS
We had a plan: We simply wanted to 
head north, to Germany’s northernmost 
point and then discover land and peo-
ple in that area. After we found out that 
the northernmost point in Germany is 
located on the island of Sylt, we simply 
scratched that destination. We definitely 
did not care to go to Sylt.

OK, how about the easternmost point, 
that is probably also quite picturesque. 
Görlitz, well, not really. We’d love to 
have a little bit of the sea included. We 
thought about it some more and then 
filed that plan away as well. Meanwhile 
it did not really matter – we just wanted 
to get away!

We then simply took off from the Con-
tidrom near Jeversen, close to the city 
of Celle.

Is it possible, it occurred to me all of a 
sudden, to simply do a “wheelie” with 
the GS – contrary to the opinion of some 
members of the Boxer forum? I just 
gave it a try, got up from the seat, stood 
nicely relaxed behind the high handle bar, 
pushed once or twice with the feet on the 
footrests, briefly throttled the gas and 
cranked it up again, pulled on the handle 
bar and, voila, the bike stood beautifully 
in the air pushing its 21 inch front wheel 

through the wind as once the Titanic its 
prow through the stormy sea. You would 
not expect this ride dynamics from the 
GS at first glance.

Was this only a dream? You don’t do that 
– especially not on public roads, never! 
And absolutely not in front of children… 

Having come to appreciate the touristic 
qualities of the large high-torque Boxer 
on the stretch from Jeversen to our first 
stop, the bay of Neustadt, we continued 
over small rural roads to a beautiful 
estate in Altenkrempe – absolutely pic-
turesque. 

We came upon a small patch of a private 
forest and after the owner’s verbal con-
sent, the woods soon seemed to swallow 
the GS as if in a jungle.

Fascinated by the area we developed a 
new plan for our trip. We would not just 
go north or east but simply travel from 
north to east, along the coast, around the 
bay of Lubeck and then we would prob-
ably stumble upon Poland at some time.

Both of us, Carmen and I, had never 
explored the beautiful stretch of coast 
along the Baltic Sea.

Mile after mile our intention was con-

firmed to travel, coming the from the 
North Sea shore, all the way to the lake 
area of the Stettiner Haff. Although room 
and board could not easily be found 
close to the sea, we always came upon 
nice lodging a few miles inland.

We just drifted along, did not pack a navi-
gator but simply an old worn out map of 
moderate scale. Then, for example, we 
suddenly stood in front of a sign with the 
name “Benzin”.

This was actually the name of a small 
town, which really existed… and then I 
noticed the large tractor. I felt like playing 
on that large terrain of the tractor owner. 
The man gave his permission. I criss-
crossed the field to my heart’s desire, 
until the forest finally stopped us. I think 
I never rode that fast on an open field. 
Thanks to the tractor rider! And the GS 
behaved very well!

The farmer, not caring about rapid bikes 
and fly by wire, simply put his two horses 
in front of the old iron plough to plough his 
field. He told us about the time of social-
ism and how little had actually changed 
for him. He didn’t really care who was 
govern the country, whether Mrs. Merkel, 
Mr. Honecker or Mr. Schröder. It always 
boiled down to the same thing for him.

Then we met a man with his Kramer trac-
tor, a small construction trailer behind, 
who was allowed to ride at full throttle 
almost through all of Germany. He came 
from the island of Rügen and was on 
his slow way back to Obersdorf, almost 
down in Austria.

Or there were three brothers who some-
where in the Rostock area operated a 
nostalgic patch of open air museum 
with adjacent junk yard and integrated 
chicken and lost animal’s farm.

There was a table at the entry of the 
property with a plate on it and each 
visitor was expected to put two Euros 
entrance money on it. As soon as the 
place with its collection of implements 
from the former East German era had 
been explored, the two Euro coins 
seemed to have magically vanished from 
the plate. Walking across the junk yard, 
the eye of the beholder cannot take in the 
flood of impressions and images noted 
there. Much of what has been mentally 
recorded clashes vehemently with the 
environmentally conditioned part of the 
brain. When I questioned the youngest 
brother regarding environmental protec-
tion, he insisted that they were frequently 
inspected and everything was always 
in order. He was ready to explain that 
almost all of the vehicles on exhibit are in 
riding condition and even demonstrated 
it impressively.

Our trip continued via Fischland and 
Zingst to Barth.

There we came upon an extraordinary 
hotel in the harbour area. A very tall old 
granary had been converted into a hotel 
a few years ago. This house with its spe-
cial ambience impressed us and is worth 
mentioning here. We briefly stopped in 

Stralsund, compared the bike to a wale 
skeleton and explored Rügen. Very beau-
tiful alleys impressed us. As we stopped 
in a pub in Anklam, we overheard a con-
versation from the neighbouring table. 
The people talked about a strange col-
lection of houses, way out in the open 
country, and a lake where a concert had 
been given the evening before. They 
talked of happy people and happy pigs. 
That intrigues us and we decided to 
go there. The name of the village was 
Wangelkow and no paved road led to it. 
The route there and back belonged to the 
most beautiful “roads” or our trip.

Nature lovers, blessed with many kids, 
spent their vacation here. Nature can be 
enjoyed here, far from civilization, for 7 € 
per person and day. Groceries and food 
come from the farm store. The entire 
region toward the northeast, between 
Greifswald and Anklam and adjacent to 
Usedom National Park radiated a calm-
ness we had seldom felt before. We rode 
on the GS with two persons and with a 
consumption of 4.8 litres it also seemed 
to have enjoyed the tranquillity.

From Wolgast we rode along the small 
coastal strip via Heringsdorf to Poland, 
circled around the Stettiner Haff and 
returned through Stettin via the border 
corridor to Ueckermünde and Anklam. 
This section of the tour alone provid-
ed enough interesting impressions and 
moments for a three day tour. We prob-
ably simply have to return some day 
because we began to run out of time.

Our way back roughly followed an imag-
ined line from Anklam through the Müritz 
National Park, on via Wittstock to Per-
leberg where the unsteady behaviour 
of the GS slowly began to concern me. 
The rear tyre was clearly loosing air. Just 
on the way to Wittenberge during a very 
long stop at a red light at a construction 
zone, I turned around and sat on the 
tank lid to relieve the quickly deteriorat-
ing rear wheel. I hammered it down not 
to loose any more time. I finally reached 
the inviting petrol station at least to refill 
the air. The Yamaha dealer nearby was 
recommended to me. A wrought giant 
horseshoe nail had penetrated the cover 
of the tyre. A matching new tyre was not 
in stock, the time was Friday evening at 
6 o’clock and we did not want to spend 
the weekend in Perleberg. However, the 
responsible employee strongly refused 
making the repair with a plug. I then 
explained to him that during my three 
year’s experience during races on the 
Isle of Man not everything is quite reli-
able either and that we as race riders 
are not accountable to someone for 
our actions while we are racing with 
300 km/h through villages. This finally 

impressed the colleague of the responsi-

ble man and his female boss. The team 

now agreed, the boss had to be fetched. 

Being a man of action, he inspected the 

damage and asked me to promise him 

to ride very carefully along the remaining 

stretch back the campground near the 

Contidrom. 

I did not have to pay anything, did not 

receive an invoice but was simply offered 

help to get me on the way again. Even 

more, they recommended a much more 

scenic version to our tour. We rode from 

Perleburg via Lenzen to Dömith, all the 

way along the Elbe river. The next sur-

prise waited for us in Dömitz, because 

another former granary had been con-

verted into a hotel and restaurant, similar 

to the one in Barth. The breakfast parlour 

was on the top storey with a beautiful 

view across the Elbe river; the restaurant 

with the beach bar was located all the 

way down. In between where the storeys 

with the guest rooms.

Next morning we casually continued our 

tour, after having inspected the tyre pres-

sure, via Uelzen back to the Contidrom, 

our starting point. Our rear tyre, matching 

the name of the locale, was a Continental 

as always and had precisely kept the 

pressure of 2.7 bar, as Thomas confirmed 

to the shop manager at Wunderlich, 

When he replaced the tyre the following 

Tuesday.

The next tour should actually take us to 

the southernmost point in Germany, but 

let’s see where we end up.
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Wunderlich Engine Protection Plates

When we saw the meagre original engine protection 
and the resulting major damage to the engine block, 
we knew we simply had to develop a stronger plate 
properly protecting engine, exhaust downpipes and col-
lector. Background: When the original protector plate is 
subjected to a strong impact from below or is hooked 
on something from underneath, it can shear off its front 
bracket and the rigid rear brackets bend into the engine 
cases. Our engine protection plates have pressed 
strengthening swages greatly increasing stiffness and 
stability. We have developed a version for extreme tours 
which increases the ground clearance by another 25 mm 
(~1”). Shock-reducing rubber-mounts connect the base 
plate via a special support frame and spring-loaded 
decoupling.

The facts:

•   Extremely sturdy and angled in the front, getting “hooked” not 
possible.

•   Extended toward the rear to protect the collector.
•  No reduction in ground clearance compared to original.
•   “Extreme” version with 25 mm more ground clearance.
•  4 mm (~5/32”) thick + strong aluminium plate.
•   Nearly indestructible through reinforcement swages.
•   6 attachment points (original only 4).
•   No modifications required to the bike. Easy to fit.
•  Bolted to existing mounting points/threads.
•  Sold complete with complete fitting kit + bolts.
•   5 year warranty.

The engine protection plates had to withstand extreme 
tests on the Rallies of Agadir, Katar, at the Erzberg and 
during many races and extreme tests. Apart from the 
added stability and safety, the appearance of the GS is 
also greatly enhanced.

“Dakar” protection plate

R 1200 GS (up to 2005) Part No.: 8500115

R 1200 GS (from 2006) Part No.: 8500119

R 1200 GS Adventure Part No.: 8500119

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8500117

“Extreme” protection plate

Including shock decoupling

R 1200 GS + Adventure Part No.: 8500127

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8500128

Carbon Fibre Engine Guard “LITE”

This engine guard is very strong despite its extremely 
light weight (only 280 gram / ~0.6 lb). The front part 
curves upwards to protect the exhaust balance pipe and 
to prevent it from digging in when hitting the ground.

Everything is optimally protected even during strong 
ground impact. Our own intensive off-road testing with 
this part showed nothing more than scratches on the 
underside as the resistance when grounding is relatively 
low.

The extremely sturdy material in combination with the 
optimally positioned reinforcement swages is nearly 
indestructible. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

 Part No.: 8160967

Engine broken
On our first photo shoot Dirk Thelen rightfully refused to jump with the R 
1200 GS (as the small original engine protection plate could get caught). 
This decision was vindicated on our first euphoric test ride with the new 
HP (unfortunately fitted with original plate and without rubber silent blocks). 
Naturally, we got stuck at the first touch down and two cast spacers were 
pushed into the engine case.

Rear Wheel Cover Xtreme

Solid and reliable protection for shock absorber, bat-
tery, exhaust system, manifold, exhaust flap mechanism 
(from 2010) and the rear sub frame.

Wetness and dirt can no longer be splashed unhindered 
up to the feet and lower legs of the passenger and nei-
ther penetrate the internal components.

High-strength yet sophisticated mount with indestruct-
ible ABS protector.

Easy to fit. Including fitting set.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160918
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Wunderlich Centre Stand Protection Plate

The logical addition to the engine protection plate. 
The engine protection is continued further to cover the 
centre stand. Centre stand, exhaust pipes (catalytic 
converter) and the swing arm base are thus safe from 
destruction. The bike can glide over the entire protective 
surface in case of a touch down. Anodised aluminium.

R 1200 GS (up to 2005)

 Part No.: 8500122

R 1200 GS (from 2006) + Adventure (all years)

 Part No.: 8500121

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2006)

R 1200 GS (up to 2005)

Wunderlich Header Pipe Protector

We hardly recognised the highly sensitive titanium 
header pipe assembly on our HP after the first off-road 
excursion: twisted and dents everywhere.

The exposed pipes are in the direct firing line of the front 
wheel: Anything thrown up and away by the front wheel 
can hit the pipes unhindered.

This can only be prevented by a sophisticated protec-
tion: The protector exactly matches the round radius of 
the header pipe assembly, made from aluminium.

Extremely resistant aluminium alloy lending new and 
lasting appeal to the otherwise brownish pipe.

Also fits our sports header pipe assembly (protection of 
the balance pipe not necessary).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Header pipe protection Part No.: 8500055

Balance pipe protection Part No.: 8500058

Protection for the balance pipe Consequences of a fall without 
header pipe protection

Wunderlich Side Stand Enlarger

Additional insurance for the GS: fully loaded or on loose 
ground, a GS supported on the side stand can easily 
get bogged down. A precisely machined extension plate 
that can quickly be bolted to the side stand eliminates 
this risk.

The facts:

•  Safe support for the machine on all surfaces.
•  Compensates for the leaning angle of the motorcycle.
•  Surface area increased by more than 100%.
•  8 mm (0.31”)- thick Dural aluminium.
•  Rustproof anodised black.
•  Rust protection for the original stand plate.
•  Cut-out for original foot lined with vibration-absorbing foam 

rubber.
•  CNC machined
•  Easy to fit.

R 1200 GS (up to 2005)

 Part No.: 8500100

R 1200 GS (from 2006-07) + Adventure (up to 2007)

With machined “teeth” on edge Part No.: 8500135

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

With machined “teeth” on edge Part No.: 8500137

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2010)

With machined “teeth” on edge Part No.: 8500153

R 1200 GS HP2

With machined “teeth” on edge Part No.: 8500116

Spare Bolts Set

 Part No.: 1908007

Machined teeth for easier deploy-
ment of side stand

Wunderlich 
3D-Carbon-Look Yoke Protector

The permanent enhancement for the yoke with a new 
structural design and more pronounced 3D effect thanks 
to thicker Plascal coating.

Our pads protect the sensitive fitting yoke from harm 
while resistant themselves to all sorts of adversities. 
Scratched up yokes can be restored with the pad with-
out much effort.

Refined 3D Carbon Look with a fine 2.5 mm thick 3D 
Plascal coating, emphasising the three-dimensional 
look. Revolutionary technology, so far reserved only to 
premium bikes.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8500262

From 2008 Part No.: 8500293

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

R 1200 GS + Adventure

R 1200 GS HP2

Secure your screws
Every screw connection should be secured with a drop of this 

effective fixing agent. The medium-hard thread locking fluid 

allows the connection to be loosened at any time. You can find 

this product on page 82.

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich 
“Carbon Look” Filler Cap Cover

These self adhesive “Carbon Look” covers fit easily onto 
your filler cap and improve the look of your motorcycle, 
especially in conjunction with other carbon parts. 

They can also cover up already existing scuffs and 
scratches. The pads are made of a special 3D “Carbon 
Look” plastic with a thick, crystal clear “Pascal” plastic 
protective layer. 

Easy to fit, simply peel back the protective foil and 
attach to motorcycle.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8160519

From 2008 Part No.: 8160543 

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8160519R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Up to 2007 From 2008

Up to 2007

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

Wunderlich  
Tank Pads Set 3D Carbon-Look

The perfect complement to our carbon series. The tank 
pads are exclusively matched to the GS permanently 
enhancing its appearance.

All contact and abrasion points (tank bag, etc.) are effec-
tively protected from scratches. Damage or abrasion 
are almost a thing of the past. The newly defined knee 
element gives the right feedback by providing direct 
contact to the bike in any position.

A large effective centre pad protects from scratches 
caused by zippers.

We supply a complete 3D carbon-look kit with high-
quality, 2 mm thick clear plastic finish (Plascal coating). 
Coated on the back with strong special 3M adhesive, a 
permanently reliable attachment is sure.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007) + Adventure (all years)

 Part No.: 8500251

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

 Part No.: 8500294

Tank Pad Kit COMFORT

Tank pad set, matching the design, protect against 
scratches, damage and abrasion at all contact points. 
The improved knee element conveys a more immedi-
ate contact enhancing the riding pleasure. An effective 
centre pad protects from scratches caused by zippers. 
Black soft PU material. Self-adhesive.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007) + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1250088

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

 Part No.: 8500295

From 2008

Up to 2007

Wunderlich Rear Carrier Pad

The standard rear carrier of the GS is very useful for 
transporting luggage. If not in use, however, it looks 
bulky and without any particular appeal. But there is a 
solution. Our carrier pad in modern 3D “carbon look” 
give the rear end a much lighter look. Additionally, it 
protects the carrier from scratches.

Special plastic with a 3D carbon-look and high quality 
clear plastic coating. The underside is coated with a 
very thin but strong 3M adhesive to attach the pad to 
the carrier.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 8500265
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Wunderlich 
3D Carbon-Look Fork Tube Protectors

To protect the anodised layer and prevent oxidation, 
we have developed effective 3D carbon-look fork tube 
pads.

The tubes lie right in the path of all detritus from the road 
ahead. This is irrespective of whether it is kicked up by 
the bike in front or your own front wheel. Not only are our 
protective pads the safest counter-measure – they also 
add a unique optical effect. 

Also ideal to touch up previously damaged and scuffed 
tube surfaces. Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500254

Fork Protectors

These Neoprene fork protectors prolong the life of the 
fork seals and sliders. The protectors are pulled over the 
stanchions and secured with cable ties. Neither dust, 
stones or mud can now affect the sliders any longer.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Black/gray Part No.: 8601309

“VentureShield” Paint + Tank Protection

An indestructible yet flexible adhesive film originally 
developed for the aviation industry to protect propellers 
and rotor blades from stone damage.

Anything that provides protection at close to the speed 
of sound is of course the first choice when it comes to 
maintaining the value of your BMW.

The facts:

•  Invisible protective film to protect your paintwork from those 
annoying scratches and scuffs that reduce the value of your 
bike.

•  Absorbs most of the energy e.g. from stone impacts, which 
means that it makes sense to fit the headlamp protection 
included in the complete set at the same time.

•  Completely UV resistant
•  UV permeable(!) meaning that the protected parts of the 

paintwork will, as usual, change colour over the years. This 
outstanding feature of the material means that no differences 
in colour between protected and unprotected paintwork will 
emerge should you ever want to remove the film.

•  Almost invisible.
•  Contour-hugging fit, that blends perfectly into the overall form.
•  Extremely adhesive.
•  Yet easy to remove
•  Quick payback (in terms of maintained value) 
•  You can continue to steam clean your bike.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Easy to apply
•  Protects all particularly vulnerable parts.

The set includes cleaning fluid, applicator and fitting 
instructions: everything you need to fit the film yourself. 
You can choose between a tank set and a complete set. 
The tank set consists of three films, two for the sides 
and one for the upper half of the tank.

R 1200 GS HP2

Centre tank element (one-piece) Part No.: 1250475

Complete set (18 items) Part No.: 1250470

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Tank set Part No.: 1250400

Complete set 1 Part No.: 1250405

Complete set 2* Part No.: 1250406

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

Tank set Part No.: 1250409

Complete set 1 Part No.: 1250411

Complete set 2* Part No.: 1250412

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2007)

Tank set Part No.: 1250496

Complete set Part No.: 1250407

R 1200 GS Adventure (from 2008)

Tank set Part No.: 1250497

Complete set Part No.: 1250413

Protective Case Set Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1250408

Universal Foil (single piece)

A single 20 x 30 cm (~7.8 x 11.8”) foil, to be cut and/or 
used wherever else needed. 

20 cm x 30 cm Part No.: 1250455

* Including foil for original screen.

1.  Spray paint surface and foil with 
the fitting fluid supplied.

1.  Spray paint surface and foil with 
the fitting fluid supplied.

3.  Smooth out any air and fluid with 
the applicator.

4. Wipe away excess fluid.

R 1200 GS (bis Baujahr 2007)

stones or mud can now affect the sliders any longer.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Black/gray
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Wunderlich Fork Clamp WRA

The GS is basically guided only by the lower inad-
equately dimensions yoke and the wheel axle. The 
remaining elements are floating.

We clamp the tubes with a high-strength yoke milled from 
solid material, which provides significantly improved 
front wheel control and also more space between front 
wheel and fender.

Now the GS negotiates curves as if running on rails and 
withstands even high strain.

The steering is much more precise, the rider gets a 
proper steering feedback and previously felt “weaving” 
motions (especially with a heavy load) are a thing of the 
past.

For original front wheel or 17” conversion. Thanks to 
the height adjustment feature also suitable for future 
retrofitting to 21”.

The clamp is supplied with a complete fitting kit includ-
ing brake lines. TÜV approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)***

Gabelbrücke WRA

Silver anodised Part No.: 8602319*

Black anodised Part No.: 8602318*

Blue anodised Part No.: 8601306*

Gold anodised Part No.: 8601307*

WRA Fender

We have designed a fender specifically for this yoke, 
topping the GS design once more, offering increased 
splash protection and providing maximum freedom of 
motion of the front wheel – even when riding in the thick-
est mud. For original front wheel (19”).

Plastic Part No.: 8166235**

*  Fitting only possible with WRA mud guard.
**  Fitting only possible with WRA yoke.
***Not suitable for vehicles with integral ABS II.
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Wunderlich 21” front Wheel Conversion

Over 100,000 kilometres of travel experience giving 
proof to nothing but enthusiastic press reviews and 
tests: The 21” front wheel guarantees perfect ride 
behaviour with unexpected comfort, both off-road and 
on the pavement.

The facts:

•   Perfect tracking stability in any situation.
•   Great rolling comfort.
•   Pleasant ride characteristics both off-road and on the pave-

ment.
•   Secure front wheel control, also on sand and in mud.
•   Wide choice of available tyres.
•  Tubeless tyres can be used (also with tube or foam)
•  Extremely strong and rigid, Billet machined fork clamp ensures 

front stays on track even at high speeds.
•   Height-adjustable yoke (for 19 or 21”).
•   Suitable for vehicles with and without ABS.
•  TÜV approved
•   Made in Germany.

Now the GS irons out any unevenness of the road and 
is considerably smoother in all situations. This makes 
steering direct and sensitive. The bike remains stable 
on track and manageable even during tough rides. A 
tremendous contribution to safety, because there are no 
more bad surprises, regardless of the surface: No more 
battle with the obstinate small front wheel. Now the rider 
determines the direction again!

Tyre recommendation: We use the TKC 80 for mixed off-
road and road use, generating an amazing grip also on 
the road. The Metzerler Tourance and Michelin Anacee 
have proven themselves for preferred on road use. The 
Michelin Desert is a very good choice for very tough off-
road actions. We supply the conversion without tyres.

The complete set consists of: Spoked front wheel 
fitted on an original hub complete with new wheel bear-
ings, WRA fork clamp, brake line set, WRA mud guard  
and all parts needed for fitting. Several colour combina-
tion of fork clamp and rim are available.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)*

With silver yoke …

... and silver rim* Part No.: 8166242

... and black rim* Part No.: 8166247

With black yoke …

... and silver rim* Part No.: 8166244

... and black rim* Part No.: 8166243

With blue yoke …

... and silver rim* Part No.: 8166240

... and black rim* Part No.: 8166245

With golden yoke …

... and silver rim* Part No.: 8166252

... and black rim* Part No.: 8166253

*  in preparation for bikes with the new ABS (all systems from 
2007 without servo pumps). Ask your dealer for details.

Single Components

21” front wheel assembly

A silver or black 21” spoked front rim fitted onto an origi-
nal hub. Includes new wheel bearings.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Silver rim Part No.: 8166230*

Black rim Part No.: 8166232*

WRA Fender

We have designed a fender specifically for this yoke, 
topping the GS design once more, offering increased 
splash protection and providing maximum freedom of 
motion of the front wheel – even when riding in the thick-
est mud. For original front wheel (19”).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

 Part No.: 8166235*

* Fitting only possible with WRA fork clamp.

Tourenfahrer 2/2007 (best known touring magazine in Germany)
“A somewhat elaborate but also very high quality chassis treatment by Wunder-

lich makes sure that the GS can bear her initials with pride. The kit consists of a 

extremely sturdy, height-adjustable fork clamp (for 19 and 21”) and a 21” wheel, 

including front wheel mudguard and extended brake line. This makes a broad 

assortment of off-road capable tyre material in the 90/90-21 format available 

for the GS.

We had mounted the TKC 80 by Continental and even dared to tackle the sandy 

tracks of the MSC Grevenbroich motocross club. The modified GS convinced us 

even on this extreme terrain and its great weight was surprisingly manageable. 

The front wheel control of the GS gains significantly under these conditions and 

the wheel becomes stable already at very low speeds, almost as if on its own. But 

the actual surprise happens on the road. Because of the very strong fork clamps, 

the GS neither looses basic stability nor steering precision. Conclusion: We would 

never have expected these off-road qualities from the GS!”
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Auf großem Fuß

stand einzigartig unter den 

Reiseenduros. Eine weitere 

Steigerung kann also fast 

zwangsläufig nur zu einem 

Top-Resultat führen. 
Mit dem 21 Zoll großen 

Vorderrad steht die GS na-

türlich etwas schräger auf 

dem Seitenständer und der 

Mittelständer reicht für die 

neue Bodenfreiheit gerade 

noch aus: Auf ebenem Un-

tergrund ist das Motorrad 

sicher abgestellt, obgleich 

beide Räder den Boden 

berühren und sich nicht 

mehr frei drehen lassen. 

Was nach der Theorie 

auf der Straße zu erwar-

ten wäre, bestätigt die Pra-

xis in diesem Fall nicht – je-

denfalls nicht spürbar: Die 

Handlichkeit zeigt sich un-

beeinträchtigt, das sprich-

wörtliche Handling der R 

1200 GS bleibt auch nach 

dem Vorderrad-Tausch er-

halten, Kurven mit jedem 

Radius fühlen sich nach 

wie vor völlig rund an. Dass 

das größere Vorderrad mit 

seiner kleinen Verände-

rung der Lenkgeometrie die 

Fahrstabilität nur positiv be-

Serienmäßige (links) und höhere 

Wunderlich-Gabelbrücke mit 

Dreifach-Klemmung (rechts)

Wunderlich-Umbau: 

Vorderrad größer, 
Front dadurch
etwas höher

Wunderlich-BMW-GS_03.indd   63

03.11.2006   19:40:37 Uhr

Das große Vorderrad als Garant für gehobenen 

Fahrspaß off road: 21 Zoll für die 1200 GS.

BMW R 1200 GS mit Wunderlich-Umbau 21 Zoll

Auf großem Fuß
an kann es unter zweier-

lei Blickwinkel betrach-

ten: Eine Reiseenduro, 

die schon serienmäßig mit au-

ßergewöhnlich guten Offroad-

Eigenschaften glänzt, wird ei-

nerseits dank ihrer Vielseitigkeit 

einen Großteil der Kundschaft 

ohnehin wunschlos glücklich 

machen. Andererseits bietet ein 

Motorrad, das derartige Fähig-

keiten bereits mitbringt, stets ei-

ne willkommene Ausgangsposi-

tion, um Charakteristisches wei-

ter zu verfeinern, zu festigen. 

geometrie, die raddynamisch 

bedingte Stabilität und die rein 

mechanischen Verhältnisse. Im 

Detail: Der größere Raddurch-

messer bringt bei sonst unver-

ändertem Fahrwerk eine klei-

ne Verlängerung des Vorder-

radnachlaufs und einen mini-

mal flacheren Lenkkopfwinkel, 

was dem Geradeauslauf zuträg-

lich ist. Das 21-Zoll-Vorderrad 

baut bei seiner Drehung – etwas 

untechnisch, dafür anschaulich 

gesagt – höhere Kreiselkräfte 

auf als das 19-zöllige und unter-

stützt damit die Fahrstabilität. 

Und die neue Gabelbrücke mit 

Dreifach-Klemmung erhöht die 

Verwindungs-Steifheit gegen-

über der serienmäßig nur zwei-

fachen Klemmung. 
Dass es sich dabei um eine 

„aus dem Vollen gefräste“ Ga-

belbrücke handelt, drückt ledig-

lich aus, dass ein Frästeil indivi-

duelle Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten 

bietet, hier genutzt auch durch 

die erwähnte Dreifach-Klem-

mung. Und: Die Exaktheit der 

Führung des Vorderrads bei der 

1200 GS ist schon im Serienzu-

Nachdem nun die Fahrquali-

täten der BMW R 1200 GS auch 

off road längst bekannt sind, 

bietet sich als ebenso einfache 

wie auch Erfolg versprechende 

Maßnahme zur Steigerung der 

Fahrstabilität vor allem auf lo-

sem Untergrund eine Verände-

rung im Frontbereich an: Das für 

den klassischen Enduro-Maß-

stab mit nur 19 Zoll kleinere und 

auch dickere Vorderrad, vom 

Hersteller vor allem mit dem Ar-

gument hervorragender Brems-

eigenschaften im Zusammen-

hang mit hohem Tempo und ho-

her Beladung ausgestattet, ver-

mag natürlich auf Schotter oder 

anderem losen oder auch rut-

schigen Boden nicht den „Füh-

rungs“-Anspruch eines größe-

ren, schmäleren Vorderrads zu 

erfüllen. Hier setzt Wunderlich, 

spezialisiert auf die Aus- und 

Umrüstung von BMW-Model-

len, den Hebel an. 
Der Komplett-Kit für rund 

1500 Euro, bestehend vor allem 

aus 21-Zoll-Rad und neuer Ga-

belbrücke, eröffnet die Bedie-

nung dreier Kriterien: Die Lenk-
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Wie Sportenduro, nur schwerer: 

Wenn eine Reiseenduro so mit sich 

umgehen lässt, dann muss sie off 

road außerordentlich gut sein
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All about the Wunderlich 21” chassis

Lesen Sie auf der nächsten Seite weiter ...
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einflussen kann, liegt indessen 

nicht nur klar auf der Hand, son-

dern lässt sich auch leicht fest-

stellen: Im gesamten Geschwin-

digkeitsbereich, auch bis zum 

Höchsttempo, liegt die BMW 

vollkommen ruhig und fühlt sich 

entsprechend sicher an – ohne 

damit allerdings die Original-Ei-

genschaften in dieser Disziplin 

fühlbar zu übertreffen. 
Fazit also für Straßenfahrt: 

Das 21-zöllige Vorderrad bringt 

vom Fahrgefühl her keinerlei 

Nachteil auf Asphalt, auch die 

Bremswirkung wird gefühlsmä-

ßig nicht nennenswert beein-

trächtigt. In letzterem Punkt fehlt 

uns aber der unmittelbare Ver-

gesamt ein sehr kalkulierbares 

Fahrverhalten an den Tag, ohne 

ihren Fahrer mit unguten Überra-

schungen zu konfrontieren. Un-

zweifelhaft vermittelt das grö-

ßere und schmälere Vorderrad 

Ruhe und Sicherheit, gleichbe-

deutend mit gesteigertem Fahr-

vergnügen. 
Was sich technisch kühl an-

hören mag, wird vom Fahrein-

druck selbst unterstrichen: Man 

muss es mal erlebt haben, was 

sich mit der auf diese Weise mo-

difizierten 1200 GS abseits ge-

teerter Straßen anstellen lässt. 

Tadellose Spurstabilität ist nur 

der Oberbegriff für den gran-

diosen Fahrspaß, der sich jetzt 

off road bietet. Schottertem-

po, Schotterkurven – ein Drift-

verhalten wie aus dem Bilder-

buch, das Vorderrad hält stets 

verlässlich auch in recht spek-

takulärer Schräglage und Fans 

dieser Fahrdisziplin werden ihre 

helle Freude daran haben. Das 

ist ein exzellentes Fahrverhal-

ten, das man schon recht weit 

im sportlichen Bereich ansie-

deln darf – da könnte so manche 

Sportenduro neidisch werden, 

abgesehen vom Gewicht natür-

lich. Ein zusätzlicher Aspekt ist 

übrigens auch der höhere Ab-

roll-Komfort des größeren Vor-

derrads, der zusätzlich für Ruhe 

in der Fahrdynamik sorgt. 

Die in diesem Fall leicht be-

gründbare Antwort auf die Fra-

ge nach dem Sinn der Investi-

tion für ein 21 Zoll großes Vor-

derrad kommt deshalb oh-

ne Zögern: Sehr empfeh-

lenswert für alle, die mit ihrer 

R 1200 GS off road mehr wollen 

als das, was die Serien-Ausfüh-

rung ohnehin schon bietet. 

Norbert Bauer

gleich. Denn unser Testgerät ist 

vorn und hinten mit Conti TKC 

80 bereift, auch Wave-Schei-

ben sind montiert. Eine Brems-

wegmessung mit dem groben 

Reifenprofil liegt uns nur mit der 

1200 Adventure vor und ließe 

sich wegen des Gewichtsunter-

schieds nicht vergleichen, wes-

halb wir in diesem Fall auf eine 

Messung verzichten. 
In einem ganz anderen Licht 

zeigen sich die Fahreigen-

schaften off road, auf Schot-

ter zumal oder auch in leichtem 

Gelände. Zielsicher zieht die 21-

Zoll-BMW ihren Strich auch auf 

zerfurchtem Untergrund, ebenso 

in tiefem Schotter und legt ins-
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Der Umbau...
...lässt sich mit einer gewissen 

handwerklichen Erfahrung zügig 

und problemlos durchführen, die 

nötige Sorgfalt vor allem beim 

Austausch der Bremsleitungen 

vorausgesetzt. Empfohlen sei 

allerdings die anschließende Ent-

lüftung der Bremsanlage in einer 

BMW-Fachwerkstatt. Mitgeliefert 

wird von Wunderlich ein TÜV-Gut-

achten, dazu gibt es fünf Jahre 

Garantie. Preisvarianten sind 

möglich in Abhängigkeit vom Fel-

gen-Fabrikat, außerdem reduziert 

sich der Preis des Komplett-Kits 

bei Anlieferung einer Original-

Radnabe auf etwa 1250 bis 1300 

Euro. 
Beim aktuellen Testmotorrad 

handelte es sich um eine von Wun-

derlich mit zahlreichen An- und 

Umbauteilen modifizierte R 1200 

GS. Berücksichtigt und beurteilt 

wurde im vorliegenden Fall jedoch 

nur der Einfluss des 21-Zoll-Um-

baus.

Komplett-Kit mit 21-Zoll-Vorderrad, Gabelbrücke, 

Bremsleitungssatz, Offroad-Kotflügel und 

Montagematerial, ohne Bereifung je nach Felge ab 1.499 €

Auch separat zu bekommen:

21-Zoll-Rad
ab 899 €

Offroad-Kotflügel, passend für 21 Zoll 149 €

Gabelbrücke mit Dreifach-Klemmung,

passend für 21 Zoll
479 €

Komplett-Kit bei angelieferter Original-Radnabe ab 1.249 €

Interessenten wenden sich an Wunderlich,

www.wunderlich.de oder Telefon 02642-97980.

Komplett-Kit mit 21-Zoll-Vorderrad, Gabelbrücke,
Die Preise

Teile und 
Kleinmaterial 
im Komplett-
Set, Rad nicht 

abgebildet

Mit 21 Zoll:
Spursicher auch auf 

schwierigem Boden 
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All about the Wunderlich 21” chassis

Long-term trials and intensive tests are the 
basis of this unique conversion turning the 
GS into a true travel Enduro.

The opinions are clear: Never did a chas-
sis conversion produce such revolutionary 
consequences.

Quote by Dirk Thelen (four times German 
Enduro champion):

“The GS with 21” conversion enables much 
better off-road control. This means, in par-
ticular, that whether in sand or mud, loaded 
or unloaded, the front wheel no longer 
slides away in an uncontrolled manner. The 
original 19” wheel “digs” itself into loose 
ground, which leads to a fall most of the 
time. Now the rider determines the direction 
just as with a Sport Enduro and the bike 
simply follows. The difference is sensational 

and I prefer to call it a new chassis and a 
new GS version instead of a conversion.

The ride behaviour now begins to much 
more resemble the off-road capable travel 
Enduro.

Even on the road, I did not notice any 
perceivable disadvantages (provided the 
suspension was properly adjusted). Moreo-
ver, the stiffer lower yoke has made the 
entire front wheel control more precise and 
torsion-resistant.

My hint: For long-distance travellers having 
to negotiate even minor off-road stretches 
with their R 1200 GS, this chassis improve-
ment is the first choice. The pronounced 
differences will be stunning even for the 
novice rider. 

In regard to the original wheels, at least the 
“soft” lower original fork clamp should be 
replaced against the stronger version, since 
it thoroughly increases the riding pleasure 
(exact front wheel control and torsion resist-
ance) and safety. Directional changes and 
handling are much more exact. The unsta-
ble sensation at high loads and/or high 
speeds has been eliminated.

A Success Story 
Wunderlich 21” Chassis
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Erzberg-Rodeo 2006

Wunderlich  
Paralever Torque Arm VARIO
Chassis tuning in a very high standard. This adjustable 
paralever torque arm allows you to change the handling 
characteristics of your bike in a very easy and simple 
manner. Depending on the setting the bike becomes a 
nimble curve bandit or alternatively a solid and stable 
highway tourer.

This is done with an easy to operate eccentric adjust-
ment and lasered setting scales.

We replace the original support and further empha-
sise the elegant final drive by the technical and formal 
elegance gained.

A technical delight with unexpected dynamics. Precision 
machined from solid material, silver anodised torque 
arm, with blue anodised adjustment eccentric and 
lasered scales.

With TÜV certificate and all required fitting parts. Made 
in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8161473

Excentric adjustment

Test Wunderlich HP2 (ENDURO 11-2006)

Wunderlich HP2 with TriQ yoke set and Wilbers fork springs com-

pared with a converted HP2 with Marzocchi Shiver fork “…in which, 

according to this criterion, the Wunderlich BMW noses in front of the 

outstanding Marzocchi Shiver…

This also shows, however, that you don’t have to make the big 

investment for new, different forks, but a lesser investment using the 

original forks can also give a first class result.” 

“NonShock” Endurance Handlebar
Innovative handlebar concept with shock-absorbing, 
flexible joint bearings.

The facts:

•  Vibration-absorbing 28 mm [1.1’’] diameter handlebar.
•  Adjustable handlebar ends.
•  Reduces vibration and shock transmission to the hand joints. 

Prevents symptoms of fatigue in the arms and hands.
•  CNC-machined in strong aluminium alloy.
•  Anodised black surface.
•  Precise steering despite damping.
•  TÜV approved. (TÜV = German testing agency)
•  Made in Germany.

Especially for off-road use, these handlebars provide 
great protection for the hand and arm joints. Also availa-
ble as an optional accessory: handlebar support bracket 
and hand guards (set).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)*

“NonShock” handlebar Part No.: 1624591

Handlebar centre brace Part No.: 1624593

Hand protectors (set) Part No.: 1624594

*  Can only be used together with a handlebar riser of (at least) 
25 mm.

Hand guard Handlebar support bracket

Wunderlich “TriQ” Yoke
powered by NRP

These strong, aluminium-machined yokes prevent the 
forks from twisting, which immediately results in much 
more immediate responsiveness. 

In the original, the yokes show a high level of misalign-
ment with each other, are not very sturdy, and in all 
the vehicles we tested the upper head bearing had too 
much play. On our own bike the forks were twisted so 
much that we originally thought that they had progres-
sive spring action (when compressed the forks were 
working against each other). Another important issue is 
that the HP2 has the compression damping in one fork 
tube and the rebound damping in the other. This has 
many advantages, but it can only work correctly when 
both can move free and without tension.

Even inexperienced riders notice the difference right 
away. The forks respond to even the smallest bumps 
without delay and with the appropriate setup it transits 
softly to the progressive range (recommendation: fit 
progressive fork springs). 

At the same time we have achieved a handlebar adjust-
ment setting of 30 mm – just loosen two screws to 
readjust the handlebar. Long-time tests have shown that 
the fork is also subject to significantly less wear. This is 
decisive in prolonging the life of the oil seals.

A product developed by us in close collaboration with 
the yoke pros NRP and Dirk Thelen. Made of solid Dura 
aluminium including nuts and fitting material.

The facts:

•  Completely warp-resistant.
•  Larger clamping area and better clamping of the fork tubes 

using triple clamping (at the top) and quadruple clamping (at 
the bottom).

•  Better fork tube clamping, leading to significantly less  
fork tension and distortion.

•  No more play between head bearing and tube yoke.
•  Minimized fork breakaway torque.
•  Significantly better responsiveness.
•  Direct and precise steering transmission.
•  Suspension is significantly more stable and agile.
•  Less friction.
•  Prolongs life of fork seals, sliders and fork tubes.
•  Integrated 30 mm handlebar adjustment.
•  Made of solid Dural aluminium.
•  With stainless steel tube yoke, nuts and fitting material
•  5 year warranty.
•  TÜV approved.

R 1200 GS HP2

Yoke set assembly

Blue anodised Part No.: 8601305

Black anodised Part No.: 8602330

Fork seal

 Part No.: 1998270
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Wilbers Suspension

BMW suspension is completely fine in normal road use, 
as long as the standard shocks aren’t too old and are 
up to the load placed on them. However, it’s at this 
point that many standard shocks really hit their limits. 
That extra bit of speed or additional passenger or lug-
gage will reveal the weakness of many shock absorbing 
components.

With the Wilbers shock components you will “experi-
ence” just what high-quality suspension really means. 
Wilbers shocks guarantee a huge plus in terms of ride 
stability and comfort and make your ride that bit more 
enjoyable. The vehicle rides solid to the road, can be 
more precisely steered and will zip round the bends like 
it’s on rails. The ingenious adjustment options permit 
optimum tuning over a broad range. To ensure that the 
shock always works as well as it should, we as exclusive 
partners offer you a complete range of shocks in differ-
ent spring tensions.

Depending on the vehicle you will get shocks in the 
attractive “Blue Line” design or, if you prefer something 
classic, in the “Classic line”. Another special feature of 
our shocks is that they are the only ones equipped with 
rebound damping that can be set over 44 points. 

All Wilbers products come as standard with a model 
approval certificate and no longer need to be entered 
into the vehicle logbook. 

The facts:

•  Wilbers Racing Suspension Monoshock.
•  Radial shaft embedded in a wet run with Teflon-coated swing 

points.
•  Sensitive response.
•  Improved ground contact through sturdy damping.
•  44-point rebound damping setting. (Wunderlich-Edition) 
•  Continuously adjustable preload.
•  Type 640 with hydraulic spring preload adjustment.
•  High-quality finish.
•  ABE
•  5 year warranty (please observe supplier maintenance inter-

vals).

You will find prices and vehicle/product matching in 
the “Accessories” category on page 17.

Wunderlich Edition
All Blue Line series shocks come with a blue adjustment wheel, 

blue handwheel and 44-point rebound damping setting - only 

from us.

Type 640 rear (Blue Line) with hydraulic spring preload

Exclusive: blue adjusting wheel

Öhlins Suspension

The premium shock with the best tuning for BMW riders 
who expect a lot from their shocks!

Extremely durable and perfectly tuned. Their broad set-
tings range means that Öhlins shocks can be optimally 
adjusted to all riding situations and load requirements.

The facts:

•  Floating piston damper in the “De Carbon” construction meth-
od

•  No need for warm-up time.
•  Absolutely stable damper characteristics
•  Very low sticktion, sensitive response
•  25-point rebound damping setting.
•  Continuous or hydraulic spring preload adjustment.
•  Hardened springs.
•  Teflon-coated piston rods 
•  Wear-free joint bearing.
•  Perfect finish. Yellow springs.
•  Always reparable
•  ABE approved.

All Öhlins shocks are based on the “de Carbon” prin-
ciple. This means that the oil is pressurized using gas, 
whereby the gas is separated from the oil by means of a 
separating piston. The principle has many advantages. 
The problem of cavitation is effectively prevented. Fur-
thermore, you get improved cooling and constant damp-
ing, irrespective of the shock’s working temperature. 

You will find prices and vehicle/product matching in 
the “Accessories” category on page 15.

With hydraulic spring preload

With variable spring preload for the 
front (including hook spanner)

With separate reservoir and hydrau-
lic spring preload for the rear.

With variable spring preload for the 
front (including hook spanner)

With separate reservoir and hydrau
lic spring preload for the rear.
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Wunderlich “Jararaca” Conversion Kit

There’s a reason this R 1200 GS bears the name of one 
of the deadliest snakes of South America. The extremely 
agile reptile does not only impress by its independent 
design: Its shortened “beak”, wide tapered handlebars 
and the short aerodynamic windshield enhance the 
dynamic design of this GS. The restyled side sections 
with integrated additional lights (optional) give this ver-
sion the added “street” credibility.

The conversion still leaves enough scope for further 
individualisation.

First presented to the public at the Intermot 2004 exhibi-
tion, this concept has surpassed our wildest dreams.

To help you with the search, we have created an attrac-
tive conversion package containing all Jararaca com-
ponents.

The complete kit consists of:

•   Windshield “FlowJet” (see next page)
•   Beakless conversion (see next page)
•   Tank side covers “light panel”

All parts are made of thermoformed solid-colour silver 
ABS. Furthermore, the surfaces are coated with a clear 
scratch-resistant hard plastic layer. If you like the colour, 
many parts can then be immediately fitted without addi-
tional paint work.

Of course, the complete fitting set is included. With TÜV 
certificate.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Silver Part No.: 8162350

Carbon-Look Part No.: 8162351

Cycle Torque 4/2007
“the Jararaca, Wunderlich’s version of the R 1200 GS, bears the name of one of 

the deadliest snakes of South America and is a much greater delight to the eye 

than the standard BMW version. The looks of the bike was significantly changed 

by the shortened front beak, the smaller windshield and the newly designed 

tank cover. Add to this the prominent paintwork and the integrated head lamps. 

This combination sets the Jararaca clearly apart from the masses.”

Jararaca Road Test 22/2005
Conclusion: … the tester was amazed by the many conversions. 

Yes, the metamorphosis was a full success.

Paint sample

Carbon-Look
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the GS appears even stronger and 

more direct on the road through 

the high-strength Wunderlich yoke. 

An engine and centre stand pro-

tector are fitted for off-road tours, 

providing protection from capital 

damages and completing the look 

of the overall bike.

“We had already built a K 1200 

R Caranguejeira for Conti some 

time ago. We are pleased that 

the bike was so well liked and we 

were able to develop the Conti-

GS for the British market” says 

Erich Wunderlich. The extravagant 

machine is now exhibited there at 

various trade shows and employed 

for advertising campaigns.

We designed a sensational special 

model of the BMW R 1200 GS 

for the Continental tyre company, 

headquartered in Hanover. The 

reason was the market introduc-

tion of the new street Enduro tyre, 

ContiTrailAttack, on the British 

market and our design and power 

kick was meant to help gain the 

appropriate attention.

Naturally, the “Conti GS” prima-

rily catches the attention by the 

distinguished paint work in the 

Continental colours, orange and 

black but the noble additions from 

Wunderlich added the ultimate 

touch: Side covers with integrat-

ed Hella Xenon head lamps, the 

“FlowJet” windshield, the LED twin 

rear light as well as the mudguard 

enlarger guarantee an exclusive 

appearance.

The right pressure was pro-

vided by our 

optimised 

118 HP Box-

er motor who 

did not hide its 

added muscle: 

Thanks to the ZARD 

exhaust system, the 

Conti-GS draws the 

deserving atten-

tion also acousti-

cally. The already 

superb chassis of 

Our R 1200 GS Concept 
for the Continental AG

491

“FlowJet” windshield, the LED twin 

rear light as well as the mudguard 

enlarger guarantee an exclusive 

The right pressure was pro-

Thanks to the ZARD 

exhaust system, the 

Conti-GS draws the 

deserving atten-

tion also acousti-

cally. The already 

superb chassis of 
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Wunderlich Short Beak Conversion

The radical replacement for the “duck” beak that gives 
the GS a completely new appearance. The design 
incorporates all existing lines to create a unique overall 
concept turning the GS in no time into an aggressive, 
extremely sporty and light riding machine. A master-
piece of craftsmanship in form and function. The perfect 
transitions and edges give evidence of well thought out 
details. Complete kit with front section and two side 
transitions to the tank.

Tip: Our oil cooler grill (order separately) gives the con-
version an even more dangerous appearance. Made of 
unbreakable solid-colour silver (colour of the frame) ABS 
plastic with an extremely tough clear plastic coating. 
Can be painted, of course. Complete instructions are 
supplied with the delivery.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Silver Part No.: 8162320

Carbon-look Part No.: 8500286

Windshield “FlowJet”
We have developed a trend-setting design concept quickly giving 

your BMW an independent aggressive appearance and creating 

effective airflow management. This product can be found on page 

410.

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and structure to 

the real carbon components from our range.

Wunderlich Tank Covers “Light Panel”

The newly designed side covers permit the integration of 
our optional Hella additional lights (a Xenon high beam 
and a fog light) adding an impressive appearance to the 
GS. Probably the most “bullish” Enduro with excellent 
light power. The GS becomes an individualised custom 
piece and night riding a pure pleasure. The performance 
specifications also include: Optimal protection for knees 
and lower legs. We have thoroughly improved the knee 
elements and closed the gap to the cylinders, which 
reduces turbulences. Additional stowage space is also 
available under the covers, if you need more of it. The 
side appearance has also changed: The GS appears 
altogether more homogeneous and perfectly styled. We 
provide the complete panels with our anti-theft quick 
release screws and an improved inner fixing point. The 
“Light Panels” are factory-equipped with protective grills 
in place of the head lamps permitting, of course, to be 
fitted also without additional lights. You have several 
choices for the optional head lamps: Either one fog light 
and one high beam or two fog lights can be selected. 
Highly efficient XENON high beam lamps and ellipsoid 
fog lights from the “Premium Edition” by Hella are used.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

Tank Covers “Light Panel”

Made of unbreakable solid-colour silver (colour of the 
frame) ABS plastic with an extremely tough clear plastic 
coating. Can be painted, of course (more information 
available at www.wunderlich.de). A complete guide is 
supplied with the delivery.

Silver (left + right) Part No.: 8110267

Carbon-look (left + right) Part No.: 8110263

XENON High Beam Lamp

The Xenon light with superb light output turns the night 
into day. The Xenon head lamp is only available for the 
left side for optimal illumination. E-approved (no regis-
tration required). Ideal in combination with the additional 
fog beam (same look).

The latest head lamp generation in the “Premium Edi-
tion” in the elaborate aluminium design housing. Com-
plete with bracket, all fitting parts and installation guide.

Left side Part No.: 8600575***

Fog Beam Auxiliary Fog Light

Excellent light output (the best wide spreading light we 
have tested) in the “Premium Edition” aluminium hous-
ing. Can either be mounted on the bike as a pair or as 
a combination with the Xenon high beam lamp (in this 
case order only the right side!). E-approved***. Complete 
with bracket, all fitting parts and installation guide. Addi-
tional fog beam

Right side Part No.: 8600581*

Left side Part No.: 8600580**

* Basic kit including wiring loom for right and left lamp.
**  Without wiring loom (can only be used in combination with  

right side light)
*** The lamps are road legal “E” approved in Germany. Please 

check the law regarding additional lights in your country.

Anti-theft quick release screws “Light Panel” tank cover in carbon-
look

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and struc-

ture to the real carbon components from our range.
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Wunderlich Side Cover

The GS features big and unsightly gaps in the middle 
that literally scream for a set of side covers. The styl-
ing picks up and enhances the GS design and we have 
removed a blemish at the same time. The gap between 
the tank and rear is closed and a new uniform appear-
ance created. The flowing design of the side panels 
is continued in the covers. The GS now appears as if 
cast in one piece. Solid-coloured plastic versions are 
available in silver, matt satin black or in the carbon-look 
with its structure exactly matching our carbon compo-
nents. Can be painted, of course. Including anti-tamper  
attachment bolt and matching key.

The facts:

•   Protects the frame from scratches (especially when riding 
standing up (off-road)). 

•   Less water thrown up by the rear wheel.
•   Secure attachment without fluttering.
•   Homogeneous shape following the contour.
•   Shock adjustment still possible without removal of side cover
•   Recess for accessory plug.
•   Secure ¼ turn anti-theft quick release attachment with key 

(same key as used for our fitting kit for the tank side parts).
•   Easy to fit.
•   Indestructible and extremely scratch resistant (solid-coloured 

ABS plastic with extremely robust clear plastic coating).
•   Made in Germany.
•   No TÜV.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Silver (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110265

Black (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110266

Carbon-look (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8500280

Ocean blue (GS) Part No.: 8110362

Rock red (GS) Part No.: 8110363

Desert yellow (GS) Part No.: 8110364

Granite grey (GS) Part No.: 8110365

Night black (GS) Part No.: 8110366

Alpine white (Adventure) Part No.: 8110367

White aluminium (Adventure) Part No.: 8110368

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Without ESA suspension

Silver (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110291

Black (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110292

Carbon-look (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110295

Slate dark matt (GS) Part No.: 8110391

Titanium silver (GS) Part No.: 8110392

Namibia orange (GS) Part No.: 8110393

Transit blue (GS) Part No.: 8110394

Magma red (Adventure) Part No.: 8110395

Magnesium met. matt (Adventure) Part No.: 8110396

With ESA suspension

Silver (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110293

Black (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110294

Carbon-look (GS + Adventure) Part No.: 8110296

Slate dark matt (GS) Part No.: 8110311

Titanium silver (GS) Part No.: 8110312

Namibia orange (GS) Part No.: 8110313

Anti-theft quick release bolt

Black Silver Carbon-look

Desert yellow Transit blue Granite grey

Desert red Ocean blueNamibia orange

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coating design for our products in 

“carbon look”, which is optimally suited in its colour and struc-

ture to the real carbon components from our range.

Wunderlich Rear Cover

Just before the rear light, the GS design comes to an 
unexpected halt. The rear appears as if cut off.

We created a matching rear cover that continues the 
lines of the GS all the way to the rear. The rear matches 
the contours of the rear carrier and is easily fitted (bolted 
between the rear light and the rear carrier).

Made of unbreakable solid-colour silver (colour of the 
frame) ABS plastic with an extremely tough clear plastic 
coating. Can be painted, of course.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

For original rear light

Silver Part No.: 8110275

Carbon-Look Part No.: 8500284

For LED rear light “Clear”

Silver Part No.: 8110276

Carbon-Look Part No.: 8500352

Carbon-Look Silver

Wunderlich 
Aluminium Number Plate Holder 
“Legere08”

Light, delicate and refined – a stark contrast to the bulky 
original. The profile now merges seat and rear unit into a 
dominating, dynamically rising unit without being offset 
again by the optical appearance of the number plate 
holder.

We have retained the dimensions of the holes on the 
original number plate bracket so that you don’t need to 
drill any new holes in the number plate itself (Note: refers 
to German number plates)

If you wish, the number plate angle can be adjusted - 
from road legal* to “sporty”*. A very detailed, complex 
design that demanded creativity in its development. 
Laser-cut, anodised aluminium.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8162213

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8162211

*  Note: In some countries the number plate needs to set at a 
specific angle, make sure to find out what the legal requirement 
for your country is when choosing the position.

Adjustable angle
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“Clearflash” Indicator Lenses

A small change with a big effect: in just a few minutes 
you can say goodbye to the big yellow lugs and hello to 
a slimmer line. The indicators are now quietly blended 
into the design, and the vehicle has a more harmoni-
ous appearance. For the original indicator housing. 
E-approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP22

Set of lenses for two indicators, complete with bulbs*

Set Part No.: 8144010

Complete kit (2 sets) Part No.: 8144006

Indicator lens, single Part No.: 8122029

Indicator bulb for orig. socket Part No.: 8122028*

*  Note: Commonly available amber (or yellow) bulbs have the pins 
in a different position( rotated by 90°). Our amber bulbs have 
the correct configuration and can be simply installed into the 
existing socket without modifications.

LED Indicator Adapter

State-of-the-art lighting technology for your bike! This 
LED insert is suitable for use with the original indicators. 
The numerous yellow-shining LED’s produce a bright 
light with optimal light distribution and do not cause 
delay when switched on

A special resistor is already included in the insert to 
ensure correct indicating frequency. Suitable for yellow 
and white indicator lenses. Can be used for yellow or 
white indicator lenses. Available as a standard set or 
with an integrated brake light function. Sold as a set of 
two inserts (left and right side). No TÜV approval.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Insert Set (standard) Part No.: 8601065

Insert Set (with brake light option) Part No.: 8600990

LED Rear Light “Clear”

A crowning finish for the GS rear and a technical as well 
as optical enhancement. The clear acrylic glass contin-
ues the lines of the silver rear. Complete with red illumi-
nated high-output LEDs, colourless while deactivated, 
almost indestructible and extremely bright. Never fear a 
failure of your rear light and your risk of an accident is 
considerably reduced!

Easy conversion without additional changes, simply 
replace the original. With E-approval. Supplied includ-
ing a special adapter module. Models from 2008 
are equipped with an LED rear light as standard. 
E-approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

 Part No.: 8110115

Bolt set

For using the “Clear” LED rear light together with the 
Wunderlich rear cover. We (or our dealers) supply the 
set free of charge if you have bought the Wunderlich rear 
cover from an official Wunderlich dealer. Please specify 
the invoice number.

Turned aluminium sleeve nut.

 Part No.: 8110112

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Insert Set (standard)

Insert Set (with brake light option)
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Wunderlich Double Rear Light “FlatTwin”

Somehow the original just doesn’t want to fit and 
appears almost as if cut off. Just before the rear light, 
the GS design comes to an unexpected halt. The rear 
seems to be chopped away and that’s why we created 
our rear cover already when the R 1200 GS was first 
introduced. This part is therefore the natural continua-
tion of our GS design initiative which we have continued 
to develop since 2003. The GS or Adventure turns into a 
perfectly styled athlete with unusually high safety stand-
ards in no time. Thanks to modern LED technology, 
there is no switching delay compared to conventional 
bulbs; combined with the increased light output (over 
30 high-output LEDs) and better visibility – especially 
when braking (higher signal effect) – safety is greatly 
enhanced.

Because these rear lights just about last forever and their 
redundant design offers an additional safety aspect, we 
can bypass the coupling of Integral ABS and the brake 
light function (an error message indicates a failure of the 
rear light and the servo pump runs permanently). Com-
plete assembly for easy “Plug & Play” fitting: Thermofor-
med multi-part ABS housing (can be painted) complete 
with integrated LED brake light / rear light combinations, 
integrated LED number plate illumination, cable connec-
tion and fitting kit. Naturally E-approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Silver Part No.: 8110114

Carbon-look Part No.: 8500289

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008)

Silver Part No.: 8110901

Carbon-look Part No.: 8110902

“Tourenfahrer” (Best know touring magazine in Germany) 

“Even the rear of the GS can beautified with little effort. The 

LED rear light by Wunderlich not only offers additional safety 

(enhanced light output), but because of the 30 integrated LEDs 

it is nearly indestructible and is simply replaced for the original.”

“Carbon-Look” with real carbon?
We have developed our own coat-
ing design for our products in 
“carbon look”, which is optimally 
suited in its colour and structure to 
the real carbon components from 
our range.

Wunderlich Double Rear Light “Stealth”

Extremely sporty and extremely extravagant. We have 
developed a worldwide unique rear light which turns 
the rear into a final highlight, making it much lighter at 
the same time. The true potential and the sporty capa-
bilities of these athletes can already be guessed before 
taking off: The red signal area of the original rear light 
is replaced by a well designed part that continues the 
sporty lines of the models all the way to the rear.

Thanks to modern LED technology, there is no switching 
delay compared to conventional bulbs; combined with 
the increased light output (over 30 high-output LEDs) 
and better visibility – especially when braking (greater 
conspicuity) – safety is greatly enhanced.

These rear lights just about last forever and their dual 
design offers an additional safety aspect.  Complete 
assembly for easy “Plug & Play” fitting: Thermoformed 
multi-part ABS housing (can be painted) complete with 
integrated LED brake light / rear light combinations, 
cable connection and fitting kit. “E” approved.

R 1200 GS HP2

Silver Part No.: 8600965

Rear Light “clear”

A small change with a huge effect: makes the back end 
of your machine look significantly lighter. Available as 
a clear lens with a red bulb, or with an LED insert with 
numerous LED lamps with much greater conspicuity as 
there is no delay when they are switched on. LED ver-
sion is E approved. Easy fitting.

R 1200 GS HP2

With LED insert Part No.: 8601085

With red bulb Part No.: 8601088*

* Without E-approval
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Carbon Tank Side Cover Set

Quality awareness and plastic can often not be recon-
ciled. Therefore these extremely lightweight, solid and 
splendid looking side covers from pure carbon fibre 
were created. Rally AGADIR was the test of fire: In spite 
of the much lower weight and thinner wall thicknesses, 
their stability was almost unrivalled - regardless of sev-
eral falls. 

A new harmonious design makes the new GS even 
lighter and more exclusive. In addition, several improve-
ments – such as the now permanently integrated 
emblem bracket – were incorporated.

High-strength carbon fibre material with a protective 
glossy hard-plastic coat (further emphasising the 3D 
structure). Complete replacement unit, including new 
emblems. ABE approved. 

Legal note: This product does not constitute original 
BMW parts (other than the two emblems).

R 1200 GS (up to 2007) Part No.: 8160971

R 1200 GS (from 2008) Part No.: 8160913

R 1200 GS (from 2008) R 1200 GS (up to 2007)

R 1200 GS (from 2008)

“SpeedBeak”

Short, impressive and feather light. It sets stylish and 
technical accents giving the GS an entirely new appear-
ance, providing optimal downforce and having a positive 
effect on the aerodynamics.

Extremely light replacement with glossy finish.

Once more, an outstanding quality hardly found with 
another manufacturer is demonstrated.

Complete replacement for the original beak. ABE 
approved.

R 1200 GS (up to 2007) Part No.: 8160966

R 1200 GS (from 2008) Part No.: 8160915

From 2008

Up to 2007 Up to 2007

Carbon Fibre Tank Cover

This cover virtually screams for carbon replacement: 
The shape is already part of the GS design so a change 
in colour and material would perfectly highlight these 
elements. This is especially true in combination with 
dark coloured, silver or even the matching carbon side 
covers. The centre carbon element lets the Adventure 
appear like a single casting since the wide side covers 
blend into a seemingly single unit.

Extremely light and sturdy carbon fibre material, com-
pletely covered with a glossy hard plastic protection 
coat. It completely penetrates the material and provides 
optimal protection. Easy to fit, simply replace the original 
part. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007) Part No.: 8160988 

R 1200 GS (from 2008) Part No.: 8160914

From 2008 (painting suggestions with partially painted area)

Up to 2007 Up to 2007

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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“CarbonPanel”

Replacement of the original frame covers (black plas-
tic frame covers below the tank). Their shape follows 
the line of the knee recesses toward the rider’s seat. It 
visually hides and protects the exposed fuel lines and 
creates an overall neater appearance in this area. The 
elaborately crafted mesh structure gives it a lighter look 
and allows easy reading of the VIN (frame number).

Complete set for left and right. Easy to fit, simply replace 
the original part. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS (up to 2008) Part No.: 8160973

R 1200 GS (2008-2009) Part No.: 8160935

CarbonPanel left (in riding direction)

CarbonPanel right

Carbon Mudguard Xtreme

All dimensions of this lightweight construction mud-
guard are larger than the original, thus providing top 
protection, which has now proven itself in over 30,000 
kilometres of testing and during the Rally AGADIR. The 
front is raised (above the central brake hose connector) 
and it is widened at the back to minimise water splash. 
No more ridges, etc. where mud or dirt get stuck.

Furthermore, it enhances the light GS design perfectly 
adding a new highlight.

Extremely light and solid carbon fibre hybrid material. 
Weight: Only approx. 184 g (~0.4 lb). Easy to fit, simply 
replace the original part. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160965

Front Mudguard 17”

A special mudguard is just about mandatory for a small 
front wheel!

If you decided for such a conversion, the smaller front 
wheel simply needs an equivalently sporty looking top 
quality mudguard. Made from high-quality carbon fibre, 
it can thus be fit immediately without additional paint 
work. Weighs only 180 grams (~0.4 lb). Supplied includ-
ing complete fitting set. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160117

Carbon Fibre Generator Cover

The extremely light replacement of the original with 
modified contour. Stylishly accented detail on the GS.

High-strength carbon fibre material with a protective 
glossy hard-plastic coat (further emphasising the 3D 
structure). ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)/HP2

 Part No.: 8160964
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Carbon Fibre Splash Guard

A gleaming alternative to the original plain plastic stand-
ard part. Does not only look great but weighs less than 
half of the original and adds a nice finishing touch to the 
rear of the bike. Elaborate, single-piece manufacture. 
Simple replacement. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160985

Carbon Fibre Brake Line Cover

A visual highlight and at the same time the perfect 
protection for the exposed brake line routed along the 
rear of the swingarm. The brake line is protected reliably 
against dirt accumulation and damage. The cover gently 
hugs the torque arm. Easy to fit. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160976

Carbon Fibre Sidestand Cover

Why not all the way. This lightweight carbon cover, 
located above the gear lever, not only covers the 
sidestand pivot point but is also nicely offset from its 
silver glossy environment, adding a shiny accent. High-
strength carbon fibre material with a protective glossy 
hard-plastic coat (further emphasising the 3D structure). 
ABE approved. Easy to fit, simply replace the original 
part.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2005)

 Part No.: 8160986

Carbon Fibre Heel Protector

This protective measure can be seen as complement to 
the many other carbon elements. Protects the rear brake 
master cylinder  with a glossy and lightweight carbon 
fibre guard. High-strength carbon fibre material with a 
protective glossy hard-plastic coat (further emphasis-
ing the 3D structure). ABE approved. Easy to fit, simply 
replace the original part.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160989

Carbon Fibre Hugger

Complete protection for the otherwise heavily strained 
shock absorber as well as battery, exhaust system, 
silencer, collector and the rear sub frame.

This prevents dirt, rain or mud from penetrating into the 
depths of the technical parts. The rear shock is perfectly 
protected and is no longer subject to the penetration of 
dirt. A must for anyone who loves their Boxer and who 
does not want to keep cleaning until their fingers bleed.

The hugger is fastened to the swing arm via a curved 
metal bracket that is bonded directly to the carbon fibre 
hugger body. It makes an elegant, practical and good 
looking part. Simple and secure fastening to the brake 
caliper. Easy to fit, sold with all fitting material needed. 
Bikes with standard cases will need the additional fitting 
kit. ABE approved.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Without ESA suspension Part No.: 8160979

With ESA suspension Part No.: 8160991

Fitting kit (for bikes with original case carriers)

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) Part No.: 8160982

R 1200 GS (all models) Part No.: 8160931

Rear Wheel Cover Xtreme
Solid and reliable protection for shock absorber, battery, 

exhaust system, manifold, exhaust flap mechanism (from 2010 

models) and the rear sub frame. This product can be found on 

page 468.
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Wunderlich Carbon Final Drive Protection

Without the protective cases, the rear drive housing can 
sustain unprotected knocks in the worst case.

This happened during test rides and photo shoots in the 
Tabernas desert (Spain).

The damages were significant in spite of the low speed.

This absolutely lightweight carbon guard protects the 
rear drive securely and provides a dynamic finish of the 
drive unit.

Extremely light and sturdy carbon fibre hybrid material, 
completely covered with a glossy protective hard plastic 
coat, which enters the material and provides optimal 
protection. Easy to fit (self-adhesive)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

 Part No.: 8160905

Consequences of a light slide

Wunderlich Aluminium Reservoir Cover

Shining example of the machining art in a vulnerable 
location. This is both “eye candy” and an extremely 
sturdy alternative to the unsightly original plastic cover.

The cover is consistent with the new “Edge” design, 
available in two anodised shades.

Self-securing, intricately incorporated, locking thread.

The facts:

•  Significantly sturdier and distortion-free
•  Adds quality to the reservoir 
•  Made of CNC-turned and machined solid aluminium
•  Self securing thread (same as original)
•  Easy to fit – simply replace original.
•  Titanium or silver anodised colour

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Front brake reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8601510

Titanium Part No.: 8601511

Clutch reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8601512

Titanium Part No.: 8601513

Rear brake reservoir cover

Silver Part No.: 8500258

Titanium Part No.: 8500259
Self securing thread (same as 
original)

Titanium colour
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Wunderlich Reservoir Caps

The protruding hydraulic container is not to everyone’s 
taste and is also fully exposed to every flying object that 
comes its way.

With this cap we have integrated the reservoir into the 
overall design, covered up the rather jarring, protruding 
cover and provided protection for the reservoir from 
stone chips and dirt.

Simply push-fitted onto the cover/reservoir and secured 
using an internal velcro-type pad. Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

For front brake reservoir*

Silver Part No.: 8500302

For clutch reservoir*

Silver Part No.: 8500300

Rear brake reservoir cap

Silver Part No.: 8500260

*  Note: For off-road use the caps are not a substitute for our 
“Brake and Clutch Reservoir Protectors” (see further on in this 
section), as they won’t prevent the reservoirs from being ripped 
off in a fall. For best protection combine both parts..

Reservoir cap for front brake reservoir

Reservoir cap for rear brake res-
ervoir

Wunderlich Instrument Surround

This part beautifully frames the original instruments giv-
ing an overall refined appearance.

The rather modest standard part is quickly enhanced 
and appears with new brilliance. Optionally with built in  
anti-glare visors. Machined of quality billet aluminium, 
then bead blasted and finally anodised silver to achieve 
a truly beautiful finish. A long-lasting value enhancement 
guaranteed. 

They simply attach to the instrument panel with a bit of 
commonly available, clear silicone. Available in two ver-
sions. Optionally with or without visor.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

With visor Part No.: 8110174

Without visor Part No.: 8110175

Wunderlich 
3D-Carbon-Look Instrument Surround

A new appeal for the plastic instrument housings of the 
GS models. Refined carbon-look with fine 2 mm thick 
3D Plascal coating.

Integrated early on, this 3-part set is quite useful to pro-
tect the plastic housings from turning greyish/bleaching 
out or for the subsequent visual enhancement.

Two-part set. Coated with well-adhering 3M special 
adhesive on the back.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Two-part set Part No.: 8160542

Without visor

Tourenfahrer – Cockpit surround
“Noble, bead blasted and silver anodised aluminium surrounds 

for the black cockpit unit. Makes an enormous difference and 

additionally provides increased glare protection“

Wunderlich Cockpit Cover “Integra”

We have tidied up the scattered look of the instruments 
through a perfectly fitting cockpit cover. The instruments 
are now given their proper role once more and the unat-
tractive mounting points are completely covered.

Switches, sockets, etc. can now also be accommodated 
in the direct access area of the rider according to indi-
vidual preference.

Thermoformed, lightweight (only approx. 200 g total 
weight) and nearly indestructible ABS plastic. Solid-col-
our silver (colour of the frame) plastic with an extremely 
tough clear plastic coating. This allows fitting the cover 
without additional work and matches all original colours 
very well.

Sold complete with all fittings. Easy to install. Suitable 
for all windscreens. Supplied without the switch and 
socket shown in images.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 07) Part No.: 8500125

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 08) Part No.: 8500139

Brake and clutch reservoir protectors
The hydraulic reservoirs are mounted in a fairly exposed posi-

tion and even a minor fall can cause expensive damage. We 

designed these protectors, which are supported directly by the 

handle bar bolts and fastened, in addition, on the mirror mount. 

This product can be found on page 460.

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich, with its concept motorcy-
cle and protototype WR2, has created 
an impressive bike featuring unexpect-
ed ride characteristics.

Hilly landscapes, rocky 
terrain, stone-covered 
mountain slopes and 
washed out dry river 
beds alternate. It is hot, 
the air has a reddish 
glimmer, the hot dusty 
wind plays impatiently 
with ragged bunches of 
grass. Only the cries of 
circling vultures and 
the howling of the 
wind gusts can 
be heard in the 
lonely country 
side. Until a 
thudding 
sound is 
heard in 

the back-
ground. It 

becomes 
louder, a trail 

of dust can be 
seen, approach-
ing – and then 

there comes the orange-coloured 
Enduro preceding it. Fishtailing, yet 
autonomous and with a clear goal in 
mind, bike and rider dash through the 
heavy terrain.

Giving the appearance of action, fun 

and adventure, it’s actually tough work. 
It has been almost four years now that 
the four time Enduro champion, Dirk 
Thelen, battled through the rugged 
terrain of the Sierra Nevada with an 
uncommon Hard Enduro. Riding and 
testing were the objectives and man 
and material often reached their limits 
in this quest. All this was preceded by 
many innovative ideas and much engi-
neering development. The goal was 
not only to significantly reduce the 
weight but also to eliminate the nose-
heaviness of the bike, especially for 
off-road tours. What’s more, the chas-
sis should be tuned in a way that would 
simply provide more riding pleasure on 
any terrain. The result was the WR2 – a 
concept bike demonstrating what the 
motorcycle enthusiasts from Wunder-
lich were capable of creating. Based 

on the BMW R 1200 GS, the folks from 
Sinzig built an Enduro that 
was aiming to close 
the gap between the 
civilised standard ver-
sion and the HP2 off-
road sports machine. 
Shortly thereafter it 
was first introduced 
to the public at the 
Intermot 2006 exhibition, 
where it caused quite a 
stir. After all, the tough 
WR2 no longer has 
much in common with 
the standard bike.

It does not only weigh 
20 kilograms less but the 
use of a 21” front wheel 
also endows it with fantastic 

off-
road 

qualities. By 
doing without 

the standard front area and 
installing a carbon fibre cover 

with adjustable tilt angle, together 
with the telescope-like adjustment of 
the transparent windshield, the WR2 
was given an optimal balance. Fur-
thermore, the new rear section with 
aluminium sub frame turned out to 
be extremely light. It carries a single-
piece perfectly cushioned ERGO seat 
and in combination with the adjustable 
handlebar support and the wide, rota-
tionally mounted Pivot Pegs footrests 
it performs true ergonomics miracles 
and guarantees fatigue-free riding over 
long stretches. The Xenon light and the 
twin Stealth rear light take away the risk 
from riding at dark, two high-strength 
yokes furthermore provide a perceiv-
ably enhanced steering precision and 
the tough “Extreme” engine protection 
truly stands up to its name.

Mentioning the engine – Wunderlich 
would not be what it stands for if their 
specialists would not have boosted 
the engine as well. The Hard Enduro 
delivers a full 118 HP. The top perform-
ance of the WR2 is achieved through 
the BoxerBoost camshafts, PowerGun 
exhaust unit, stainless steel headers as 
well as the engine management gov-
erned by the PerformanceController.

Less is more
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Brake Caliper Cover

The beautifully machined part not only makes that area 
of the forks look cleaner and nicer, it also adds protec-
tion to the brake caliper at the front or rear. The covers 
are made from high-strength billet aluminium. Straight-
forward installation. Complete with all installation parts. 
Sold as a set of left + right hand covers for the front, and 
a single cover for the rear.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Front cover set (left and right)

Silver anodised Part No.: 8161201

High gloss finish Part No.: 8161203

Titanium anodised Part No.: 8161202

Rear cover

Silver anodised Part No.: 8161207

High gloss finish Part No.: 8161209

Titanium anodised Part No.: 8161208

Wunderlich Thermometer Cap

A gleaming replacement for the plastic steering head 
cover. A new construction in the distinguished R 1200 
GS design.

With a built-in thermometer that gives you optimal infor-
mation of the current outdoor temperature and that is no 
doubt the most ingenious embellishment of the steering 
head cover. The dial resembles the Boxer instrument 
design, although it has a white background and black 
numbering for improved readability and to stop it from 
heating up. This further underpins the sophisticated 
appearance and creates an exclusive highlight.

The rear side is also a work of art: The “O” ring is fitted 
into a special double loop machined groove so that its 
ends just meet to leave a small vent passage to prevent 
problems when fitting (air not being able to escape dur-
ing insertion). The instrument back is manufactured in 
stainless steel.

Note: The temperature reading may vary from the actual 
outer temperature due to its fitted position (direct sun 
etc).

Machined from a single piece of aluminium. Anodised 
silver.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160475
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Wunderlich 
Headstock Bolt Cover With Emblem

Throw the original plastic cover away, very far away! 
Our headstock bolt cover with Boxer emblem comes 
in a much finer form – lovingly milled from aluminium. 
So sophisticated, that the yoke that you always have in 
front of your eyes is a joy to behold every time you look 
at it. The rear side is also a work of art: The “O” ring is 
fitted into a special double loop machined groove so 
that its ends just meet to leave a small vent passage 
to prevent problems when fitting (air not being able to 
escape during insertion).

Sold complete with a Boxer emblem, this can be 
replaced by an original BMW emblem (not included, 
order directly from your dealer, BMW part number  
51 14 2 308 800).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8160353

Wunderlich Fork Tube Cover Sets

Quality awareness and plastic can often not be recon-
ciled. Gazing at high quality items is simply more enjoy-
able. This replacement for the conspicuous rubber caps 
give the top yoke a touch of class. The precise fabrica-
tion ensures outstanding sealing qualities.

A brief story from the development process: In order 
for the cap to be mounted at all, ventilation drill holes 
had to be incorporated to release the excessive pres-
sure during insertion. O-rings have been integrated for 
optimal sealing.

Machined from single-piece aluminium with high-quality 
coating. Complete set.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500120

When journalist Jan Leek wanted 
to go on holiday with his family 
– “one last time” as he claimed, 
after all his sons had now reached 
the age in which family holidays 
are considered as “uncool” – we 
were pleased to help out. Malte, his 
youngest, had gotten his driver’s 
license only three weeks before the 
start of the trip, so we provided him 
our “Basic Beast” R 1150 GS. Usu-
ally our apprentices love to use this 
machine, therefore its restricted to 
34 HP (and suitable for a restricted 
beginners license). Together with 
his brother Björn, Malte followed 
his father’s lead and made it to the 

North Cap in the arctic circle and 
back in one piece. Accident-free! 
The journey, which partly took place 
under bad weather conditions, was 
7.050 kilometres long. One of this 
tour’s highlights was the visit to the 
world’s northernmost biker meeting 
in Alta, Norway. Of course the trio 

also spent a day at the race track 
in Karlskoga, Sweden. When Malte 
was back in his home region of the 
Eifel after two and a half weeks, his 
riding experience already counted 
an impressive 8.000 kilometres! We 
forgive him that the bike fell off the 
centre stand on the first evening.

A family outing to the world’s 
northernmost biker meeting

They made it! The Leek family actually arrived at the arctic circle!Even more difficult stretches did not deter the 
novice rider, Malte Leek, From the trip.

3D-Carbon-Look Yoke Protector
Our pads protect the sensitive yoke from harm while resistant 

themselves to all sorts of adversities. Scratched up yokes can 

be restored with the pad without much effort. This product can 

be found on page 471.
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Wunderlich Swingarm Pivot Covers

The large cavities of the swing arm pivot are perma-
nently and securely protected. This is hardly possible 
with the black original plastic covers, since they just 
about jump off after the first hard contact with the boot. 
The result: The holes get covered in dirt and the pivot 
corrodes. Our anodised aluminium covers not only cover 
the pivot in an elegant manner, they also provide a very 
secure closure. Tip: Many aftermarket covers are simply 
inserted and held in place the help of an O-ring, which 
almost guarantees it will fly off eventually. We rely on a 
special set screw that pushes an “O” – ring against the 
inner wall of the hole; although this is technically elabo-
rate, it is the only sensible way of fitting the cover.

CNC-turned, milled and anodised or polished “Dural” 
aluminium in two different designs.

Easy to install: Position the cover, tighten the set screw 
and the cover is already seated securely

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

EDGE Design

The pattern on the covers is similar to the one used on 
other of our parts such as oil filler plugs, reservoir and 
telelever covers and fits well with the overall design of 
the 1200 GS or Adventure. 

Right side (silver) Part No.: 8500112

Left side (silver) Part No.: 8500212

Classic-Design

The “Classic” covers use the same secure attachment 
method as the Edge design. The available colour ver-
sions of the “Classic” design allows you to match the 
covers to your paint and other parts already fitted.

Right side (silver) Part No.: 8500238

Right side (titanium) Part No.: 8500224

Right side (chromed) Part No.: 8500242

Left side (silver) Part No.: 8500239

Left side (titanium) Part No.: 8500237

Left side (chromed) Part No.: 8500241

Classic Design (titanium)

Edge Design

Wunderlich Telelever Cover

Quality awareness and plastic can often not be rec-
onciled. We have therefore replaced the original black 
plastic cover of the Telelever pivot points  with chromed 
or anodised aluminium covers, harmoniously comple-
menting the Telelever swingarm. A value-enhancing and 
stunning eye-catcher.

Finally the swingarm gets a bullish and fitting replace-
ment for the plastic covers. The covers have a small 
notch near the set screw for easy removal. 

CNC-turned, milled and anodised or polished “Dural” 
aluminium in two different designs.

EDGE Design

The natural continuation of our design, exactly matched 
to the design of the new Boxer generation.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Set for left and right side Part No.: 8500113

Classic Design

The favoured classic design with numerous options of 
adding a colour accent.

Silver anodised set Part No.: 8500243

Titanium anodised set Part No.: 8500248

Classic Design (titanium anodised)

Edge Design

Wunderlich Gearbox Plug Cover

The often corroded, rusty and plain looking original 
gearbox plugs are crying out for something to hide 
them. Our covers are simply pushed into onto the origi-
nal plug, and held in position with an “O” ring. The plug 
head is covered and unattractive rusty plugs are given 
a new shine and a better protected from dirt. Machined 
from billet aluminium and anodised silver. Sold as a 
single item.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Single item Part No.: 8600655

Classic Design (titanium)Classic Design (chromed)

Classic Design (silver anodised)

Castrol MTX gear and final drive oil
A fully synthetic gear and final drive oil (successor of the well-

known SAF-M oil) with sensational properties.  This product can 

be found on page 62.

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Wunderlich Final Drive Pivot Cover

We have replaced the somewhat unattractive original 
plastic cover of the final drive pivot by a turned and 
milled cover, turning the entire drive train into a homog-
enous unit.

The innovative EDGE design is the natural continua-
tion of the new form language distinguishing the new 
BMW generations. A value-enhancing and stunning eye 
catcher.

Easy to fit – simply replace and insert in place of the 
original. Silver anodised “Dural” aluminium.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

“Edge” design Part No.: 8161441

“Classic” design Part No.: 8161430
Edge Design

Classic Design Classic Design

Wunderlich Hub Cover “Tornado”

Done with the hollow, ragged wheel hub.

This part covers up the large hole of the final drive of the 
new generation bikes. 

Both ends of the hub tunnel are covered and make the 
whole assembly look much nicer and cleaner. The cov-
ers have a precision machined turbine-like pattern that 
gives it a flowing, dynamic appearance. 

The covers use a clever expanding “O”-ring clamping 
method, and to ensure no bolts or threads spoil the 
appearance on the outside, we have added a special 
tool that hooks into the holes for easy and safe fitting.

The facts:

•   Covers both ends of the hub tunnel with a turbine design.
•   Improves appearance of hub.
•   Same temperature conditions as original.
•   CNC turned/milled from solid aluminium.
•  Secure expanding “O”-ring clamping method 
•   Easy to fit, includes special fitting tool and two Boxer emblems.
•  Anodised silver or titanium matching the colours of swingarm/

hub (or alloy rim).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

Silver Part No.: 8160615

Titanium Part No.: 8160617

Special tool included

Silver anodised. Titanium

Wunderlich 
Aluminium Cover for Telelever Joint

Just the right finishing touch for the technically elaborate 
and high-quality finished Telelever system.

The facts:

•  Crowning glory for the telelever system.
•  Considerably more stable and resistant to oxidation.
•  Secure locking with set screw.
•  Simple exchange for original plastic cap.
•  Made entirely from CNC turned/milled aluminium.
•  Anodised silver.
•  5 year warranty.
•  Made in Germany..

The brittle and cheap looking original plastic cover usu-
ally flies off anyway - the exposed and quickly oxidising 
bolt is not exactly an attractive alternative either.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 8500181

Final Drive Crash Protector
These crash protectors, already proven in racing, keep the 

tarmac at a safe distance and prevent major damages to the 

expensive final drive housing. This product can be found on 

page 435.
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Wunderlich PowerGun II

The PowerGun I belonged right from the start to the pre-
ferred sports silencer assemblies for BMW motorcycles. 
We now have fired the second stage of the evolution!

The PowerGun II was developed in close cooperation 
with Laser, the specialist for BMW sports silencers. As 
official supplier of the Boxer – and the PowerCup – Laser 
has demonstrated true sound engineering to the profes-
sional audience.

The facts:

•  Stronger and smoother power delivery. Noticeably less fluctua-
tion in power between 4,200 and 5,500 rpm.

•   Unobtrusive Boxer sound.
•   Up to 8.5 HP additional power and approx. 6 Nm torque gain.
•   4 HP more in mid range.
•   Marked weight savings of approx. 4 kg.
•   Durable construction (all inside parts made of stainless steel).
•   Removable silencer insert (special tool included).
•   Complete fitting set.
•   Easy to fit.
•   With EG ABE.

The real sensation however is the sound: a rich, soft 
Boxer sound that enriches our hobby with another bit 
of joy.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2005 Part No.: 8650305

2006 - 2009 Part No.: 8650310

2010 Part No.: 8650335

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8650325

DB Killer removal tool

Stainless steel Part No.: 1624009

Slim shape despite large volume Removable muffler insert

Better traction thanks to smooth power development

Superb in the “fun-to-ride” rpm 
range ...

... and strong performance from the 
“rpm cellar”

Performance measurement on a relatively new GS (original factory output 
not yet reached). Power was measured at the rear wheel, about 9 HP have 
to be added due to transmission/final drive losses. 

Exhaust lowering kit
Developed for our symmetric case carrier, this conversion kit 

can also be used for owner’s own conversion preferences, etc.. 

Complete exhaust lowering kit with insert set. This product can 

be found on page 561.

EG
-ABE

E
G - A B E

DB Killer removal tool
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HURRIC Rear Silencer

Great sound, easy to fit and an unbeatable price/per-
formance ratio. If you are looking for a good silencer but 
want to leave something in your wallet, the “HURRIC” is 
the best option for GS and Adventure. 

The “Motorrad” motorcycle magazine wrote: “A well 
made oval silencer with a great fit...”

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

 Part No.: 8500160

Wunderlich Sport Exhaust Header System

If you truly want to save weight and achieve an optimum 
performance curve, you can go far with the header 
system:

•   Performance gain nearly over the entire rpm range and much 
higher peak performance (a performance enhancement of up 
to 14 HP and 10 Nm can be achieved with a free-flowing sport 
exhaust system plus the PerformanceController)

•  Low weight as it has no catalytic converter or balance pipe.
•   Strong sound (approx. 5 dB(A) more).
•   Optimised pipe routing.
•  With provision to bolt the oxygen sensor in (no modifications of 

vehicle).
•   Easy to install.
•   Extremely strong system from satin-finish V4A stainless steel.
•  Matched to original and Wunderlich silencers, but other after-

market silencers fit as well.

Because the performance-reducing catalytic converter 
is removed, the vehicle can also be driven with “leaded” 
petrol. No TÜV approval, only for racing purposes.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)/HP2

 Part No.: 8600243

Remove the catalytic converter? 
No problem at all! We only ever sell collectors with built-in oxygen sensor con-

nection. As far as the sensor is concerned, it does not matter whether a catalytic 

convertor is present or not. The main thing is that the sensor is able to measure 

something and transfer this information to the Motronic. The unit can therefore 

be exchanged without any problems/hazards. The lack of a cat. is often crucial 

for increased performance and the use of lower quality petrol,.

Copper Paste
A must for spark plugs, exhaust system and brake fitting. Protects from sticking, 

bonding, squeaking and corrosion. Resistant up to 1100 °C. This product can 

be found on page 58.
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“Motorrad” motorcycle magazine 
 (Test on an R 1200 GS)
“Another plus point was the use of the PerformanceController. An 
easy-to-fit device that allows you to adjust the injection amount. 
The Boxer engine of the test bike won us over us with its very 
good smooth-running characteristics, had a zippy throttle response 
and was much more agile across the whole RPM range than the 
engine fed by series-production software.”

Wunderlich “PerformanceController”
Powered by Techlusion

A brilliant invention by the father of electronic tuning for 
injection engines and a perfect optimisation instrument, 
enabling you easily to adjust the power development of 
your BMW yourself.

Rich gains in performance and torque, smooth running 
and spontaneity of throttle response like you’ve never 
known are all guaranteed.

The facts:

•  Increased torque and performance across the whole RPM 
range (ca. 12% improvement in performance across the active 
ride range from 3000 to 7000/min).

•  More spontaneous throttle response.
•  Faster high-revving (12% faster than the original)
•  Perfect, pre-set factory tuning.
•  Easy to set performance across the whole RPM range. 
•  Adaptation to all conversions (blue air filter, exhaust systems 

etc.) and conditions takes less time.
•  Quick reset to the factory setting.
•  Impossible to make damaging adjustments or to use wrongly.
•  Simple jack connection to wiring loom.
•  No need to make changes to the motronics or wiring loom etc. 
•  Special “Wunderlich-Edition” for the European market.
•  Completely waterproof and sturdy overall construction.
•  Extremely small housing (84 x 50 x 10 mm).
•  Comes complete with fitting kit and instructions.
•  30 day right of return

In connection with the Blue Filter, Power intake header 
and/or a sport silencer, the PerformanceController per-
mits the probably highest efficiency and sound perform-
ance gain.

The use of the PerformanceController is strongly recom-
mended when camshafts are installed to ensure optimal 
performance.

Supplied complete ready for installation.

R 1200 GS + Adventure

up to 2007 Part No.: 8530120*

2008 - 2009 Part No.: 8530122*

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8530120*

* Only for sport use!

R 1200 GS 2008 (identical with R 1200 R)
Solid performance improvement. Here we have complemented the Perform-
anceController by fitting a Blue Filter (blue curve) in addition. Together with 
the additional PowerGun II sport silencer (red curve) we obtained even more 
homogeneous power development in all ranges, and significant performance 
gain in the fun-to-ride rpm range.

Function principle
Modern injection engines are required to meet strict exhaust standards across 
the world along with country-specific requirements, which is why tuning is only 
a compromise at best. This problem is solved by the PerformanceController, 
which simply but permanently optimises the engine. The front LEDs show which 
mode the bike is in (idle, acceleration etc.). With the help of three buttons and 
very easy instructions the rider can now influence this tuning him- or herself 
(richer or leaner mix etc.). So it is possible to achieve harmonious running across 
the whole RPM range and to adapt this to individual riding habits.

The first effect is a softer, more rounded idle, that you can tune more finely. In 
principle, the Performance Controller enables you to apply classic carburettor 
settings to your injection assembly. Only more conveniently, without the need 
to turn a single screw. The real clincher is this: the fuel-management is not 
reprogrammed, so that, once it is removed, the original series-production values 
are restored. We’ve tested this system on many vehicles with different riders, 
all of whom have been completely blown away, especially by the fact that it is 
so easy to use.

Spontaneous performance, smooth running and enormous power at low 
revs..

30 day right of return: you have 30 days to convince yourself of the quali-
ties of the system. If it doesn’t win you over, you can simply return it, with-
out needing to state a reason, and you will get a full refund.

Spontaneous power development in any situation Tested under extreme conditions … ... Elevation test in the Atacama desert …

... to Greece … ... around the Red Sea … ... from Norway to Thailand (here in Pakistan).

Excerpt from the Tuning Boxes test in  
“BMW Motorcycles” No. 28

PerformanceController: 
Pleasure and Dynamics of Riding
The harmonious, spontaneous and powerfull performance development is the result of intensive test and tuning trips 
under all sorts of conceivable conditions. The result is an easy to operate “Plug and Play” solution redefining your joy with 
your GS.

“…Let’s start with the PerformanceController. ... it is the most reasonably priced device in 
comparison. …The PerformanceController is connected to the oxygen sensor and the injec-
tors. You can only program it using buttons directly on the device. The performance curve 
you get however is impressive. No complaints there. The hole at 2700 rpm has been nicely 
filled, and (the curve) is practically better all round than the standard…”

37

Offenliegende Kabel im Sichtbereich sehen gebastelt aus. Dieser Stecker gehört zum Power Commander und sollte mit Schrumpfschlauch nachgebessert werden

Performance Controller. Der Einbruch bei 2700/min wird überzeugend
aufgefüllt, dazu gibt’s von 4700/min bis 5700/min noch eine Extra-Kelle.
298 Euro bei www.wunderlich.de, Telefon (02642) 97 980

Ursachen zu tun. Bei 2700/min
liegt es an einer zu mageren Ein-
stellung. Bei 4500/min verur-
sacht eine Resonanz die Delle in
der Kurve. Allein mit Verände-
rungen an der Einspritzung ist
dort also nicht viel zu holen.

IM FOLGENDEN VERGLEICHSTEST
haben wir die Kandidaten in der
jeweiligen Standardeinstellung

auf dem Leistungsprüfstand
gegeneinander antreten lassen.
Das heißt, dass wir die Geräte so
eingebaut haben, wie sie aus
dem Karton kamen. Die getestete
GS war ein gepflegtes 2004er
Modell, das für die Eingangs-
messung im Serienzustand auf
die Rolle kam. Für den Vergleich
haben wir die Drehmoment-
kurven genommen, weil hier die

Veränderungen am besten zu
erkennen sind. Alle Messungen
erfolgten auf Amerschläger p4,
sind auf die Kupplung bezogen
und nach DIN korrigiert.

Fangen wir mit dem Perfor-
mance Controller an. Er ist mit
rund 300 Euro das günstigste
Gerät im Vergleich. Bedienungs-
und Einbauanleitung könnten
aufschlussreicher sein. Der Per-

formance Controller wird an die
Lambdasonden und die Ein-
spritzdüsen angeschlossen. Eine
Programmierung ist nur über
Tasten direkt am Gerät möglich.
Die Kurve kann sich aber durch-
aus sehen lassen. Da wollen wir
mal nicht meckern. Das Loch
bei 2700/min ist schön aufgefüllt
und praktisch überall besser als
die Serie. �
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2010 Upgrade

Upgrade your R 1200 GS with little effort to the perform-
ance of the 2010 edition of the R 1200 GS (overhead 
camshafts!) Low-end torque, power development and 
performance come close to the new GS with this kit!

The tuning kit for more performance without much effort. 
Consisting of the “PerformanceController” and the 
matching BLUE permanent air filter.

Combined with a sport silencer, performance rises to the 
level of the 2010 version R 1200 GS models. Probably 
the most favourable upgrade for all R 1200 GS.

Supplied complete and ready for installation, with origi-
nal connectors and matching BLUE Filter

R 1200 GS + Adventure

Up to 2007 Part No.: 8600495*

2008 - 2009 Part No.: 8600498*

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 8600495*

* Only for sport use!

Sport silencer hint:
To obtain the same performance as the new R 1200 GS, we recommend 

the PowerGun II (+ PerformanceController and Blue Filter). We have 

tested almost all other units available on the market. The performance 

characteristics, except for a few exceptions, lie close together. Generally, 

performance increases proportionally with all systems. However, the rule 

of thumb is: The smaller the volume of the silencer the lower the peak 

performance to be expected.

Camshaft “BoxerBoost”

Developed as part of our ChiliPower tuning project, the 
camshaft exhibits its best features even without soft-
ware modification. Very quiet running properties, more 
spontaneous throttle response and free revving ability 
become immediately apparent.

An important engineering specification for this camshaft 
was to increase durability and suitability for everyday 
use, which we have been fully able to achieve. Com-
bined with our light-weight cam buckets, the camshaft 
achieves a so far unparalleled performance accompa-
nied by a long service life. 

Important: The BoxerBoost camshafts requires the light 
cam buckets to be installed (see below), as the origi-
nal buckets are too heavy and are not suitable for this 
camshaft. 

The facts:

•   Developed according to latest know-how in engine construc-
tion.

•   High-quality craftsmanship, Made in Germany.
•   Performance gain over the complete rpm range.
•  Installation of camshaft is the same as original, no modifica-

tions to cylinder head needed

Sold as a single camshaft (2 needed per bike).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2007)

Camshaft (per item) Part No.: 8530130

Tuning kit Part No.: 8530154*

R 1200 GS + Adventure (2008-2009)

Camshaft (per item) Part No.: 8530151

R 1200 GS HP2

Camshaft (per item) Part No.: 8530130

Tuning kit Part No.: 8530154*

* Tuning kit consists of 2 camshafts and 4 buckets.

Light Cam Buckets

These quality cam buckets are ~ 30% lighter than 
original. The reduction of reciprocating mass of the 
valve train parts is an important measure of tuning. 
The lower mass increases response and maintains 
accurate timing, but also reduces the chance of valve 
bouncing, valve floating or valve to piston contact (all of 
which cause expensive damage after a while) even with 
extreme camshaft timing.

The lighter buckets are a useful addition for standard 
engines, but are even more important for tuned engines 
or when performance camshafts are fitted. 

Price per item. Four buckets are required for a complete 
replacement.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

Single bucket Part No.: 8530140

Power kick
The impressive performance gain using the example of a R 1200 GS. Blue 
line - original state. Red line - with PerformanceController, Blue Air Filter and 
a complete PowerGun II exhaust system. : With original silencer perform-
ance increases by approx. 10 HP / 6 Nm.

Power kick
The impressive performance gain using the example of a R 1200 GS. Blue 
line - original state. Red line - with PerformanceController, Blue Air Filter and 
a complete PowerGun II exhaust system. : With original silencer perform
ance increases by approx. 10 HP / 6 Nm.ance increases by approx. 10 HP / 6 Nm.
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Wunderlich Power Intake Duct

A tailor-made “Power Intake”- duct for the 1200 GS 
models. The increased and optimised cross section of 
the air intake allows the 4V Boxer engine to “breathe” 
in less turbulent air. This in turn will improve throttle 
response and overall performance, and is the base of 
all engine tuning. 

Air chargers work especially well (and are needed to 
unleash the HP potential of the bike) in conjunction with 
free flowing Blue air filters, fuel injection Performance-
Controller, free flowing collectors and silencers, cam-
shafts or any other tuning measure. 

The intake duct is made of a light hybrid plastic material 
and is easily exchanged for the original one.

R 1200 GS (all models)

Black Part No.: 8601385

BLUE Longlife Performance Air Filters

“Blue” air filters for BMW were specially made for us by 
Green, a European manufacturer with motor sport expe-
rience and excellent production methods. The filters are 
made to a very high standard to ensure the best airflow 
and cleaning properties. They enjoy better air flow than 
many similar filter types, and the low pressure manufac-
turing process ensures that there is very little spillage 
of the black plastic into the woven cotton sheets (more 
spillage = less filtering area)

•  Deep pleats in the double-layered cotton create a 10-20% 
increase in filtration surface. This increase allows a greater vol-
ume of air to move more freely into your engine cylinders. 

•  Blue uses 2 layers of woven cotton compared to most other 
brands who use 4 layers of cotton gauze. There are 3 main 
benefits to woven cotton: it’s thinner, holds oil better, and is 
stronger. 

•  Blue filter’s rubber mouldings are almost exact around the 
edges with no wasted surface area. Using this more efficient 
process the air flow is greater than the same size filter that is 
injection moulded. 

•  Blue Longlife Performance Filters are designed to be oiled. The 
oil creates a positive (+) magnetic charge with the mesh, which 
attracts the negatively (-) charged dust particles. The dust and 
dirt builds around the mesh to form a tunnel. This allows the 
cotton to remain cleaner for maximum flow.

•  Normal servicing every 50 000 km or once a year. In very dusty 
conditions re-oiling or servicing may be needed.

•  Pleat design: The filters have pleats that are parallel to the 
width. This makes the filter more rigid and stronger and reduc-
es air leaks.

•  Stainless steel mesh on both sides.
•  Custom Fitment Tabs (for square filters only). Plastic air-boxes 

can warp out of shape or even distort from the heat radiated 
from the engine. These tabs also benefit the filter by centring 
and aligning it in the air box, so the filter is evenly sealed.

•  Easy to fit, just replace the original with Blue Filter
•  Warning sticker for air box

These merits are not found on any regular paper type fil-
ter. Despite the long period between servicing the clever 
multi-layer design ensures excellent filtering properties.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)/HP2

 Part No.: 8120013

BLUE Service

For servicing a Blue Filter use only the approved Blue 
Filter cleaner and oil to ensure the filter is not damaged, 
and the filtering effect not impaired. The specially for-
mulated cleaner bottle (500 ml) and oil can (300 ml) are 
available either as a “Service Pack” combination or as 
single components. Cleaning and oiling the filter is easy 
to perform. Instructions included.

BLUE Service Pack cleaner 500 ml and oil 300 ml

The cost-effective set.

Cleaner + Oil Service Pack Part No.: 8120010

Individual components

Filter Cleaner (500 ml) Part No.: 8120011

Filter Oil (300 ml) Part No.: 8120012

A smooth surface and 
soft flexible rubber 
base ensures an air 
tight seal. 

Deep pleats 
in the double-
layered cotton 
create a 10-20% 
increase in filtra-
tion surface and 
improved air flow.

Blue Filters are produced 
using a time-consuming 
4-step production process 
which virtually eliminates 
rubber seepage into the 
cotton. Other manufactur-
ers use a mass production 
fast pressure-moulded 
injection process, but this 
process can push rubber 
onto the filtering surface 
which can restrict the air-
flow by up to 25%. 
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The Team WRA (Wunderlich Racing 

Activities) with their Wunderlich HP2 is 

permanently involved in off-road motor 

sport achieving considerable success.

The official starting signal for the Team 

WRA (Wunderlich Racing Activities) was 

given back in the autumn of 2005. This 

was the first time when the team with rid-

er Dirk Thelen and an especially prepared 

Wunderlich BMW HP2 was involved in 

a competition. This was the 53rd ADAC 

Middle Rhine Off-Road Tour, which, after 

all, is part of the German Enduro Cup. 

Although not official, the preparation time 

was just as important. The team from 

Sinzig was intensively preoccupied with 

the preparation and tuning of the HP2.

Three rounds of 48 kilometres each had 

to be mastered on this very demanding 

terrain. Four additional special tests did 

not make it any easier for the riders. The 

fact that Dirk Thelen confidently steered 

the mighty Wunderlich HP2 to second 

place in the A-license class, beat only by 

a KTM 520, was all the grander as the 

four time Enduro championship winner  

was slowed down by a defective tyre 

carrier in the rear wheel. Naturally, the 

Wunderlich accessories installed again 

in the HP2 proved themselves during the 

tough race; because – as always – the 

Sinzig company used the material battle 

to test various protection and reinforce-

ment parts.

Less than a year later team and machine 

Involved with the HP2

faced an even greater challenge, the 

Swedish Gotland Grand National 2006. 

With 2500 participants, this is considered 

the worldwide biggest Enduro competi-

tion. A two-cylinder BMW had never 

started there before. Accordingly, the 

WRA Team was the focus of significant 

attention. With the heavy HP2 Thelen 

convinced in the middle field against the 

huge starting squad on light Enduros 

until the heavy terrain finally demanded 

its tribute. The two-cylinder was power-

less in the mud holes without other help. 

Nevertheless, after three long rounds 

Dirk Thelen finished the WRA stint at 

an unbelievable 200th overall place and 

place 150 in class 1. No BMW had prob-

ably passed a comparable toughness 

test before.

But not enough, in the same year Dirk 

with his Wunderlich HP2 tackled the 

Erzberg in Austria. Anyone who knows 

the legendary Erzberg rodeo knows what 

this means. But this time, Dirk was unfor-

tunate enough to strain his ankle, taking 

a bad fall when loading the motorcycle. 

In spite of the pain, he managed place 17 

on the high-calibre field, surrounded by 

various world champions and Dakar win-

ners. As if not enough misfortune, several 

engine failures of the BMW finally pushed 

him back in the overall rating to place 30; 

however, taking around 1000 participants 

into account, this was still quite a strong 

position. Four tough rallies and many 

thousand kilometres of training finally 

“killed” the BMW engine, which had been 

left untouched until then because of the 

long-term endurance tests carried out.

The impressive record of Dirk Thelen 

on the Wunderlich HP 2 continued as 

could be expected. The German Endu-

ro Championship in Uelsen started in 

2007. To make it short: 170 kilometres of 

extremely tough off-road tour, definitely 

no conditions for heavy two-cylinders, 

and yet, Dirk Thelen – on the narrow 

forest passages, in deep sand and on 

slippery meadows – occupied an unbe-

lievable fourth place and in addition, was 

the best BMW rider.

The deployment of the WRA Team in 

off-road motor sport clearly documents 

the competency of the Sinzig folks in 

regard to motorcycle accessories and 

optimisation. Many parts and concepts 

are proven in tough continuous operation 

before they are presented to the custom-

ers in the comprehensive catalogues. 

Wunderlich customers can therefore rest 

assured knowing they are purchasing 

long-term reliability and top quality.
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Odyssey + CTEK Guarantee Package

An outstanding battery is most compatible with an 
outstanding charging device. When you purchase the 
battery and the charging device, we therefore grant you 
a 5 year warranty for both components.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009)

PC 535 with CTEK XS 3600 Part No.: 8200202

R 1200 GS + Adventure (Bj. 2010)

PC 535 with CTEK XS 3600 Part No.: 8200210

R 1200 GS HP2

PC 535 with CTEK XS 3600 Part No.: 8200209

Odyssey batteries 
in racing and extreme applications
As a result of their robustness and reliability, Odyssey batteries are the first choice for extreme applications and in rac-
ing. For us this is always an endurance test and a confirmation at the same time: Thanks to the Odyssey battery, a 
wide variety of Boxers have never let us down. 

Test ride through the Atacama desert

Odyssey “PowerPack” 
200-300% more starting power compared to conventional batteries. The 
Odyssey battery type “PC 535” sold by official Wunderlich dealers have a 
Wunderlich-Edition modified outer shell, so it can be fitted securely to the 
1200 GS. They are sold complete with a Wunderlich fitting kit that includes 
a high quality metal bracket and all additional components needed for an 
easy, solid and and professional installation.

Fitting set R 1200 GS + Adventure

What are the Odyssey batteries made of?
Pure lead Odyssey battery plates consist of 99.99% lead and have a signifi-
cantly larger active plate surface. The plates have to be combined into firm 
power blocks in time-consuming processing stages and fitted into the very 
strong case. Unlike conventional batteries (even the sealed battery types 
that look similar), the electrical values are therefore at least 100% above the 
norm. To our knowledge the only manufacturer supply a pure lead battery 
suitable for motorcycles is Enersys with their Odyssey range.

Odyssey “PowerPack” Batteries

Trying to persuade a BMW to start up without enough 
juice is virtually hopeless. We were tired of the constant 
and not inexpensive replacement of batteries. Several 
years ago we recognised the advantages of the Odys-
sey batteries as pioneers, as proved by their numerous 
test successes.

This technology was originally developed for NASA, and 
designed for extreme conditions and has since estab-
lished itself in millions of applications (alternative energy 
generation, high-stress electric designs etc.). In our 10 
year experience with these batteries we have never had 
a failure (cold temperature, vibration, etc) and the bat-
tery withstood severe conditions without problems, even 
lying on its side. We therefore see it as a highly recom-
mendable enhancement that quickly pays for itself.

Please note: The simple comparison of AH batteries is 
negligible, as the high cold starting power is much more 
important.

The facts :

•  More than twice as high a starting performance as a conven-
tional battery. 

•  No ABS failure due to insufficient battery performance.
•  Enormously long life (according to EUROBAT definition, 10 

years and longer).
•  Low self-discharge and thus no need for maintenance if the 

bike is not used for a longer period (winter, etc.).
•  No damage from deep discharge possible.
•  Completely maintenance-free.
•  Spill-proof (can be fitted on it’s side, no escaping gasses (no 

need for air vent tube)
•  Absorbed electrolyte type battery, meaning that there is no free 

acid inside the battery; all of the acid is kept absorbed in the 
glass mat separators

•  No more need to check the acid level.
•  Unlike conventional batteries, no hydrogen is created during 

charging.
•  With the appropriate charger, quick charging (to 90% of the 

battery’s capacity) is possible in under an hour. 
•  Robust ABS case.
•  The battery is sold “ready to go” (no initial charging needed)

Odyssey “PowerPack”

Massive peak starting power of 535 A ()which is 2-3 
times more than a conventional battery, and 15 Ah (origi-
nal = 13 Ah) to ensure long lasting power is available.

The battery is sold “ready to go” (no initial charging 
needed), complete with a Wunderlich fitting kit specifi-
cally matched to the R 1200 GS + Adventure/HP2. 

Size: 170 x 99 x 156 mm, 5.2 kg (6.7 x 3.9 x 6.1”, 11.5 
lb).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8200000

R 1200 GS + Adventure (2010) Part No.: 8200044

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8200017

Battery Deposit Regulation 
We are legally obliged to charge a battery deposit of 7.50 euros (in Germany). 

The deposit is refunded when you return a used starter battery to our business 

premises. If you buy by mail order, the used battery cannot, unfortunately, be 

sent back; if you submit a deposit token from a recognised collection point, we 

will, of course, refund your deposit. 

MOTORRAD NEWS 1/2007
“....in any case the test produced many points. Furthermore the Odyssey is spill-

proof, gas-sealed, robust, maintenance free, charges up fast, and according to 

the manufacturer should last for 10 years. The recommendation is given as it 

recovered fastest after the exertion...”

MO 2/2006
“Summary: the power station in your motorcycle. The pure lead 
battery from Odyssey sets the standards in this test: a starting 
current of a brilliant 300 amperes, just under 100 revs are wrested 
from the starter. And that at consistently high rev speeds.”

Tourenfahrer 1/2009 (best known touring magazine 
in Germany)
“...No other (battery) lets the starter rotate that long. Recommend-
ed not only for winter riders...”

Fitting set R 1200 GS HP2

Off-road across the Alps Winter test (here in Romania)

Dirk Thelen at the “Gotland Grand National” on the Wunderlich 
HP2
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Touring & Travel 

Wunderlich 
Tankbag “BigBag” Waterproof

The waterproof, custom-tailored luggage transport for 
the GS and Adventure. A design based on practical 
experience  and distinguished through extreme durabil-
ity.

The facts:

•  15 litre volume (extendable to 25 litres).
•  E-connect: water-tight cable outlet (in the front outside pouch) 

for electric cables such as mobile phone chargers, etc. When 
not in use, the charging cable can be stored in the outside 
pouch.

•  4 large pouches on the outside.
•  Elastic compression band that can be adjusted and tightened 

(if the bag is not completely full when it is extended). Creates a 
firm, stable unit. 

•  Very large (A4), reversable and removable map holder made of 
soft, strong PVC glass. Handy rubber zip for easy opening - 
even with gloves. Waterproof perimeter zipper (180° opening) to 
insert and remove the map easily.

•  Built in pen or lamp holder and additional map compartment.
•  Removable mini bag for credit cards, toll charge cards, etc.
•  Hard PVC-plastic reinforced walls to keep the shape.
•  Water-tight, blue internal lining ensures you can see inside eas-

ily and nothing can get lost in the corners.
•  Quick release connectors at the front (fast removal/tilting when 

fuelling).
•  Velcro fastenings at the back so that the tank bag can be pulled 

tight.
•  Front and rear base plates can be left on the vehicle perma-

nently.
•  Rear pad acts as tank protector
•  100% waterproof CORDURA material. Strong, tough and does 

not bleach. Coated on inside.
•  Soft, slip-proof base. Protects against scratches on the tank 

(sticks like cling-film).
•  Ergonomic carrying handle.
•  Additional carrying system. Can be used as a rucksack or 

shoulder bag with the straps supplied.
•  Light weight.
•   Horn guard included.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Tank bag Part No.: 1250190

Rain Cover

Recommended when transporting sensitive devices 
and/or during strong rain.

 Part No.: 1250028

PTO!
The large map holder can be turned with one movement. The 

map holder can be easily removed with the fast-lock seal at 

the back.

Horn guard included

With rucksack kit

Many additional 
pouches and holder

E-Connect: Water-
proof cable outlet

Removable map hold-
er with 180° opening

Waterproof internal 
lining

Waterproof zippers Thick + comfortable 
carrying handle

Secure rapid fixing to 
the vehicle

15-25 litres with elas-
tic compression band.
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Wunderlich Tank Bag “light”

The ideal companion for short trips or off-road use. The 
compact dimensions give complete freedom of move-
ment, both in town and on country roads.

The high-quality material and strong finish are a guar-
antee for long-lasting pleasure from this practical aid for 
your travels.

The facts:

•  Compact shape - does not restrict movement.
•  Interlocking fit with no slipping etc.
•  15 litre capacity.
•  Easily accessible and strong map compartment.
•  Additional large pouch on the outside for keys, wallet etc.
•  Additional large document compartment on the inside.
•  E-CONNECT: double-insulated cable access for audio and/or 

charger cable. In this way, the devices are well protected in the 
rucksack and can be charged up at the same time.

•  Dust and waterproof zippers and outer material protect the 
content of bag.

•  Inner lining (waterproof) makes it easy to see inside and things 
cannot get lost in the corners.

•  Reinforced walls. Hard plastic inserts keep the shape of the 
bag even if empty.

•  Quick release connectors at the front and rear (fast removal/tilt-
ing when fuelling).

•  Strong Velcro tightening strips at rear.
•  Front and rear base plates can be left on the vehicle perma-

nently.
•  Waterproof special material. Very strong, abrasion-resistant and 

will not fade. Coated inside.
•  Soft, slip-proof base. Protects against scratches on the tank 

(sticks like cling-film).
•  Ergonomic carrying handle.
•  Light weight.

R 1200 GS + Adventure Part No.: 1250179

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 1250139

Rain Cover

Recommended when transporting sensitive devices 
and/or during strong rain.

 Part No.: 1250031

Waterproof cable outlet

Waterproof inner lining Waterproof zippers

Large outside pouch

Carrying handle

Luggage transport, secure and convenient!
We offer a large assortment of tank bags and luggage bags in 

various designs! Precisely fitting, functionally well designed lug-

gage transport systems for all BMW models can be found at our 

homepage www.wunderlich.de or simply request our catalogue 

free of charge.

Wunderlich Horn Guard

A small component with a calming effect. Prevents acci-
dental sounding of the horn when turning the handlebar 
to the left. It doesn’t matter what kind of tank bag you‘re 
using – when sharply turning the handlebar to the left 
you frequently end up sounding the horn, much to the 
consternation of bystanders. 

We’ve finally put a stop to this. Quick and easy to fit, 
without making it harder to reach the horn button during 
the ride.

•  Prevents accidental sounding of the horn
•  Sturdy construction.
•  Easy to fit.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1250203
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the accessory specialists from 
Sinzig have their fabric lug-
gage solution produced. There, 
a first custom-made prototype 
was created for the F 800 GS. 
“This sample is the basis for 
further discussions and analy-
ses”, explains product manager 
Abel. “We take a very close 
look at it and always find much 
potential for additional improve-
ments. They may be extra rein-
forcements or modified fasten-
ers.” On top of this, Wunderlich 
greatly emphasizes high-qual-
ity materials, such a first-class 
Cordura or guaranteed water-
proof YKK zippers.

The final sample is then created 
in close cooperation with the 
partner company, who enjoys 
the experience of over twenty 
years. This unit is once more 
tested quite thoroughly and 
quite often you can find it riding 
on a motorcycle tank thousands 
of kilometres across Europe. 
Once the product has proven 
itself during this phase and all 

Wunderlich participants are 
satisfied and con-
vinced, the 
official 
production 
clearance 
is given 
and manu-
facturing 
starts.

“This is the 
standard 
procedure 

for all our fabric-based 
luggage solutions, 

for example, 
also with 
our new 
handlebar 

bag”, explains 
Felix Abel. One 

thing the cus-
tomer can rely 

on: the proven and 
thoroughly tested 

Wunderlich quality 
“Made in Germany”!

The tank bags from Wunderlich 
are tailor-made for each motor-
cycle model. Much time, effort 
and experience has contributed 
to their development.

Creativity knows no bounds 
when Erich Wunderlich, manag-
ing director, Peter Hoppe, fac-
tory manager and Felix Abel, 
product manager, put their 
heads together. The cycle of 
thinking, sketching, designing 
– and rejecting, re-discussing 
and re-creating is quite lively. 
The brand-new tank bag for the 
BMW F 800 GS is a great exam-
ple. Equipped with the experi-
ence of many years in the design 
of new luggage systems, these 
three clever brains spent count-
less hours in the in-house devel-

opment department and on the 
motorcycle to produce the best 
product for the tanks of their 
customers’ bikes.   
The first discussion meetings 
finally resulted in a compre-
hensive catalogue, where all 
innovative designs, ideas and 

requirements were put down in 
writing – together with the first 
sketches and detail drawings 
of the new tank bag. This con-
centrated collection of ideas 
then went with the respective 
motorcycle model to the Ger-
man partner company where 

Not off the peg

Convincing
Hispania Tours has equipped its complete fleet with Wunderlich tank bags.
More information at: www.hispania-tours.de

Siberia Along the Welsh coast in northern Wales.
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Ortlieb Protection Bar Bag Adventure

We did not want to add more to the width of the Adven-
ture through thick tank bag side pouches; instead, we 
came up with a special idea together with Ortlieb:

Our Ortlieb Adventure Bags are simply pushed on the 
supplied attachment kit and fixed with a quick release 
connector at the same time. They are now securely 
mounted on the tank protector of the Adventure and 
provide a lot of space on each side for all the small items 
that cannot be put inside the tank bag but still need to 
be within easy reach. 100% waterproof because of the 
patented Ortlieb rolling seal.

Supplied complete with attachment kit. Left and right 
sold seperately.

R 1200 GS Adventure protection bars (all models)

Left Part No.: 1724780

Right Part No.: 1724781

Wunderlich “BarBagEvo” Handlebar Bag

For everything you need quick access to – without sac-
rificing protection. Functional bags specially developed 
for the BMW models. Only in this way can you actually 
use all the space that the bike potentially gives you.

Easy-to-open lid, with an integrated additional com-
partment and further places to store pens, credit cards 
etc. The large main compartment is closed using a 
waterproof perimeter zipper. To allow you to charge 
your mobile etc., the bag has an e-connect input (water-
proof cable grommet). Built-in reinforcing panels, a 
vibration-absorbent lining and the elaborate two to three 
layer-stacking system all contribute to stability under all 
conditions. 

The facts:

•   Easy-to-open lid with velcro-type fasteners.
•  Sensible additional functions integrated into the underside of 

the lid.
•  Large main compartment that keeps its shape even when 

empty.
•  New quick-release fastening system: fits over the headset by 

means of adjustable Klett belt. Fits many BMW handlebars.
•   New: Design by Nicolas Petit.
•   New: Waterproof zippers.
•   New: E-CONNECT input (waterproof cable grommet) for audio 

equipment and/or chargers. So the devices in the bag can be 
charged and protected at the same time.

•   New: Lined walls and floor protect the contents from vibration 
and prevent bulging/wobbling.

•   New: Carrying strap.
•   New: Blue lining.
•   New: Waterproof, Teflon-coated CORDURA. Tough, hard-wear-

ing and not subject to bleaching. Coated inside.
•   Zipper with large rubber tag for easy grip.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)*

 Part No.: 1250171

R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008) with original 
hand protectors

 Part No.: 1250161

*  Does not fit with R 1200 GS + Adventure (from 2008) with origi-
nal hand protectors.

Carrying strap for use as shoulder/
hip bag

Quick attachment with Velcro strap E-Connect: Waterproof cable outlet

Inside compartments
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Wunderlich 
Rear Seat Bag “SeatBag” waterproof

Impressively large and practical: The tank remains free, 
movement is not restricted and the bag sits absolutely 
secure – thanks to its wide support surface, supports 
the back and utilizes space superbly. A sophisticated 
quick release attachment makes this seat bag the ideal 
companion for the big trip and everyday use.

The facts:

•   Maximum space utilisation.
•   Back support (depending on seating position).
•   No restriction of movement.
•   20 litre volume.
•   Precision-shaped strong outer walls for best protection of con-

tent and exclusive look.
•   Blue waterproof lining. Easier to find things inside the bag, 

nothing disappears between stitchings.
•   Waterproof zippers.
•   Circumferential reflecting strip.
•   Additional pouches on both sides and in the front.
•   Waterproof fabric. High strength, resistant to chafing, cannot 

bleach out.
•   Base plate can stay on bike.
•   Carrying handle plus additional carrying system (can be carried 

as rucksack or shoulder bag).
•   Absolute off-road capable.
•   Choice of fitting with or without passenger seat

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Rear seat bag (please order adapter separately)

 Part No.: 1250206

Adapter for passenger seat bag

With passenger seat

Adapter is quickly fitted to the rear seat (simply wrap 
around the seat and secure with the velcro strap). You 
can still take a passenger in spite of the rear seat bag:  
Simply remove the bag and the passenger can carry it 
as a rucksack, thanks to the supplied shoulder straps.

 Part No.: 1250192

Without passenger seat fitted

Extremely sturdy construction proven under extreme 
conditions. The perfect off-road solution because of the 
low centre of gravity and the solid connection to the rear 
sub frame. Made of strong and tough material with a soft 
underside to protect the paint. Attaches securely to the 
original luggage loops.

 Part No.: 1250193

Rain Cover

Recommended when transporting sensitive devices 
and/or during strong rain.

 Part No.: 1250030

Three additional out-
side pouches

Waterproof inner liningWaterproof zippers 
with two opposed zip-
pers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip

Carrying handleWith rucksack kit

Wunderlich 
Rear Carrier Bag GS

Rear carrier bag especially designed for the contour of 
the GS offering maximum space utilisation and faithful-
ness to the design. Ingenious attachment: Simply pull 
the bag over the original rear carrier and secure with 
quick release attachment.

The facts:

•   Easy to mount: Simply push the bag on the rear carrier (inte-
grated pouch having the exact shape of the carrier) and fix with 
straps in the front.

•   Perfect, secure fit, quickly removed and fitted.
•   Maximum space utilisation.
•   Back support for passenger (depending on seating position).
•   No restriction of movement.
•   12 litres volume.
•  Reinforced walls (keeps shape), for best protection of content 

and exclusive look.
•   Blue waterproof lining. Easier to find things inside the bag, 

nothing disappears between stitchings.
•   Waterproof zippers.
•   Circumferential reflecting strip.
•   Waterproof fabric. High strength, resistant to chafing, cannot 

bleach out.
•   Non-slip attachment.
•   For street and off-road use.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 1250194

Waterproof inner lining Waterproof zippers with two 
opposed zippers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip
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with two opposed zip-
pers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip
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Wunderlich “BagPacker” Case Top Bag

One of our very own ideas: additional bags for mounting 
on the panniers. A secure place for additional luggage - 
tried and tested in hefty spills!. When extended they pro-
vide very comfortable armrests for the pillion passenger.

For more than 10 years we have been strapping Ortlieb 
bags, which offer very good arm support, onto our 
panniers. The flat panniers that come with the R 1200 
GS, the Adventure, and the Gobi panniers have made 
it possible for this idea to be turned into reality on a 
professional basis.

The facts:

•   Extendable to a volume of 10 -15 litres by means of perimeter 
zipper.

•  Extremely strong (tensile strength of over 100 kg/~ 200 lb.) ser-
rated hook and loop fastener. The loop strip is self-adhesive 
and only needs to be attached once to the pannier (it’s black, 
so you hardly notice it).

•  Additional strap with Fastlock locking device runs round the 
panniers (the indentations on the underside keep it securely in 
place).

•  Possible to open and close the panniers even with the top bag 
in place.

•  Ergonomically shaped for pillion passenger’s thighs.
•  Can only be extended to the side so as not affect the passen-

ger’s comfort.
•  Shaped, sturdy outer walls for optimum protection of the con-

tents and an exclusive look.
•  Blue waterproof lining makes it easy to see inside the bag so 

that things can’t disappear into the stitching.
•  Waterproof zippers.
•  Waterproof fabric. Tough, hard-wearing and not subject to 

bleaching.
•  Clingy, non-slip bag underside: protects the pannier from chaf-

ing (sticks like clingfilm).
•  Lightweight.

Probably the most pleasant and practical add-on to the 
cases. Matched to the cases of the R 1200 GS and the 
Adventure, however, they fit quite well also on the GOBI 
case

R 1200 GS (all models) with original cases

Left Part No.: 1250204

Right Part No.: 1250205

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models) 
with GOBI cases

Left Part No.: 1250204

Right Part No.: 1250205

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) 
with original cases

Left Part No.: 1250213

Right Part No.: 1250214

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) 
with TraX cases

Left Part No.: 1250213

Right Part No.: 1250214

Blue sealed lining

Wunderlich Seat Bag “VarioBag”

The trusted classic for optimum weight distribution and 
maximum space utilisation.

The facts:

•   Maximum space utilisation.
•   Back support (depending on seating position).
•   No restriction of movement.
•   Volume 17 to 25 litres.
•  Easy to remove the bag from the base with the zipper.
•  Base can remain attached to the vehicle.
•   Carrying handle plus additional carrying system (can be carried 

as rucksack or shoulder bag).
•   Self-securing zippers between bag and base plate.
•  Shape made to fit the seat exactly.
•  Extra-strong main compartment with inside support.
•  Absolutely water-tight, very strong material with high resistance 

to abrasion.
•   Waterproof lining. Easier to find things inside the bag, nothing 

disappears between stitchings.
•   Waterproof zippers.
•   Circumferential reflecting strip.
•  Additional compartment on top.

The seat bag is supplied including adapter as shown.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1250199

Rain Cover

Recommended when transporting sensitive devices 
and/or during strong rain.

 Part No.: 1250030

Blue inner lining

Up to 25 litres volume Including rucksack carrying system

Fit over GS original aluminium panniers...

... and GOBI panniers.

Waterproof zippers with two 
opposed zippers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip

Waterproof zippers with two 
opposed zippers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip

... TraX panniers ...

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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Blue sealed liningWaterproof zippers with two 
opposed zippers with large rubber 
tags for ease of grip

Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update
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of us; he had just recently passed the swim 
trainer test for which he had prepared and 
trained for over a year.

His only problem simply was that he did not 
ride a single metre with a motorcycle during 
this whole time and his Enduro experience 
from the years before was moderate. He 
was not allowed to ride the ZERO for rea-
sons of weight. He had already speculated 
about this for a couple of days but now 
his dream vanished. Erich was the winner, 
because he was much lighter. But not only 
Volker was unsure. What would expect 
us up there in the shadow of the gigantic 
Matterhorn towering above everything. This 
majestic mountain with his cloud cap on the 
top radiated a strength and sovereignty that 
could be strongly felt.

Nevertheless, we wanted to get up there 
and so we began to set out. The electric 
bike, the cow and the calf all on road that 
gradually changed into increasingly steeper 
passages. We arrived at Plan Maison, the 
intermediate station of the Bontadini lift at 
an elevation of 2876 m without incidents. 
From there the ascent become steeper and 

more demanding. The Boxer showed his 
displacement advantage, the F 800 in turn 
convinced not only Volker with its much 
greater rideability.

Erich, who seemed to have blended into 
one with the ZERO, enjoyed riding back 
and forth between the two of us and was 
probably the one able to take in most of 
this grandiose nature; he just travelled long 
joyfully and easily.

The track became even steeper, smooth 
stones, loose debris and snow-covered 
passages took turns. Volker and I had to 
get off our bikes several times to help each 
other, straighten our vehicles and continue 
the ascent. The small road wound sneakily 
back and forth, was merely a path now as 
it continued through the debris; time and 
again we had to suddenly change direction 
on a steep stretch not go get off the path. 
Erich, on the other hand, just zigzagged 
through the stony terrain, almost with ease. 
Nothing seemed to be able to stop him. … 
until this trip came to a surprising end. He 
did not have enough charge on board and 
stopped all of a sudden, absolutely still. 

Now Volker and I had to think how to get 
Erich up the hill. No question for Volker. 
Immediately he turned over the calf and 
offered to tackle the remaining 100 verti-
cal metres on foot. We just left the ZERO 
behind in the snow at an elevation of 3200 
metres. Never before did an electric bike 
probably reach such levels up in the moun-
tains.

At last Volker was able to apply all the fit-
ness accumulated in over one year of train-
ing and he marched with firm legs and the 
helmet under his arm toward our destina-
tion at 3332 m. Even the mountaineer Luis 
Trenker would have shown respect for such 
endurance.

As Erich and I negotiated the last bend 
before the top station of the Bontadini lift, 
a friendly mason already waited for us; he 
shouted encouragements as the last stretch 
become tough again and we almost had to 
get off our bikes again. As if he knew that 
we would be coming up the hill with stiff 
fingers, he had already prepared a fire from 
scrap wood for us to warm up. 

We were overwhelmed by the fascinating 
silhouettes of the mountain and enjoyed the 
spectacular view; we would have loved just 
to stay up there. There we were, with the 
Matterhorn in sight and the feeling that we 
could just jump over there. On the Swiss 
side the ski slopes were being prepared for 
the next season, while ski trainers carried 
on with their lessons.

Slowly and somewhat wistful we left this 
place and started to head back. This tour 
and the great images in our minds certainly 
make it easier to pass the time until next 
spring, as we had only dreamed about it or 
planned it on paper.

Fritz Spenner - www.powerfull.de

A Wunderlich endurance test in the shade 
of the Matterhorn, to the Bontandini Lift, 
probably the highest points in the Alps 
accessible by motor vehicle.

I researched the Internet with fascination to 
look for information. I had read about peo-
ple who always wanted to make it up there 
and some, who actually went. The success 
of my searches was rather modest; would I 
even need a permit in the end? Then came 
the time where I just stopped searching, 
invited two friends and we simply took off. 
Each journey needs a beginning or it will not 
happen and not everything can be cleared 
up ahead of time with such an endeavour. 

Somewhere in the Alps I kicked out my two 
friends, Erich and Volker. I continued alone 
with the delivery van and an electric bike 
from ZERO, which we also wanted to test 
some time. The others continued with a R 
1200 GS (the cow) and a F 800 GS (the calf) 
and enjoyed the last beautiful autumn days 
as they rode along on their knobbly tyres.

We had agreed to meet in Valtournenche, a 
mountain village in a side valley of the Aosta 
valley. From there we had planned to head 
to our tour via Breuil-Cervinia. The access 
road through the Aostatal was an absolute 
experience. The scenery was spectacular, 
wonderful the warmth of the sun and the 

smell of the mountains. 

Once in Valtournenche I gradually 
approached our undertaking. The lift opera-
tor and a policeman welcomed me friendly. 
They did not object at all to my idea to drive 
up to the pass the next morning, however, 
they recommended talking to the municipal 
office in Valtournenche, since the planned 
route went through the private property of 
the township. I was lucky when searching 
for the municipal office and three beds for 
accommodation. The man in his mid-forties 
from whom I solicited the information was 
a great hit. He introduced himself as Pietro 
and was an enthusiastic Enduro rider; right 
away he wanted to know more about my 
plans.

His brother ran a small hotel around the 
corner and we could sleep there; we should 
definitely not get in touch with the municipal 
office and maybe wake up some sleep-
ing dogs. This took care of the hotel and 
a meeting for the following day. Erich and 
Volker arrived soon after and we enjoyed 
the evening with Pizza and a few beers, 
anticipating the coming day with excite-
ment.

Unfortunately, Pietro had some appoint-
ments in the morning and was sad that he 
could not join us.

Off we went: We drove with the delivery van, 
the ZERO and the two GS behind up to the 
village of Breuil. There we unloaded the 
ZERO, released some air from “cow” and 
“calf” and prepared for the ascent. Volker 
was quite uptight and sometimes found it 
hard to even smile or talk as he stood in 
awe of the site of the Matterhorn. Although 
he was in the best shape among the three 

Winter Test to the Bontandini
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Wunderlich MiniPack

The perfect complement to the original GS carrier plate. 
Enough space for all your important items, The extra 
stiffening (thanks to a hard PVC insert) means that sharp 
objects such as tools can be carried without working 
their way through the walls.

Dimensions: 26 x 8 x 21 cm (10.2 x 3.15 x 8.26”).

The facts:

•  Contour-fitted to the rear carrier.
•  Reinforced basic compartment with interior strengthening.
•  Waterproof, strong and hard-wearing fabric.
•  Blue waterproof lining makes it easy to see inside the bag so 

that things can’t disappear into the stitching
•  Waterproof zippers.
•  Rubber zippers with large rubber tags for ease of grip.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

 Part No.: 1724518

Protective cover keeps out dirt 
and water, waterproof zipper, zip-
per with large rubber tag for ease 
of grip.

Sealed inner lining

Wunderlich GapBag

This bag elegantly closes the gap under the rear rack,  
perfectly completing the rear of the 1200. Use it to store 
a pair of extra gloves, or quite practically, the first-aid 
kit, etc. Designed as permanent travel companion, it 
provides sufficient space for all those important small 
items. Integrates perfectly with the bike without standing 
out. As all our bags, equipped with a waterproof zipper.

The facts:

•   Waterproof, high-strength, abrasion-proof fabric.
•   Designed for permanent fitting.
•   Waterproof zippers.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 1250195

Waterproof zippers with two handy 
pull tabs in opposite directions

Wunderlich “PackPlus” GS

Without the passenger seat fitted, the large opening of 
the front passenger seat lock remains unused. BMW 
attached 3 loops on each side to secure luggage, but 
did not provide any for the length of the platform when 
the seat is not present.

Our system allows strapping arrangement in the length-
wise direction, which is absolutely necessary for lug-
gage items extending beyond the width of the support 
surface; the locking mechanism is closed by a new 
design element.

With or without luggage, “PackPlus” nicely comple-
ments and beautifies the rear. Additionally, if the rear 
carrier is removed, we provide the PackPlus “rear” with 
a built-in loop concealing the gaping opening.

Made of high-strength anodised aluminium. Includes  
3M rubber bumpers to stabilise the PackPlus bracket, 
prevent damage to the paint and prevent rattling.

Sold as a complete set with fitting material. Easy to fit: 
The front PackPlus is easily clicked into the seat lock 
(can be opened again with the key just like the seat), the 
rear one is tightened with the supplied central bolt (if rear 
carrier is removed).

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Front Part No.: 8170000

R 1200 GS (all models)

Rear Part No.: 8110273

Carrier Free Cover

If the original rear carrier is removed, a big unsightly hole 
is revealed at the rear.

As an alternative to our “PackPlus” (rear) we have 
designed a nice aluminium cover that is bolted on and 
closes the hole..

Made of high-strength anodised aluminium. Compete 
with all fittings.

R 1200 GS (all models)

Rear Part No.: 8110272

“PackPlus” GS front “PackPlus” GS rear

Rear cover
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Wunderlich Luggage Rack Bag SixDays

Made for and tested in hard Enduro sport events.

Exclusively developed for the HP and exactly tailored to 
the rear carrier.

The bag has a snug fit and is easily and quickly secured 
to the frame tubes with two straps. The side “flaps” of 
the bag are fastened with press buttons onto the carrier. 
this additional connection ensures the bag does not 
move around and prevents chafing of the bag and bike.

In its base position the bag offers space for important 
items such as wallet, tools, etc. Fully extended the bag 
offers a much larger storage volume for anything that is 
needed for a day trip or longer off-road fun

We have pulled the waterproof zipper far down toward 
the back to facilitate ease of handling. Nonetheless, 
nothing can drop out thanks to the integrated folding 
flap.

The high-strength, waterproof material withstands even 
toughest demands and is supplemented by a sturdy 
inner lining. The shape of the bag is maintained by  
sown-in thermoformed foam elements. The underside 
has a soft, springy rubber material that protects the 
carrier from scratches and acts as a shock absorber for 
the content.

R 1200 GS HP2

 Part No.: 1250505*

*  Note: Content shown in pictures (tools, pens etc) is not includ-
ed.
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Hepco & Becker Rear Support

Several of the plastic carriers at the rear of the R 1200 
GS have broken with heavy loads. The unfavourable lev-
erage, especially when heavily loaded, can put enough 
strain on the plastic part to cause it to fail. An easy to fit 
support frame guards against unpleasant surprises, high 
repair costs and loss of the top case or luggage. The 
arrangement of this auxiliary frame and the original rear 
support produce much more favourable leverage condi-
tions: The forces acting on the carrier are transferred as 
tensile and compression forces to the rear support and 
to the sub frame. Carrier and support form a triangulated 
unit that immediately improves the load and leverage 
applied to the carrier. This construction has proven itself 
under extreme loads in Morocco, Syria, Siberia and 
many other tests. Easy to fit, without modifications to 
bike needed. Sold as a kit complete with all fittings.

For original carrier of R 1200 GS (not Adventure)

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 8160605*

*  Note: Fits with Hepco & Becker side cases but NOT with origi-
nal BMW cases. 

Wunderlich Luggage Plate “Sozius”

When the rear seat is removed, the area below can be 
used to carry luggage – that’s the original intention. 
Whoever uses this option frequently will soon find out 
that the paint coat of the rear sub frame cover quickly 
suffers and that the design of the whole support surface 
is anything but ideal. The carrier plate we have designed 
allows you to use the space securely and efficiently. 
Attached exactly like the rear seat, the plate engages 
nicely in the lock of the rear seat, which also turns it into 
a theft-proof fitting. Machined slots all around the outer 
edge allow everything to be securely fastened.

The facts:

•  No damage/chafing of original plastic cover.
•  Luggage can positioned straight or across (no protruding edg-

es)
•  Plate reaches far below the rear carrier. Without rear carrier 

even more luggage area available.
•  Strengthening swages, low weight but very strong and stiff.
•  Multiple damping points
•  Easy to attach and remove.
•  Multiple strapping slots.
•  Silver coated.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 8500267

Hepco & Becker 
Rear Carrier Enlarger

The original rear carrier is too small and does not offer 
adequate strapping options. The rear carrier enlarger 
from Hepco & Becker is the answer. Easy to fit, larger 
support surface and many strapping options.

R 1200 GS (all models)

Silver Part No.: 8160606

R 1200 GS HP2

Silver Part No.: 8160607

Wunderlich 
Rear Carrier Enlager “Vario”

Easily adjusted enlargement plate for the original rear 
carrier.

Can therefore be adjusted to any luggage situation 
and if nothing is being carried, it can be reduced to its 
minimum size, thus not interfering when getting on or 
off the bike.

The facts:

•  Decent support and strapping of wider luggage only possible 
with such an enlarger.

•  Many strong strapping points (slots) all around the carrier.
•  Adaptable to luggage size.
•   Quick adjustment.
•  Can be collapsed to its minimum width
•   Easy fitting and removal.
•  Three-part (reinforced aluminium base plate plus two Vari-

oplates)
•   Low weight (aluminium).
•   Silver coated

Including all fittings.

R 1200 GS (all models)

 Part No.: 8500257

Recommended for accessories and original top case

Extreme test: Contrary to the recommendation of the manufacturer, Gerry 
put a load of over 200 kg on the carrier during his 14,000 kilometre Asia 
tour. The entire luggage system held up superbly on toughest terrain without 
sustaining any damage

R 1200 GS

R 1200 GS HP2

Tie Down Strap
Strong PES strap with metal buckle for secure hold and easy 

handling. This product can be found on page 101.

Rack Pack
The ultimate packsack made by Ortlieb. The convenient large 

opening at the top makes it easy to pack this bag and better 

to carry than other luggage bags. This product can be found 

on page 103.
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Canister holder (right with mounted Hünsdorf canister)

Provides additional impact protec-
tion and strengthens the engine 
protection bar

Strong assembly with maximum space utilisation

Wunderlich 
Protection Bar Carrier R 1200 GS

The award-winning idea of our customer, Johann Unger, 
which we have put into practice.

A sturdy tubular rail mounted with little effort to the 
engine protection bar (original, Hepco & Becker or our 
engine protection bar) now offers ample extra space for 
additional luggage.

It creates valuable additional space for spare canisters, 
tools, bags, etc. The low position above the cylinders 
keeps the centre of gravity low and does not effect the 
handling.

We have designed the bars to appear like an extension 
of the engine protection bar thus protecting the valve 
cover, handle bar and side covers even better in the 
event of the bike “toppling over”. They also reinforce the 
engine protection bar.

To top it off, we have developed user friendly additional 
brackets for boxes or bags and a canister holder to 
mount onto the rail. We recommend our reinforcement 
brace for permanent load of over 5 kg.

Of course, aluminium boxes, bags, other canister hold-
ers, etc. can also be mounted directly onto the built in 
bracket of the carrier. 

R 1200 GS (all models)*

Engine support bar carrier

Engine support bar carrier left Part No.: 1724902

Engine support bar carrier right Part No.: 1724903

Reinforcement brace

We recommend this brace for permanent loads over 5 
kg. The carrier will then withstand any extreme challenge 
even with this type of load. Only suitable for Wunderlich  
engine protection bars (part no.: 8160018 and 8160034),  
the original or the Hepco & Becker engine protection bar. 
Including mounting kit.

Left Part No.: 1724904

Right Part No.: 1724905

*  Can only be used in connection with Wunderlich engine protec-
tion bars (8160018 or 8160034), the original BMW engine pro-
tection bars and Hepco & Becker engine protection bars.

Note: The images on both pages show a prototypes, the final 
production part may look different

Rear attachment on frame Adjustable mounting in front

Universal holder for boxes, bags, etc. (optional)

Optional reinforcement brace for 
permanent loads over 5 kg

Universal holder for boxes, bags, 
etc. (optional)

Optional holder for boxes, spare canister or bags (must be ordered sepa-
rately)

Accessories for Protection Bar Carrier

All components have been carefully matched to our 
engine protection bar carriers, however, they can be 
used with existing carriers, cases, etc. as well.

Universal holder for PELI™ case, bags, etc.

Accommodates aluminium boxes, bags or the PeliCase. 
Absorbs impacts, allows optimal strapping (multiple 
strapping slots) while guiding and holding them ideally 
also toward the tank.

Of course, aluminium boxes, bags, other canister hold-
ers, etc. can also be mounted directly onto the built in 
bracket of the carrier. 

Dimensions:  22 cm x 10 cm (base plate);   
22 cm x 7 cm (rear wall).

 Part No.: 1724906

PELI™ Case

The worldwide known PELI™ Cases are made from 
impact-resistant, extremely tough plastic material, water 
and airtight, and superbly suitable wherever sensitive 
goods must be protected against particular stress. The 
box is manufactured completely from corrosion-proof 
materials and is temperature resistant from +99 °C to 
-23 °C. Lock it securely with a padlock.

Water-proof according to IP 67 norm, weighs only 0.9 
kg. We recommend our universal holder for secure 
mounting (see above). 

Dimensions: 23.5 cm x 19.7 cm x 11.4 cm. 
PELI™ Case including Wunderlich strap.

 Part No.: 1724907

Canister holder

Sturdy holder for the 2 litre “Hünsdorf” canisters. The 
canister can be double-strapped for off-road use. 
Holder including Wunderlich strap.

 Part No.: 1724908

Hünsdorf canisters

A burst-proof plastic canister with integrated emergency 
ventilation and filler nozzle. The ideal emergency com-
panion for those tricky eventualities.

As one of the first suppliers of this part, we started sell-
ing these canisters already 20 years ago. Hardly any 
product has such a proven track record.

Easily strapped to luggage or bike with the built in loop. 
Resistant to all fuels. Includes filling nozzle.

2 litres Part No.: 1624547

Note: The images on both pages show a prototypes, the final 
production part may look different

For trips, touring … ... and proven in tough off-road 
terrain.

PELI™ Case including Wunderlich 
straps
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Note: The images on both pages show a prototypes, the final 
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Daring trip with the R 1200 GS WR2 on the 

A4 Autobahn construction site between 

Eisenach and Waltershausen

Everyone knows statements such as: “This 

would be a super action; we should really 

do it” or “What if we would simply drive 

there although there would probably be 

some complaining”? Well most of the time 

much talk and thought passes or some may 

travel part of the stretch in their imagination. 

Finally, the idea is scraped and stored with 

many others that will never be realised.

But there is another approach. Just try it 

out. Just find out what happens, even if 

some problems may develop. 

We have given it a try, put massive “knob-

by” tyres on the radically converted GS and 

sorted through our catalogue of excuses. 

We wanted to drive through a motorway 

under construction, in the middle of regular 

construction traffic. We wanted to ride now 

were in 2010 everyone can ride. Yes, we 

wanted to be careful, not destroy anything 

of the nicely graded slopes, the tyre marks 

of our Conti TKC 80 should not be too pro-

nounced. We did not want to interfere with 

the work of the road construction workers.

Well, we did cause a little stir after all. But 

mainly in the positive sense. We stopped 

the road workers in their work through our 

presence, because they wanted to talk 

with us. They told us how motocrossers on 

weekends, when the construction site is 

unattended, ride over the carefully graded 

slopes, leaving tracks behind - the cor-

rection of which would be very expensive. 

Engaging in friendly conversation and hon-

estly stating our reasons, each stop could 

be turned into something positive. They 

understood. 

We were allowed to travel the 24.5 km long 

constructions site with various bridges, 

entrances and exits. They took pictures with 

their mobile phones, and did not miss our 

number plates either, just in case …

We also understood.

The size of the excavators in direct compar-

ison with our GS, certainly not miniatures, 

was impressive. The GS would have easily 

fitted into the shovel. The depth and width 

of the box cuts in the terrain, necessary to 

route a six-lane motorway through them, 

seemed enormous to us. Also the earth wall 

at the western end of the section near the 

BMW factory. Gigantic! That’s how we also 

felt when we had a stretch of the route all 

to ourselves. A feeling comparable to the 

racetrack that only you can use.

At one of our stops we learned from a BWW 

enthusiast, a lorry rider, that roughly 200 

workers are currently involved in the com-

pletion of the new bypass on the Hörselberg 

mountain. The foundation stone for the 

150 million Euro project was in April 2008. 

The six lane new construction between 

Eisenach and Waltershausen will be oper-

ated as Public Private Partnership (PPP). A 

private investor assumes the construction 

of the federal motorway and its future main-

tenance. In return, he will receive income 

from the lorry toll of this section.

This major project became necessary 

because the current two-lane sections will 

not stand up to the future demands. Traffic 

studies from 1998 and forecasts for 2015 

state that the traffic between those two 

years will increase from 41,000 to 70,000 

vehicles, counted in a 24 hour period. The 

percentage of lorries is estimated at 20%. 

The new construction begins at the Werra 

bridge with a widening of the section over 

2 kilometres at the LOMO rest area. From 

there the route turns toward northeast. The 

new Eisenach-West interchanges is being 

built at the intersection of the national route 

B7. The motorway then widely bypasses 

the towns of Madelungen, Neukirchen, 

Hötzelsroda, Bolleroda and Baunerfeld. 

The new Eisenach-Ost interchange will be 

located near Großenlupnitz. From there it 

continues past Ettenhausen in the direction 

of Sättelstädt. The motorway then merges 

with the current A4 west of Waltershausen.

Our initial fear to be chased off the con-

struction site soon proved to be unfounded. 

Occasionally we were stopped, given some 

information which almost completed sec-

tions we would better avoid and where it 

was safe to ride. We should always pay 

attention to the lorries and give them the 

right of way. We were also told not to ride 

too fast and throw up too much dust. We 

had to smile about this piece of advice. In 

some areas the dust in the air was so thick, 

we could not have added anything to with 

our GS, even if we would have tried.

The GS with very many conversion meas-

ures performed for the tour, had already 

impressed me during the preparation 

phase. Already its enormous height in con-

junction with the still considerable weight 

required quite some concentration on the 

selective terrain. I had gained my previous 

off-road experience mainly on relatively 

light Enduros, which I used to manoeuvre 

more or less sporty during amateur events. 

Although I had learned to handle the large 

volume and torque-strong Boxer in road 

races, riding here on unpaved terrain was 

quite a different story.

The Boxer with the great engine transferred 

each little twist on the gas handle immedi-

ately as if wanting to brush off the cleats 

from the TKC 8… ... and this as fast and 

powerfully and as often as possible. After 

getting used to this pattern, it turned into 

quite some excitement. During the faster 

passages, one gets quickly used to the 

luxury of adequate power.

The sometimes trial-like sections were not 

difficult to negotiate in spite of the weight. 

Even steep downhill passages, covered 

with loose debris, lost their scare.

A very anticipatory, defensive and careful 

riding behaviour probably contributed to 

the fact, that we were able to realise this 

extraordinary tour with the large Enduro 

over a stretch of road normally not approved 

for traffic. All this without a police squad at 

our tail, a long list of reports and much work 

to various legal departments. Although we 

were somewhat prepared for such a turn of 

events and had asked a motorcycle dealer 

to keep the gates of his somewhat remote 

shop wide open, we did not need to resort 

to such an emergency escape. Altogether, 

this was a great experience which con-

firmed our notion, that some ideas are best 

tackled without checking and questioning 

everything two or three times, before daring 

to act. We already have the next idea in the 

back of our heads. What would it feel like if 

we took our GS to tackle the one or other 

true motocross stretch?

Would it even be possible to negotiate the 

inclines and downhill slopes with the flag-

ship without being overpowered by it?

Quite a thought.

“No comment”

Highway Construction Adventure
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Hepco & Becker “LockIt” Luggage Rack

This will meet all your needs: it can take huge amounts 
of luggage, is good for long-distance touring and has a 
flawless appearance. If you no longer need it, you can 
remove the whole assembly with just a few flicks of the 
wrist.

The facts:

•  Multiple strapping points and extra cross-bracing
•  Additional reinforcement for better load distribution.
•  Weight-optimised round and oval tube construction.
•  Solid double-walled construction (tube within tube).
•  Tough, plastic-coated surface gives a classy touch.
•  Fittings made with real-world use in mind: 

(CNC-turned) aluminium and rustproof screws.
•  With “Quicklock” connections for easy carrier fitting and remov-

al.
•  “MOTORRAD” magazine test winner.
•  Easy to fit.
•  Strong fixing point for strapping onto trailer etc.
•  Made in Germany.

Suitable for all Hepco & Becker cases

R 1200 GS (all models) Part No.: 8160619

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) Part No.: 8160621

Quicklock: Just a few deft moves and you can hardly see anything of the 
luggage rack at all.

Hepco & Becker  
“AluRack” Top Case Carrier

The original top case is too small and too sensitive for 
many bikers. As basis for the generous H&B top cases 
there is this light, solid, and compact aluminium carrier, 
impressing even without top case.

The high-strength construction is just as elaborate as 
that of the case carrier and has been tested during over 
100,000 kilometres. For all Hepco & Becker Top Cases. 
Easy to fit. Plastic-coated titanium. Including all fittings.

R 1200 GS (all models) Part No.: 8160597

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) Part No.: 8160614

Wunderlich and Hepco & Becker 
Case Carrier SYMMETRICAL

Fitting two cases of the same size on the GS has finally 
become possible – with stunning success:

•   Symmetrical look.
•   Fitting of identical size cases with optimal space utilisation 

(without recess for silencer).
•   Optimal positioning of centre of gravity toward the middle (sym-

metrical case fitting) and toward the bottom (silencer weight).
•   Reduced width of bike possible.
•   Better bike handling and manoeuvrability.
•   Suitable for all Hepco & Becker cases.
•   “LockIt” quick release system and with all advantages of the 

asymmetrical Hepco & Becker case carriers.
•   A joint development by Wunderlich and Hepco & Becker.
•   Made in Germany.

The high rising silencer may look nice on bikes without 
cases, but for touring with luggage it’s a disadvantage. 
Simple installation. Can be used with all silencer types. 
Order silencer lowering kit separately. 

SYMMETRICAL “LockIt” Case Carrier

R 1200 GS (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160698

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160699

Exhaust lowering kit

To fit the symmetrical “LockIt” system you will need to 
lower the silencer. Initially developed for our symmetric 
case carrier, this conversion kit can also be used for 
other conversions. 

Complete exhaust lowering kit with insert set.

R 1200 GS & Adventure (Up to 2009)

 Part No.: 8166293

Narrower overall width

Symmetrical look.

More storage space

100% off-road capable

Hepco & Becker - Best Brand 2007-2009
More than 35,000 readers of “Motorrad” magazine voted on 

the best brands in the motorcycle accessories field. Hepco & 

Becker was voted best brand in the luggage systems category 

three years on the trot, with the most nominations.

News + Updates
Download all the updated catalogue sections from

www.wunderlich.de/update

Complete exhaust lowering kit with insert set.

R 1200 GS & Adventure (Up to 2009)

Part No.: 8166293
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Wunderlich and Hepco & Becker 
Case Carrier & Rear Carrier “HP2”

An entirely new approach, developed together with our 
partner Hepco & Becker exclusively for the HP: The 
rather smallish rear sub frame is reinforced by the rear 
carrier and its solid auxiliary frame. The HP is now opti-
mally prepared for tackling the most beautiful off-road 
stretches, and for all the adventures you would like to 
enjoy with it. The solution for all transport problems: A 
carrier able to carry loads of luggage, entirely suitable 
for off-road terrain and intriguing by its flawless crafts-
manship.

The facts:

• Not just a luggage rack and mounting point for pannier mounts 
but also a reinforcement for the sub frame. 
• Multiple mounting points with cross bracing. 
• Supplemental support for improved weight distribution. 
•   Weight-optimised round and oval tubing construction.
• Lightweight round and oval tubing construction. 
• Tough, black powder coated finish. 
• Top quality, corrosion resistant mounting hardware and fasten-
ers. 
•   Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS HP2

Rear Carrier

A solid base for carrying luggage. We recommend using 
the large, waterproof Wunderlich luggage bags.

Black Part No.: 8160602

Side Case Carrier

Because an auxiliary frame is integrated in the rear car-
rier, the case carrier can only be fitted together with the 
rear carrier. Don’t forget: Only as an addition to the “Rear 
Carrier 8160602”

Black Part No.: 8160601

Case Pack

This complete set includes a GOBI case set (silver), the 
case carrier and the rear carrier.

 Part No.: 8160609

No limits.

www.hepco-becker.de
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“Xplorer” Touring Packages 
Case Sets including Carrier

Case Sets including Carrier

To make sure the proportions are right, we use same 
size cases with our symmetrical special carrier or with 
the Hepco & Becker case carrier a 30 litres left / 40 litres 
right case combination. This creates a symmetrical and 
narrow unity in both cases.

Practical innovation permanently adding value to the 
GS and Adventure and creating a probably unbeatable 
price/performance ratio. All sets have matching locks.

Xplorer Package with 30/40 Litre Case Set  
and Hepco & Becker Case Carrier

R 1200 GS (all models) Part No.: 1724742

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models) Part No.: 8160684

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8160689*

Xplorer Package SYMMETRICAL 
with Symmetrical Case Set and Carrier

Our symmetrical case carrier with same size Xplorer 
case sets: Optimal centre of gravity and smooth-
surfaced, superb space utilization with up to 80 litres 
volume. Our first choice.

Mit 30/30 Liter cases 
and Hepco & Becker Case Carriers

R 1200 GS (up to 09) Part No.: 8160507

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 09) Part No.: 8160508

With 30/30 Litre Cases 
and Hepco & Becker Case Carriers

R 1200 GS (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160141

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160142

* Including Luggage/Top Case Carrier.

Hepco & Becker  
“Xplorer” Aluminium Cases

Extremely robust combination of anodised aluminium 
plates and highly impact-resistant plastic parts.

Form and function both enhance the 1200 GS and, in 
the sum of their features, are a solid testament to Ger-
man workmanship.

The facts:

•  New, contemporary design (by Targa-Design / München).
•  Rounded impact edges.
•  Absorbs blows and ground impact.
•  Sturdy metal locks with cylindrical barrels
•  Recessed lashing eyes
•  Integrated handle recesses.
•  Top loader
•  Removable lid.
•  Completely waterproof.
•  Panniers and top box can be supplied with a single key.
•  Quick lock for mounting on pannier rack.
•  Available with a wide range of special accessories.
•  Made in Germany.

The highly intricate plastic connection between lid and 
case body is disproportionately more robust and warp-
free than an inflexible aluminium profile connection.

This is proof that a superior price/performance ratio can 
also come “Made in Germany”.

Xplorer Single Case

30 litres left Part No.: 1724716

30 litres right Part No.: 1724717

40 litres left Part No.: 1724719

40 litres right Part No.: 1724718

Xplorer Top Case

45 litres Part No.: 1724714

Accessories

2 Litre canister including mounting Part No.: 1724752

Drinks bottle holder Part No.: 1724751

Pannier carry handle Part No.: 1724753

Xplorer Package with 30/40 litre Cases

Xplorer Package SYMMETRICAL. Here with 30/30 litre Cases

Xplorer Package SYMMETRICAL with 40/40 litre Cases

Hepco & Becker - Best Brand 2007-2009
More than 35,000 readers of “Motorrad” magazine voted on 

the best brands in the motorcycle accessories field. Hepco & 

Becker was voted best brand in the luggage systems category 

three years on the trot, with the most nominations.

Canister bracket (optional) Holder for SIGG or equivalent bev-
erage bottles (optional)

Pannier carry handle

With 30/30 Litre Cases
and Hepco & Becker Case Carriers

R 1200 GS (up to 2009)

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160142

* Including Luggage/Top Case Carrier.
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Hepco & Becker Pannier Set + Top box

The revolutionary pannier development from Hepco & 
Becker combines the look of aluminium with the rigid-
ity of a plastic pannier. Impact-resistant, solid-coloured 
plastic makes the Gobi an extremely strong pannier, 
capable of absorbing impacts and withstanding ground 
contact without falling apart. The outer and inner side 
walls are connected to one another in a honeycomb 
format and offer storage space for up to 3.5 litres of fluid 
– this is a real plus for desert riders. The smooth inner 
surfaces make it possible to transport luggage without 
an inner bag. Extremely robust with metal locks, hinges 
with mesh fabric and metal carry handles. Panniers each 
have a capacity of 37 litres, can bear weights of up to 
100 kg and are completely watertight. The Gobi top box 
has a capacity of 42 litres and can easily take a helmet 
and much more. With integrated metal rail. Panniers and 
top box fit all Hepco & Becker luggage racks. Made in 
Germany.

GOBI pannier set (L 47 x B 25 x H 36 cm)

Silver Part No.: 1724680

Black Part No.: 1724711

GOBI Top box 42 (L 36 x B 45 x H 30 cm)

Silver Part No.: 1724554

Black Part No.: 1724712

Accessories for GOBI panniers and top box.

Inner bag (one bag) Part No.: 1724551

Inner bag for Top box Part No.: 1724685

Backrest cushion for Top box Part No.: 1724684

Water tap for panniers Part No.: 1724555

Protected locks

Backrest cushion for Top box

Inner bags for panniers and top box

Water tap

Tourenfahrer 2/2007 (best known touring magazine in 

Germany) 

“The sturdiest and most waterproof pannier around … with 

sturdy metal locks and a load-bearing capacity of up to 100 kg!”

Hepco & Becker  
“GOBI” Extreme Packages

Case Sets including Carrier

The well-conceived and as a set especially economically 
priced overall unit; the price/performance ratio probably 
beats any comparative offer by far. 

As our extreme travels and the many independent tests 
have proven, the GOBI cases have become a reference 
standard in regard to long service life, stability, security 
and leak tightness. All sets have matching locks.

GOBI Package with 40/40 Litre Case Set and Hepco 
& Becker Case Carrier

With silver GOBI Cases

R 1200 GS Part No.: 8160611

R 1200 GS Adventure Part No.: 8160624

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8160609*

With black GOBI Cases

R 1200 GS Part No.: 8161021

R 1200 GS Adventure Part No.: 8161022

R 1200 GS HP2 Part No.: 8160669*

GOBI Package SYMMETRICAL with Symmetrical 
Case Set and Carrier

Our symmetrical case carrier with same size Xplorer 
case sets: Optimal centre of gravity and smooth-sur-
faced, superb space utilization with 80 litres volume. The 
first choice for travels and extreme challenges!

With silver GOBI Cases

R 1200 GS (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160686

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160687

With black GOBI Cases

R 1200 GS (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160667

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160668

* Including Luggage/Top Case Carrier

With lid stop and lever for lid locking

GOBI-Paket an R 1200 GS HP2.

SYMMETRISCHES GOBI-Paket.

After an intensive test “á la Goy” ... ... Jean-Pierre’s opinion on our 
symmetric carrier system

Part No.: 8160687

Part No.: 8160667

R 1200 GS Adventure (up to 2009) Part No.: 8160668

* Including Luggage/Top Case Carrier

After an intensive test “á la Goy” ...After an intensive test “á la Goy” ...
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RIMOWA “Alu-Exclusive” 
Aluminium Cases & Top Cases

The classy joint project: RIMOWA panniers and Hepco & 
Becker mounting system combine exclusive design with 
high user value.

Strong swages and solid corner reinforcements deliver 
high stability and make the whole system extremely 
sturdy. The foldaway carry handles are especially practi-
cal, and the integrated polystyrene lining protects the 
contents from shocks, as well as preventing abrasion on 
the boxes and scuff damage to your things. 

The facts:

•  Standard protection against abrasion, weather and damp.
•  Indestructible, permanently anodised aluminium alloy.
•  “Exclusiv” aluminium top box comes with rail as standard.
•  Integrated carrying handle for maximum carrying comfort.
•  Additional corner reinforcements for good stability and protec-

tion.
•  Robust hinges for the pannier and top box lids.
•  Strong barrel lock holds the boxes firmly to the carrier.
•  Single-key system for holders and lids.
•  Highly impervious: waterproofing integrated into the wear pro-

tection.
•  Made in Germany.

“Alu-Exclusiv” panniers

30 l left (dimensions: 46x23x30 cm) Part No.: 1724690

30 l right (dimensions: 46x23x30 cm) Part No.: 1724691

40 l left (dimensions: 46x26x36 cm) Part No.: 1724692

40 l right (dimensions: 46x26x36 cm) Part No.: 1724693

“Alu-Exclusiv” top box

30 litre (dimensions: 30x43x22) Part No.: 1724694

45 litre (dimensions: 36x50x30) Part No.: 1724695Siberia > Syria > Singapore > 

 Russia > Spain > Morocco > Chile > 

USA > Norway > Finland >  Slovenia 

> Croatia ...

Carrier and case set have man-
aged roughly 130,000 kilometres. 
Even after the many falls (where 
they also protected the motorcy-
cle quite well) and flying off at 
120 km/h (not properly fastened), 
both cases work perfectly and are 
absolutely tight. In spite of the tre-
mendous load, even the carriers, 
thanks to their superb strength and 
their great inherent spring-cushion 
properties, have survived every-
thing in top condition.

In the framework of our extensive 
test tours, numerous falls with the 
fully loaded machines occurred 
repeatedly. Either in Siberia, in Tur-
key at -15 °C and 120 km/h, in the 
Atakama desert or in the middle of 
wintry Persia, time and again the 
GOBI cases were able to divert 

damage from the machine. Reat-

taching the cases to the carrier was 

possible in all cases. They contin-

ued to stay watertight and did not 

exhibit any functional restrictions.

Very user-friendly: Contrary to sim-

ple aluminium cases, no aluminium 

abrasions occur inside the case, 
the case is fastened securely to 
the case carrier in a single step 
and thanks to its integrated carry-
ing handles it is easy to transport. 
Long-distance travel suitability, 
handling and the superb price/per-
formance ratio are unsurpassed.

120 km/h spill
Thanks to the panniers and the protection bars, the bike hardly sustained any damage. The panniers 
could still be used and are still absolutely watertight even today.

Classy and solid detail Integrated polystyrene lining

Report GOBI Extreme Test
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TraX Alu-Box

The new Adventure-look pannier generation. A clever 
combination of aluminium and plastic. The new Soft-
Edge Design with its recessed plastic corner profiles 
reduces the risk of injury and the danger of snagging.

The chamfered edges will in extreme situations hit the 
ground later and offer a broader, more robust impact 
surface.

The facts:

•  Extraordinarily robust.
•  1.5 mm (0.06”) aluminium plate with punch-rivet connections
•  Solid stainless-steel fittings.
•  Waterproof (exchangeable gaskets).
•  Includes lashing belt holder (pannier) for additional luggage.
•  Durable lid hinge with opening restraint.
•  Clever, tightly fitting mounting.
•  Easy to fit and remove.
•  “Plug and play”: pre-assembled boxes (holders, etc. are all 

mounted).
•  Available in two widths for a symmetrical unity.
•  Lockable using optional locks (single-key system).
•  Comprehensive range of accessories.
•  Made in Germany.

A system thought out down to the last detail, great value 
for money.

Please note: For security reasons we recommend the 
optional lock kit (for a detailed description please look 
under “Trax Accessories”)

37 Litre pannier set

Dimensions (LxBxH): 49 cm x 23 cm x 37 cm.

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724801

Black powder coated Part No.: 1724804

45 Litre pannier set

Dimensions (LxBxH): 49 cm x 28 cm x 37 cm.

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724803

Black powder coated Part No.: 1724805

TraX “SYMMETRISCH” Pannier Set

SYMMETRISCH = symetricasl in German. For reasons 
of proportion we use for this set a slim 37 litre pannier on 
the left and the 45 litre pannier on the right. The resulting 
unit is symmetrical and slim.

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724806

Black powder coated Part No.: 1724807

Titanium powder coated Part No.: 1724815

Topcase

The perfect complement to the case set with a full 38 
litre capacity and an attachment that is both secure and 
easy to operate. Dimensions (LxWxH): 41 cm x 34 cm 
x 33 cm.

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724808

Black powder coated Part No.: 1724809

Top case blackIndestructible SlipOn 
quick attachment 
(pre-assembled)

Soft-edge design 
reduces the risk of 
injury and the danger 
of getting caught

Robust lid hinges with 
90° retaining fixture

Waterproof profiles Lashing strap attach-
ments

QuickLock EVO Case Holder for Trax

An indestructible rack, that can be removed in sec-
onds thanks to the quick release fasteners. So the rack 
doesn’t get in the way in normal use and can quickly be 
reinstalled for tours.

The facts:

•  Light and extraordinarily robust
•  Mounted and released in seconds thanks to the QuickLock 

attachments.
•  Plastic coated.
•  Optional anti-theft system
•  Made in Germany.

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

TRAX Adapter for Original Adventure Carriers

  Part No.: 1724633

TRAX Adapter for Original Adventure Carriers

Adapter set (right and left) to fit the TraX boxes on origi-
nal Adventure case carriers.

R 1200 GS Adventure (pair) Part No.: 1724821

QuickLock locking device

This anti-theft device can be mounted on to any Quick-
Lock assembly. Complete set for right and left panniers. 
Single-key system including 2 keys. 

 Part No.: 8160897Thanks to the Quick-
Lock fastenings, can 
be released in sec-
onds ...

... leaving fastenings 
that are barely visible

Adventure exclusive:
TRAX adapter for 
original case carrier

AluRack Luggage Carrier System

A brilliant modular system, which consists of a high-
strength and perfectly integrated base carrier that can 
itself be used as a mini luggage carrier.

Adapter plates can be added to this using quick-release 
fasteners which can take nearly all top boxes currently 
on the market or the BASIC luggage bridge extension. 
Made in Germany.

So all the options are open to you, and the quick-release 
fasteners mean that everything can easily be removed.

AluRack Base Carrier

R 1200 GS Part No.: 1724664

R 1200 GS Adventure Part No.: 1724909

Adapter Plates for all Hepco & Becker Top Cases

 Part No.: 1724666

Adapter Plates for Trax Top Cases

 Part No.: 1724628

AluRack Base Carrier

Slot the desired adapter plate into position on the AluRack and secure it 
with three turns of the wrist … now you can fit any top box you want.

TRAX Case Set SYMMETRICAL and Top Case on a 1200 GS

TRAX Case Set “SYMMETRISCH”, titanium power-coated

Luggage Loops
Now you can mount more luggage onto the cases. Whether an 

extra canister or piece of luggage, it can be securely mounted 

in the blink of an eye without any need for expensive additional 

fittings (for fitting we recommend our belt straps). You can find 

this product on page 106.
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TraX Accessories

However unique the Trax aluminium box range is, the 
tailor-made range of accessories is equally unique. 
They will win you over with their practicality, quality and 
design.

TraX Inner Bag

A classy collection with many practical details, multiple 
compartments and an ingenious carrying system (with 
rucksack function). With this system you can keep eve-
rything tidy, and your things will be optimally protected 
from damage and wear.

For 37 Litre Box (per item) Part No.: 1724621

For 45 Litre Box (per item) Part No.: 1724620

For top box (p per item c) Part No.: 1724622

TraX Lock kit

Complete, single-key lock kit for two panniers and a 
top box.

Even if you choose not to order a top box at the same 
time, you will, in the event of damage, still save yourself 
the trouble of having to order a matching lock barrel 
and key, which, years later, may no longer be available 
anyway.

Set consists of 6 locks- one lock each for attachment 
to the bike and one to lock the panniers and top box 
(enough for two panniers and a top box).

 Part No.: 1724639

TraX Carrying Handle

Clever carry handle that takes all the hassle out of lug-
ging heavy cases. Not available for the top box.

Carry handle for one pannier Part No.: 1724638

QuickLock locking device

This anti-theft device can be mounted on to any Quick-
Lock assembly. Complete set for right and left panniers. 
Single-key system including 2 keys. 

 Part No.: 8160897

Inner bag for cases

Inner back for cases Inner bag for top box

TraX Lock Kit

TraX Carrying Handle

Set Offer: 
TraX Alu-Top Case

AluRack Base Carrier, Trax Adapter Plate and Top Case 
in a set. This saves you having to order the individual 
items.

Note: We recommend ordering the optional lock kit 
for security reasons (more details under “Trax Acces-
sories”).

R 1200 GS (all models)

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724822

Black powder-coated Part No.: 1724823

R 1200 GS Adventure (all models)

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724912

Black powder-coated Part No.: 1724913

TraX “SYMMETRISCH” Pannier Package

SYMMETRISCH = symetricasl in German .The complete 
kit with carrier and symmetrical pannier set! This has to 
be the most attractive and most practical combination 
for the F 650/800 GS!

Please note: For security reasons we recommend the 
optional lock kit (for a detailed description please look 
under “Trax Accessories”)

R 1200 GS + Adventure (all models)

Aluminium (black lid) Part No.: 1724816

Black powder-coated Part No.: 1724817

Titanium power-coated Part No.: 1724818

Lockable  
Quicklock locking device

R 1200 GS Adventure 

“BagPacker” Case Top Bag
A completely new idea from Wunderlich: Additional bags to be 

fitted on top of the side cases. The bag offers a lot of additional 

space and when extended it offers a very comfortable armrest 

for the passenger. This product can be found on page 544.
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